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Connections US 2017 Host/Sponsor Guidance 

Col William Lademan, PhD (USMC) 

Sponsor/Host Guidance 

Each year the sponsor who hosts Connections provides a theme and guidance to the 
Conference Organizers and Presenters as to what the Sponsor/Host expects from the 
Conference. 

Col William Lademan (USMC) PhD, Technical Director of the Wargaming Division, Marine Corps 
Warfighting Laboratory provided the following guidance: 

Theme: Advancing wargaming and analysis as distinct yet complimentary tools. 

Background: There is a movement afoot to reduce wargaming to the status of a mere analytical 
method by claiming that there is a “wargaming-analytical continuum” and that by injecting 
analytical methods and M&S tools into a wargame you can transform it into a rigorous, 
repeatable, and quantifiable methodology. I certainly believe in the value of analysis but not in 
its synthesis with or subversion of the wargaming method. The answer to this dilemma involves 
the recognition of the distinct natures of the two approaches and the effort to forge 
complimentary methods. Wargaming permits judgement to be influenced in a dynamic context 
by emerging evidence as a precursor to decision. Analysis can aid this process through the use 
of methods that can prepare information before a game, inject “points of precision” during play 
which then merge with and act as an informing substrate for decision, and refine outcomes 
after play to enable the transition of defensible insights to support an informed 
recommendation. In other words, there is no “wargaming-analytical continuum” in which craft 
is transformed into science by the simple incorporation of analytical tools. 

There is only a particular application of an analytical tool to a specific wargaming requirement 
that can inform, inject plausibility, and refine outcomes in a manner designed to influence but 
not determine game activities and results. Knowledge does not have to be quantified in order 
to be defensible or actionable. 

Connections 2017 should address the practical issue of forging complimentary methods that 
employ analytical tools to inform but not transform wargaming methodologies. So, I would 
pose the question in the following form: 

If a wargaming center established a library of analytical tools (M&S, analytical methods, social 
science applications, etc.) for incorporation into wargames as appropriate: 

1. What purposes (i.e. scenario development, adjudication, collaboration, decision support)
can be supported?

2. What characteristics should these tools possess?

3. Thus, what specific tools can be recommended?

4. What best practices exist for incorporation of these tools into the wargaming methodology?

5. What benefits could be derived and what disadvantages can be incurred as the result of
such an incorporation?

6. Finally, is it possible or is it necessary to develop a body of theory and a philosophy which
can both substantiate and guide practitioners in the specific use of analytical tools in the
wargaming methodology?”
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Connections 2017 USMC Wargaming Center

Col William Lademan, PhD (USMC)

2 Aug 2017

The overall classification level of this brief is:  UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO

Connections ’17

USMC Wargaming

Center

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO

Wargaming Center

• Provide senior leadership with a state-of-the art venue to wargame
within future operating environments at the TS/SCI-level IOT
examine complex problems, develop material and non-material
solutions, and support decision-making

• Facilitates the development or enhancement of: future force design, future
capabilities, operational plans, force generation practices

• Represents current/future threats; replicates & integrates capabilities and
functions

• Informs the PPBE cycle
• Ensure interoperability with CCMDs, Other Services, CJCS, OSD,

and Coalition Partners
• Support the increasing demand for more wargames
• Support the development of Next Generation Wargaming

2

The rapidly evolving Operating Environment is outpacing our ability to 
consider its implications with our current wargaming capability, to the 

detriment of subsequent force and capability development efforts.

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO
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Connections 2017 USMC Wargaming Center

Col William Lademan, PhD (USMC)

Wargaming is Not an Analytical Method

A. Wargames  Human Judgement  I8 + Free Will
1. Consideration of ideas/concepts/material unconstrained by time,

space, and physics allows illumination of governing factors
2. State of game evolves through adjudication driven by human

decisions
3. Outcomes are based upon player interactions
4. Find the right questions and propose direction

B. Models  Stochastic Method  Markovian 
1. Sheer complexity produces a range of uncertainty, indeterminacy,

and approximation of outcomes
2. State of systems evolves through statistical interaction fashioned

by modeler’s judgement
3. Appearance of shaping reality and molding outcomes is deceiving
4. Eliminate the infeasible/unsuitable COAs

C. MMT Employment-

3

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO

Common: Reduction of problem to model based upon what is relevant

Preparation
Refine a 
Condition

Execution
Inform a 
Decision

Assessment
Clarify 
Governing 
Factors

Substantiate 
Outcomes and 
Understanding

Next Generation Wargaming (NGW) 

4

• NGW is a wargaming art and method that will seamlessly represent an evolving
operational environment and accommodate the agility, imagination, and speed of
innovative thought.

• The broad technical characteristics of the NGW:
– Continuous play
– In-stride adjudication
– Coherent evolution of the operational environment
– Effective display, manipulation, and transfer of information
– Maneuver of knowledge to generate and reinforce action, mitigate friction, and

exploit consequences
– Dynamic consideration of the interacting variables that shape risk
– Assess decision anatomy and autopsy
– Participant engagement

• Thus, while NGW will attempt to employ the latest technologies (i.e. scenario,
decision, collaboration, adjudication tools), NGW is not about technology but about
facilitating, synthesizing, and assessing the process of human decision making which
drives the wargame.

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO
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Connections 2017 USMC Wargaming Center

Col William Lademan, PhD (USMC)

Collaborative Gaming Engine 

Concept: Blue, Red, and White Cell set-up in which Red and Blue players design a COA, submit it to the White 
Cell, in which fusion and adjudication would occur, and receive the results of that adjudication in the form of a 
scenario update displayed on their respective tables. Information can be transmitted to an interactive device 
located in the Wargaming Arena to facilitate presentation, consideration, open adjudication, plenary discussion, 
and contributory thought.

Wargaming Arena

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO
4

NGW Wargaming Configuration

6

1. Purpose: Generate and sustain a naval expeditionary culture that 
values imagination, accepts risk, and acts with deliberate speed

3. End State: collaboration – combination and arrangement of ideas, actions, and 
resources to resolve a problem, improve a process, or create and exploit a hidden 

opportunity

Ideum 
Touchtable

Microsoft Hub

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO

UNCLASSIFIED // FOUO

Idea Fountain

Visualization/Collaboration/Manipulation

Tablet-Enabled Participant Spaces

Contributory Thought

1 1

2 2
3

4

5
External Inputs

External Outputs

2. Method:
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Connections 2017 USMC Wargaming Center

Col William Lademan, PhD (USMC)

Methods, Models, & Tools (MMT)

• Decision Tools: Capable of moving, displaying, synthesizing,
and manipulating information so that the anatomy of a
decision can be understood and autopsy of the results can be
assessed.

• Scenario Tools: Capable of representing the effects of the
decisions and events by evolving to accommodate the
consequences and depicting the resultant situation.

• Adjudication Tools: Capable of in-stride resolution of conflict
and the management of results.

• Synthesis Tools: Facilitates visualization and collaboration
by allowing inputs from different sources to be merged,
displayed, and manipulated.

7
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Connections US 2017 Synthesis Group Executive Summary 

Synthesis Group 

Synthesis Group Executive Summary 

Connections US 2017 Wargaming Conference 
Marine Corps University, Quantico 

1st – 4th August 2017 

John Curry MPhil 
Senior Lecturer Games Development Bath Spa University, UK 

j.curry@bathspa.ac.uk

Stephen Downes-Martin PhD (editor) 
Research Fellow at Naval War College, US 

stephen.downesmartin@gmail.com 

Roger Mason PhD 
VP Wargaming at LECMgt US 

roger@lecmgt.com 

Peter Perla PhD 
Principal Research Scientist at CNA, US 

peterperla@aol.com 

Kristan Wheaton PhD 
Professor of Intelligence Studies at Mercyhurst University, US 

kwheaton@mercyhurst.edu 

The Connections Wargaming Conference is an annual event which is held each summer to 
bring together practitioners from every segment of the wargaming community. Connections is 
open to all wargaming practitioners, and welcomes international participation. This year 
Connections US ran Tuesday 1st through Friday 4th of August at the Marine Corps University at 
the invitation of Col William Lademan (USMC) PhD, Technical Director of the Wargaming 
Division, Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory, Marine Corps Base Quantico, to whom we owe 
a debt of gratitude. This report assesses how well the Conference addressed the Host/Sponsor 
Theme and Guidance provided by Col Lademan. 

Any content or interpretation errors are the sole responsibility of Stephen Downes-Martin. 
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Connections US 2017 Synthesis Group Executive Summary 

Synthesis Group 

Primary Synthesis Group Task 

The first task of the Group was to address how well the Conference addressed the USMC 

Guidance and Theme provided by Col William Lademan (USMC) PhD, Technical Director of the 

Wargaming Division at the Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory. The guidance focused on the 

practical issue of forging complimentary methods that employ analytical tools to inform but not 

transform wargaming methodologies, including the characteristics of what analytical tools for 

wargaming use should be in a Wargaming Center’s Library.1 

The second task was to ensure a complete Proceedings of the Conference is available to the 

USMC Wargaming Division and the Wargaming Community in general.2 These Proceedings 

include materials from a pre-conference MORS Wargaming Community of Practice Panel on 

“Wargames that Made a Difference” in which Dr. Tom Choinski’s PhD research on Naval 

wrgaming between the wars and its impact on innovation was presented, then debated by 

three expert panelists. 

The Synthesis Group is happy to report that in general the Conference addressed the 

Sponsor/Host Guidance in a useful manner. Most sessions directly addressed the Guidance. For 

those that did not some sessions generated information that addressed the Guidance as a side 

effect, and the number of panelists and session chairs did not address the Guidance were 

sufficiently few as not to detract from the value provided to the USMC Wargaming Division. 

In addition, although some sessions and speakers did not address the Guidance, it is the 

opinion of the Synthesis Group that all sessions discussed tools for wargaming use, practical 

advice to novice wargamers, or produced novel wargaming insights of value to the Marine 

Corps Wargaming Division and the Wargaming community in general, albeit for some sessions, 

for example the Game Labs and Wargaming Demonstrations, active participation rather than 

reading reports and presentations after the conference would have been required to obtain 

this value. 

1 The complete Guidance is provided in the Conference Proceedings, file “Host Guidance, William Lademan.pdf”. 
2 Note that the Synthesis Group Executive Summary is not a summary of the Conference, it is a summary of how 
well the Conference addressed Col Lademan’s guidance for the conference. For an excellent summary of the 
Conference see https://paxsims.wordpress.com/2017/08/07/connections-2017-aar/ and the file “PAXsims After 
Action Review, Tom Mouat.pdf” in the Conference Proceedings. 
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Connections US 2017 Synthesis Group Executive Summary 

Synthesis Group 

Insights and Recommendations to USMC Wargaming Center 

Following discussion of detailed notes taken by each Synthesis Group Member during the 

Conference, the Group determined that the primary insights and recommendations from the 

Conference concerning analytical tools (and their characteristics) for wargaming use in a 

Wargaming Center Library are: 

1. The term “analytical tool for wargaming use” must be broadened to include wargaming
techniques, board games and their components, literature, software, analysis methods,
information interfaces between wargames and analysts, professional development, all
supported by library science. Wargaming is not a discipline, it is a broad collection of
techniques focused on a definition3 and thus its boundaries are permeable.

2. Innovative wargaming techniques and their associated literature, for example Matrix
Games, Confrontation Analysis, and innovative use of over-the-counter modern
technology, are available for examination and use from outside the US DoD.

3. Board games at all levels of war, for example Urban Operations (tactical), Angels 15
(operational), Red Dragon and Green Crescent (strategic), are a useful source of tools by
cannibalization for different elements of professional wargaming (design, adjudication,
player support, data collection, analysis).4 They also are a cheap prototype or
replacement for large multi-player professional wargames using lots of senior staff.
Helps distinguish what is known and can be represented by rules versus what needs to
represented by SMEs, helps identify design flaws such as process bottlenecks and
missing information, and the needs for software support. Stops creating a large
expensive single shot multi-player game if a Board Game will satisfy with multiple short
runs.

4. Because there are well-known cases of board games by respected designers and
publishers which have obviously not been play-tested and which on examination
contain fatal design flaws, a Wargaming Center cannot simply acquire board games
based on the reputation of the designers and publishers. However, the Wargaming
Center does not have the time nor resources to play-test every board game that comes
onto the market and which might contain useful components. The best overall source
for board game reviews is at https://www.boardgamegeek.com/ and should be used to
vet board games before purchase.

5. Research into the art and science of wargaming – not just learning and following a
wargame process – is a vital tool for a Wargaming Center. Thus, research methodologies
must be properly represented in a Wargaming Center Library. For example, there is a
poorly understood history of “wargames that mattered”, i.e. wargames that influenced

3 For example, the definition provided by Peter Perla in his 1990 book “The Art of Wargaming”. 
4 A complete listing of Board Games demonstrated at the Conference, along with points of contact, is provided in 
the Conference Proceedings, file “05 Wargame Demonstrations, Merle Robinson.pdf”. The website 
https://boardgamegeek.com/ is an excellent source of commercial board games and their reviews. 
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Synthesis Group 

senior military and political decision makers.5 A small number of researchers are 
examining this history and are researching the characteristics of “wargames that made a 
difference” with a view to understanding how to design wargames with a higher 
probability of being both useful and of influencing senior decision makers. Engaging in 
research and with external researchers is necessary to ensure a Wargaming Center 
remains relevant and competent. 

6. Literature, not just books and professional journals but also hobby magazines,
proceedings of wargaming conferences worldwide, and web sites are the fundamental
tool for wargamers. Certain books are foundational and must be read, learned from and
taught by and to the wargamers in a Wargaming Division.6

7. Models, simulations, analysis tools and software are labor saving devices for scenario
design, adjudication, player support, and post-game data scrubbing and formatting prior
to analysis. Practitioners must have access to and be proficient in tools including but not
restricted to non-parametric statistics, qualitative statistics, Atlas.ti, survey design,
Analyst’s Notebook, VBA, Excel and Access, the suite of Google tools (or their functional
equivalent), statistical analysis software or add-ons to Excel.

8. Active professional development is required, else a library of tools will be poorly used
and fall into obsolescence. Mandatory elements include library introduction to the
specialist wargaming materials suggested above, participation in wargaming
conferences and courses, playing in and providing support for wargames executed by
other organizations (to ensure promulgation of expertise and best practice), and regular
engagement with other wargaming organizations in both the US and our allies.

9. Tool selection for a specific Wargaming Center should be driven by the established
principles documented in literature6 applied to the specifics of the tasks being
undertaken by the Center. A Wargaming Center Library needs to catalog tools in its
collection by pedigree (who has used it), cases in which the tool has been used, dated
evaluations of the tool’s value in the circumstances it was used, and meta-data that
describes the tool’s components and the wargaming use to which each component can
or has been used.

10. Wargame data for analysis has two broad consumers: (1) the Wargaming Center
analysts who need to understand the implications of the game, and (2) external analysts
of data provided to them by the Wargaming Center. In both cases the DCAP (data
collection and analysis plan) and the wargame design must be synchronized to ensure
the correct data is collected so that the wargame objectives are met as well as the
needs of external analysts, and in the appropriate format to ensure an efficient
handover of data to analysis tools.

11. A filter is required to ensure that tools incorporated into a Wargaming Center Library be
useful, used and to control costs. Some required characteristics include: must be
accessible to all levels of expertise, useable by a wide range of people and hardware,

5 For example, UK WATU games during WWII and the US Naval Wargames between the Wars. 
6 For example, “The Art of Wargaming”, “Zones of Control”, “Rules of Play”, and “On Wargaming: A Critique of 
Strategic Operational Wargaming” to name just four essential readings. 
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Synthesis Group 

computer tools must be white-box, catalogued by which wargame function they best 
support. 

12. A Wargaming Center Library must address the Network Security problems of
incorporating the best possible software tools, many of which are provided free by
academic institutions (for example the Gambit Suite of Game Theory analysis tools), into
its wargaming activities.

13. A wargame can be used as a tool to develop shared understanding between military
commanders, engineers and scientists, politicians and media, and to educate in
wargaming techniques. It can also be abused as a propaganda tool to promote a pre-
determined decision. “Consultative selling” techniques and tools from the commercial
management consulting world are critical tools for a Wargaming Center Library.

15
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Synthesis Group 

Synthesis Group Task, Structure and Process 

This year the Connections Organizing Committee commissioned a Synthesis Group with two 

tasks: 

1. Assess how well the Conference responded to the Sponsor/Host Guidance

2. Construct the Proceedings of the Conference

Given this underlying focus of the guidance on wargaming and analysis as distinct yet 

complimentary tools and the six questions 

concerning what analytical tools for wargaming use 

should be in a Wargaming Center’s Library, the 

Synthesis Group Lead made the decision to use Peter 

Perla’s Cycle of Research7 (shown in figure 1) as the 

analytic framework. This fits with the host guidance 

assertion “there is no ‘wargaming-analytical 

continuum’ in which craft is transformed into 

science by the simple incorporation of analytical 

tools”. Instead, the Synthesis Group Lead reminds 

the community, there is a cycle of research, and that tools, techniques, art and science enables 

the useful and smooth running of that cycle. 

Between them the Synthesis Group covered all sessions of the conference. The Group did 

not provide a synopsis of the sessions, instead it addressed the following three questions for 

every session of the Conference in order to come up with its Executive Summary: 

1. How did this session address the cycle of research?
2. How did this session address the Host Guidance six questions?
3. What other wargame insights did this session generate?

The Synthesis Group covered all sessions, and submitted notes for each question live via a 

Google form, along with several supplementary reports, all archived for further analysis. At the 

end of the Conference the Synthesis Group met as a Working Group, and using the spreadsheet 

and supplementary notes as a background, generated the Executive summary. 

7 Peter Perla, “The Art of Wargaming”, page 288, Naval Institute Press 1990 

Figure 1: Perla's Cycle of Research 
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Connections US 2017 PAXsims After Action Review 

Major Tom Mouat, UK Army 

Connections 2017 AAR 
By Major Tom Mouat (UK Army). All views expressed herein are personal ones. 

Reproduced with permission from the PAXsims site: 
https://paxsims.wordpress.com/2017/08/07/connections-2017-aar/ 

This year saw a welcome return of the Connections wargaming conference to the US Marine Corps base at 
Quantico, Virginia. The event took place in the General Alfred M. Gray Marine Corps Research Center 
Conference Wing—really excellent facilities, and great on-base administration. The Connections website can 
be found here, and the 2017 programme is here. 

Sadly, the restrictions and increased security, while less onerous than attempting to get to Maxwell Airforce 
Base last year, were still a significant hurdle preventing at least two European delegates from attending. 
Fortunately for me, the excellent support from the British Embassy and the admin staff at my home base 

meant the necessary paperwork was completed in time. I was also slightly alarmed to find that my NATO 
travel order was not sufficient alone to get me through US Customs any more, but I had to have a valid 
passport as well (last year I travelled without my passport because I packed my wife’s passport by mistake). 
Good to know in future. 

I elected to travel over the weekend in order to make use of budget air fares and to recover a little from 
jetlag – but also to visit the simply excellent National Museum of the Marine Corps nearby. This is an 
extremely good museum, with free entry and is expanding every year. 

This year’s theme at Connections was advancing wargaming and analysis as distinct yet 
complimentary tools. 

Day 1 

Following the usual admin and safety stuff, this started with a Wargaming 101 from Matt Caffrey. Every 
time Matt gives his “Wargaming 101” brief it is new and different, tailored to the conference theme and full 
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Major Tom Mouat, UK Army 

of useful information, along with some of the old faithful points that are well worth repeating (such as: 
“Wargaming as a way of training allows people to practice their decision-making in a safe-to-fail 
environment, creating “Virtual Veterans” in their profession”). 

This year took a slightly more focussed look at the analysis elements, covering Defence Secretary Robert 
McNamara’s drive for a “bigger bang for our buck”, General Wallace in Iraq and even President Ronald 
Regan’s admission that he found wargaming “useful”. He also mentioned an excellent quote that I shall 
steal and re-use: “Wargaming is like a powerful drug; used wisely it can do great good, but it can also do 
great harm”. He stressed the importance of using wargaming to communicate and clarify input on 
alternative resource allocations as well as a powerful tool for organisational development. 

One of the most useful explanations for me, as a foreigner, was his simple explanation of the US Defence 

Planning Systems wargames. This helped clarify slides which I had seen in the past, but were simply 
covered with meaningless three and four-letter acronyms (JOPES? PPBS? JSPS?). 

He also covered the wargaming cycle, but this time with an emphasis on the need for evidence and 
understanding of concepts with which to inform investment decisions for future investment. Finally, he 
covered the area of “confidence in wargames” and prediction. Wargames are seldom spot-on in their 
predictions, but if the wargame was properly designed they are mostly close enough to have practical 
utility– but badly designed games (such as where the sponsor has insisted they want a “wargame to prove I 
need more of a specific thing”); can generate wrong or misleading results. The principal elements that affect 
confidence in the outcomes are those games are dealing with “wicked problems”, as well as in the quality of 
planning leading up to a game and execution of the game itself. 

“Effective use of games can help us make more effective decisions, secure funds and 
better prepare today’s and tomorrow’s leaders.” Matt Caffrey 2017. 

18
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This was followed by two seminar sessions on one of three topics: 

• Wargaming in Professional Military Education Roundtable.

• The Marine Corps Gazette Tactical Decision Games.

• Confrontation Analysis.

Sadly, I was unable to attend the roundtable session as I was really interested in the other two sessions. 
The Marine Corps Tactical Decision Games have always fascinated me. I am also interested in the relatively 
new field of Confrontation Analysis, as I have attended a couple of games using this method. 

Tactical Decision Games (TDGs) are tactical scenarios presented in text format with a map, presenting 

some background and a tactical dilemma/predicament. They are intended to allow users to practice 
decision-making and explore tactical principles. They were first included in Lt Col John F Schmidt’s “Enemy 
over the Bridge” scenario in the Marine Corps Gazette (April 1990), and have been included to a greater or 
lesser degree ever since. 

The archive of TDGs are here,  but you need to be a member of the Marine Corps Association and 
Foundation ($35 pa) to read some of the older editions. 

Colonel Chris Woodbridge (Ret), the current editor of the Gazette, explained that the TDG was in essence a 
“single turn wargame”. The intention of including these games in the Marine Corps Gazette was to cover a 
number of things: 

• What does “manoeuvre warfare” look like on the ground?

• How do we teach it in a practical manner?

• Cognitive skills.

• Promote discussion of warfighting experience.

• Practice decision-making under time pressure.

They work best under time constraints and in front of peers (with the worry about public embarrassment 
providing a real incentive). They also work best in force-on force scenarios rather than in the qualitative 
nuances of “people’s war”. He also mentioned a book (including many of the solutions to the problems) 
called Mastering Tactics published in 1994. There was a lot of interest in a book of these problems from 
those present, rather than using the website, and it is possible that additional volumes could be produced in 
the future. Additional plans include improving the user interface for those wishing to submit solutions 

(currently it has a PowerPoint file with tactical graphics in it as well as a “guidebook” with a summary of 
Battalion weapons, ORBAT and map graphics). 

Some of these TDGs are a little difficult for the non-Marine to understand with their abbreviations and non-
NATO symbology, but several of my friends have found it useful to have a selected few examples in their 
pockets for down-time on the range or while stuck in inevitable transport delays. They get people thinking, 
especially because they are deliberately dilemmas, rather than leading to an obvious solution, and so 
provoke debate. 

Confrontation Analysis is an operational analysis technique used to structure, understand and think 
through multi-party interactions such as negotiations. It is the underpinning mathematical basis of drama 
theory. 

As John Curry, editor of the History of Wargaming Project, explained the essence of the game is to identify 
dilemmas between the various actors in a confrontation and then propose alternative options to help 
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explore ways to mitigate these dilemmas. The game evolves over time in a structured way with these 
additional options and stated positions of the parties. 

There is a lot of material available on confrontation analysis, as a simple Google search will reveal – much of 
it dense and hideously complex. This Wikipedia article provides an overview. 

The UK DSTL analyst, Mike Young, has been a leading proponent of confrontation analysis and has recently 
published The Confrontation Analysis Handbook: How to Resolve Confrontations by Eliminating Dilemmas. 
There is also a written submission to the UK Defence Committee available on “How to Understand, Plan, and 
Forecast Future Politics: Evidence to Support the use of Role Playing Workshops using Confrontation 
Analysis.” 

I have found that while this is a very useful technique, it has considerable cognitive barriers to initial 
understanding as part of a wargame. This hurdle was a real problem in the few games I was part of several 
years ago, and probably contributed to its remaining below the radar since then. This was swiftly identified 
by the audience and it was freely admitted by John that further work was needed in this area. The book 
publication is an attempt to make the game technique more accessible and the spreadsheet tool used is 
available for free download with it. 

I don’t think John managed to make the explanation of the technique “clear and simple”, but he certainly 
managed to draw attention to what is potentially another tool in the Pol/Mil strategy toolkit. Personally, I 
feel that if you thought that matrix games need an experienced facilitator, confrontation analysis will 
probably need a real expert… 

Following lunch, we travelled over to the Breckinridge Hall for some wargame demonstrations, poster 
sessions and facilitated events (although the only poster was one for the Matrix Game Construction Kit. 

Wargame Demonstrations 

I decided this year to take a different game design with me (as a change from taking a matrix game). The 
game was Bomber!, an educational game designed to promote discussion about military bombing, 
asymmetric warfare, political ideals, deception and ethical/humanitarian behaviour. 

The game was specifically designed for education and to promote discussion in 
the classroom and, while it was intended for use in the UK MOD Air Warfare 
Centre, it has had the most use at the Westminster University, Politics 
Department in central London. 

The game ran very well with most of the discussion points coming out easily 
(and with such an audience I would expect that). The asymmetrical nature of 
the game was appreciated, although the “Advanced Western Side” caught on 
quickly about what was happening and managed to secure a rare victory in 
what was a deliberately imbalanced scenario. 

The experience participants also came up with really useful additions to the 
game, which I have incorporated. 

All the material for the game is available here. 

There was a wide variety of games going on and nice to see Victory Games 
putting on a stand (and having a game about my favourite episode in history – 
the exploits of General Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck, the “Lion of Africa”, in German East Africa). 
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Of particular interest to me was a game put on by Maj Abe Goepfert from the US Army College Strategic 
Simulations Division, at Carlisle Barracks. This was a matrix game about the South China Sea. What was 
especially fascinating was that it had been developed quite independently from the game of the area that I 
had designed (the Nine Dash Line), and had removed much of the unnecessary additional features that I 
felt had marred an earlier game designed by the Army War College on the Baltic least year. The game was 
almost identical to my design (save for having a role for Indonesia, rather than Taiwan) despite being 
developed independently, which said to me that the matrix game system has matured to a point where it 
can be run without specialist prior experience. It was also successfully run with over 300 players in 23 
simultaneous games! 

My demonstration was over quite quickly and I was able to sit down with personnel from the National Guard 
Bureau, Joint Training and Exercise Division. This is an example of where attendance at conferences like 
Connections can be so valuable. They grilled me for well over an hour about my experiences of running and 
designing Matrix Games and I hope I was able to let them have some free “consultancy” about the subject 
(this being 50% of my role in the UK). I also got the chance to sketch out a design for Earthquake! A 
natural disaster matrix game that I hope to be able to share on PAXsims at a later date. 

Day 2 

Day 2 kicked off with a short presentation by Bill Lademan about the future plans for the MSMC Wargaming 
Division. He was concerned about the apparent divide between OA and Wargaming (hence this year’s 
theme) and wanted to outline plans for the new Wargaming Centre and the home of the Marine Corps. This 
was to be a $150-170M investment, but there was some considerable work to be done in planning to ensure 
that they get exactly what they want. 

The purpose of the Wargaming Centre is to: 

• Carry out wargaming at Secret and above.

• Inform budget decisions.
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• Ensure interoperability.

• Help with the demand signal for wargaming.

• Help the next generation of innovation.

The development certainly looks exciting and I was particularly interested in an effort to add support tools 
for what is essentially a manual process. There would be electronic and computerised support – but the 
wargames themselves would be very much human-centred and involve open “white box” processes. This 
was levied with a concern about technology overload and they plan a 3-year series of experiments before 
they actually start building anything. 

Keynote Address – Peter Perla 

This keynote was billed as Peter’s retirement address as, while he still wishes to remain engaged with 
wargaming, Peter is finally retiring (again) from his day job. Before Peter was allowed to step up to the 
podium, however, he was presented with a “Lifetime Achievement Award”, which turned out to be a banana 
(with much mirth and hilarity) since the trophy had yet to arrive. (The banana was replaced later in the 
conference with the formal trophy, a large chess piece – a Knight – mounted on a plinth). This was closely 
followed be a surprise video message from the Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral John M Richardson, 
thanking Peter for his service and contribution. 

Peter’s address covered a wide range of topics taking as its theme a conversation with John Curry about 
“magic predictive wargames” as well as the Conference theme about Wargaming and analysis. He started 
with an early conversation he had with Trevor Dupuy about the usefulness of wargaming for prediction, 
where Dupuy point out that “if wargaming was useless for prediction, what was the point of doing it?” 

This led to quoting Barney Ruble of NWC’s Center for Naval Warfare Studies that Wargames are indicative 
and that they “speak to us in whispers about potentials” and, of course, Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s book on 
Black Swans. What do we mean by prediction? How can anything be incapable of prediction? Ed McGrady’s 
point about the differences between “precision” (meaning consistency) and “accuracy” (meaning how close 
to being right) was also mentioned because games tend to be more accurate than precise… 

Another point, well made, was the consideration of the 
“sample” space being examined, such as taking the toss 
of a coin. You might be tempted to think there were 
only two alternatives, heads or tails, with a 50% chance 
of each; but in fact, there is about a 1 in 6000 chance of 
it landing on its edge.  (and with the new chunky British 
£1 coin a much larger chance I would imagine). 

Game do not predict the future, humans do and, as 
Roger Mason is credited with saying “They narrow the 
set of possible futures and the value is narrowing that 
set of possible outcomes.” 

Peter’s presentation (here) was excellent—any 
presentation with pictures of the PAXsims team in it gets my vote—and I look forward to seeing the slides 
(and stealing many of them) in due course! 

This was followed by the Defence Wargaming Panel, with Drs Ed McGrady, Jon Compton, and Margaret 
McCown. This panel was also very good, avoiding the expected wiring diagrams and organisational 
backgrounds, and instead covering useful things like the games used for many purposes within the Defense 
Community. Of special note was the Office of Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation (CAPE) Strategic 
Analysis and Gaming Division (also known as the “Buck Rogers Committee”), where gaming had to have 
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defendable results. This usually means that they are always well researched and result in a series of games 
(usually 8) in order to generate robust results (but take a long time and are expensive). 

Ed McGrady made some very good points about the need to build a community of Wargaming to get better 
results for the future. The danger of a lack of consistency and skill, and the particular danger of hiring 
retired senior officers with an axe to grind. He also highlighted the problems with a fascination with 
technology, and pointed out that a good story is the best and most powerful tool. 

Next up was the Game Lab with three possible options: 

• Introduction to Wargaming with Joe Saur

• Advanced Naval Wargame Design with Paul Vebber.

• “Gamers’ Circle” (similar to a “Writers’ Circle”) Wargame Design Workshop.

I elected to go to the “Gamers’ Circle” as I wanted to be able to get a look at a number of different ideas, 
despite my interest in both of the other topics. In this session, we took a look at games to examine Artificial 
Intelligence with Dr Yuna Wong, a policy researcher at RAND and professor at the Pardee RAND Graduate 
School. Following the inevitable discussion as to the real nature of what we mean by AI (e.g. “actual AI” 
involving some form of emergent neural networks as opposed to merely complex “If, Then, Else” process 
systems) and a nice set of comments on the ethics of having useful “Bright Slave” computers and opposed 
highly dangerous “Moriarty Class” AIs; we set to generating a list of possible uses of AIs for Defence 
purposes. 

Yuna wanted to follow a proper methodology to examine the problem, but time was against us, so we 
forged ahead as best we could under her guidance and came up with the items below: 

This discussion really did 
demonstrate the value of a diverse 
set of participants (including 
civilians) as there was clear 
evidence of “group think” from the 
military taking part. The idea of 
internet based-AI and “AI in a box” 
that you take to a problem to plug it 
in for analysis purposes (such as a 
city power grid) was something very 
different to the sort of discussions I 
have been involved with in the past. 

I really liked the idea of “Route 
Proving AI” – mixing driverless cars 
with the Husky vehicle mounted 
mine detection system. 

With the help of others, I was able 
to come up with a “one-shot” (non-
repeatable to the same audience) 
game that could be useful in the 
classroom for discussing AI and 
Cyber-related topics. I also hope to 
be able to share this with PAXsims 
shortly. 
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This was followed by the Commercial Wargaming Panel, with Dr Web Ewell, Dr Chris Cummins, Uwe 
Eickert and Dr James Sterrett. Commercial wargames can be seen as “part-task trainers for professional 
wargames” and I also enjoyed this panel (although, again, I did not expect to) with insights into morale 
coming from the miniatures community, and call to arms from Uwe for simple, approachable rules (with no 
“rule exceptions”), engaging mechanics, with little or no “waiting time”; and attractive, easy to handle, 
components. With regard to the use of computer games for Defense, there was the admission that 90% 
were crap and of the 10%, 90% of those had nothing readily relevant for defense. 

Games mentioned of note were: Conflict of Heroes: Awakening the Bear! (board game), Supply Lines of the 
American Revolution: The Northern Theater (board game) and Burden of Command (tactical leadership PC 
game). 

This was followed by Wargame Playtesting (and pizza!) in Breckenridge Hall. 

Day 3 

This started with the International Panel with Scott Chambers, Hans Steensma, John Curry, Dr Hiro 

Akutsu and myself. John Curry gave a very good presentation, living up to his admission to being 
controversial (there was much I agreed with and much I didn’t – but it was good to provoke debate), Dr 
Akutsu gave a presentation about the high level games (definitely not using the word “war”) taking place in 
Japan. He also gave the best (and most succinct) answer to a leading question about “Whether Japan is 
gaming the possible options with relation to the leadership or military organisation of the Democratic People 
Republic of Korea”:  “Yes”. 

This was followed by Dr Norman Friedman presenting on the US Navy Wargaming in the Inter-War 
Period. This was a fascinating presentation which highlighted the difficulties with academic understanding 
of wargaming, where games were themselves very difficult to preserve, as opposed to papers which were 
easy; giving rise to a dearth of actual Wargaming material, submerged in a sea of paper articles. He pointed 
out the importance of Newport being a “safe to fail” environment with “Chatham House rules” and effective 
security. This was an organisation where the teaching was conducted with everyone together (the 

instructors were mainly the same rank as the students), teaching them how to think against opposition and 
the students themselves were researchers into the problems being studied. 
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Some failures were highlighted, such as the understand of the role of fanatical bravery (Kamikaze), political 
factors largely left out and important economic factors being ignored. There were particular successes, such 
as the experiments to increase existing carrier capacity, carriers designed to be repaired, circular cruiser 
formations, the pipeline for replacement pilot training as well as the need for amphibious and ASW 
capabilities. 

Next was a talk from Matt Caffrey on Wargaming Impacts.  His central theme was the question of 
whether wargaming provides an “edge” in warfighting. He illustrated his talk with comments on the Wars of 
German Unification, better quality wargaming and in greater depth, after WW1 and the decrease in 
Wargaming following WW2. His talk was illustrated with a number of good anecdotes, but I fear this was 
not the compelling evidence needed for the operational analysts in the audience. 

We then had Keynote 2 with Dr John Hanley on the topic of Advancing Wargaming and Analysis as 
Distinct yet Complimentary Tools. This was an interesting talk, if a little hard to follow at times. I liked 
the thought process that took the number of possible states available to a game of Rock-Paper-Scissors 
(236) and worked out that in a force on force engagement using a computer the size of the Universe and
computing for the length of time since the Big Bang, it would only be possible to fully analyse the totality of
12 participants. The conclusion being that there is no analytic way to calculate all possible alternatives to a
problem, so wargaming is needed.

This was then followed by three Working Groups: 

• Wargaming and Analysis with Yuna Wong and Bill Lademan.

• Wargaming for an Innovation Edge with Matt Caffrey and Tim Moench.

• Educating Wargamers with James Sterrett, Joe Saur and Tim Wilkie.

I elected to go to the Educating Wargamers session as it was squarely in my area of interest. It turned 

out to include Wargames for Education as well, which made the session even better. It was conducted with 
a number of practiced staff presenting their experiences and advice on the subject before a general 
discussion. 
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This was one of the best sessions for me, so engaging that I forgot to take notes most of the time. There 
were some general guidelines, however, that came out: 

• Boardgame Geek (BGG) is your friend.

• Don’t use a game with a BGG rating of less than 7, unless you wrote it.

• End the game before someone wins (avoiding the “I lost therefore the game is crap” reaction).

• Make sure the game is really simple.

• Make sure you can run the game in the time (half the time for the game, the rest for the discussion).

• You can use a YouTube training video as homework the night before – but be careful!

• We need a “Wargaming for Dummies” instruction guide spelling out how to do it.

The result was that all present wanted to get a “bibliography” of commercial games for education. I 
volunteered to put such a thing together and publish the list, along with PAXSims, so expect a questionnaire 
in your inbox at a later date. 

Day 4 

The final day saw reports on the Working Groups. 

Wargaming and Analysis divided into 6 sub-groups: 

• Concerns about Battle Damage fixation and no real focus on plan analysis.

• Attempts to do more analysis with fewer resources.

• Connecting the beginning and end states with a coherent narrative.

• Analysis baked into the entire process.

• Quantification of morale and competence.

• synchronizing requirements between various organisations in the acquisition process.

There was a general understanding that analysis is integral and essential to the process, but not easy to 
achieve and especially difficult in games that focus on “soft” issues. There was a recognition that there was 
a tendency to measure what is easy to measure, with scant regard to the overall importance. 

The Wargaming for an Innovation Edge session concluded that wargaming was good for innovation 

and, while not every problem is solvable, wargaming can be used to help provide mitigation. “Wargames are 
a wind-tunnel for innovation” (can you tell the Air Force was involved?). 

This was followed by the Synthesis Group with the task of providing a summary report for the sponsors. 
This was run by the inimitable Dr Stephen “I may be an asshole, but that doesn’t make me wrong” Downes-
Martin in his usual arresting style. If you don’t pass your slide packs to Tim Wilkie as soon as possible, you 
will be in trouble… 

We then had Closing Remarks and the Hot Wash. 

The Connection 2017 is due to take place on or about 17 to 20 July 2018 at the National Defense University 
in Washington. This will be a problem for foreigners like me, as currently special access clearance is 
required to enter the facility, and obtaining authority to travel to Washington is always an issue due to the 
expense of accommodation and the perception of a conference taking place in the US Capital. 
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Overall this year’s Connections was the best yet for me. Quantico is easy to get to, yet far enough away 
from the capital to make the business case easy. The facilities are excellent and the Marine Corps ethos is 
similar to the UK military, so I feel right at home. 

There were hardly any “eyesight tests by organisational wiring diagrams”, few impenetrable slides full of US 
defense-specific abbreviations and no propaganda presentations about what particular organisations are 
doing or planning to do in the future. It was squarely on-message and, noting the comments I made last 
year about the scale and narrow specialisation of some areas of US wargaming needing repeated visits to 
make sense of it all, this was the first Connections that I would whole-heartedly recommend to a first-timer. 

It still has a little “folksy charm” where the programme doesn’t quite spell out what is happening in the 
evenings where the more reticent participant might get left behind and miss out, but overall it was the 
best Connections yet! 

Tom Mouat 
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Disclaimer

The following views are those of the author and 
do not necessarily reflect those of Air Force 
Research Laboratory, Air Force Materiel 
Command or the United States Air Force
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Purpose

To provide leaders information on the importance, scope, 
and application of wargaming within DoD - as well as 

information on deriving the most value from wargaming

Matt Caffrey
• DoD Civil Servant – previous positions

– AFRL Liaison to HQ AFMC for Wargaming

– Lead Wargaming, Air Force Research Laboratory

– Professor of Wargaming, Air Command & Staff Col

– Research, School for Advanced Airpower Studies

• Col USAFR (ret.) - assignments
– Senior Reservist, AFRL Info Directorate

– Chief Wargaming, AF/XOOC (Checkmate)

• Author/Speaker
– Author, On Wargaming

– Co-author, Gulf War Fact Book

– Three chapters, many articles, hundreds of talks
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Overview

• Defense Leaders & Wargaming

• Why you need to understand wargaming

• Wargaming: Elements & Parameters

• US Strategic Wargaming
– Service Strategic Wargaming

• How you can apply wargaming

Defense Leaders and Wargaming

Then Lt Gen Wallace – Operation Iraqi 
Freedom Army Plan
Sec Def – Resource Allocation
POTUS – A message
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The Need To Understand Wargaming

Wargaming:

• Is an ubiquitous decision aid across the US
Defense Community

• Can help clarify and communicate the impact of
alternative resource allocations

• Is a powerful tool for professional and
organizational development at all levels

Like a powerful drug, wargaming has the capacity to do great good & great harm

Elements of Wargames

White

RedBlue
WG
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Parameters of Wargaming

Level of War

Duration

Participants

Hours

300

Minutes
Days

Months

Years

30

1200

12

6

3

Theater Strategic

Close Tactical

National Strategic

FPS

Alliance Strategic

High Tactical
Operational

Wargames may be optimized 
to support specific decisions 
or to develop: individuals, 
teams, concepts or forecasts 
of the future environment  

Tactical

Other Parameters Include:
Depth into future of scenario
Resources (0 to a lot)
Prep time (0 to a lot)

The challenge is actually even harder than 
that as the spectrum of plausible future 
conflict occupied more than a three 
dimensional space.  We are already planning 
to alternate year – have FLTC wargame set 
in the mid term one year and the far term 
the next.  Cleverly crafting the scenario and 
conducting the wargame over the course of 
a campaign will help more concepts 
demonstrate their value.  It remains to be 
seen if we can do justice to all concepts. 
Each iteration of the FLTC wargame will be 
experiments crafted in different parts of this 
space, and eventually all concepts will get a 
chance to play in each environment. Also, 
we should understand where each concept 
best performs in this space and forward the 
best candidates to the Title 10 games set in 
similar factor space.

Federal Budget
Process

OSD

Svs

JCS

Comb.Cdr

I

INITIATION

II

CONCEPT

DEVELOPMENT

III

PLAN

DEVELOPMENT

IV

PLAN

REVIEW

V

SUPPORT

PLANS

JOPES

CPG
JSCP

PDMs

BESs

PBDs

PLANNING

BUDGETING
PPBSPresident’s

Budget

FYDP

DPG

CPA

CPR

JPD

JSR
Annual
Report

CPR

CPA

JV 20xx

NMS

JSCP

JPD

JSPS

JQRR
IPLs

POMs PROGRAMMING

DP

CAP

CRS

JROC

JWCA

QDR

US Defense Planning Systems
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Strategic Planning
National Strategy

Campaign Planning 
Theater Strategy

Force Planning 
Service Strategy

Pol/Mil

Title 10Theater Wargaming

US Strategic Wargaming

US Strategic Wargaming
Service Title 10 Wargames

• Each Is Unique
– US Air Force

• Unified Engagement

• Future Capabilities Game

– Navy – Global
– Army – Unified Quest
– USMC – Expeditionary Warrior

• All Have Common Attributes
– All Joint

– Most Combined (typically UK, Canada, Australia)

– Each service agrees to use only
• Defense Planning Scenarios

• Concepts from the owning service’s Toolbox
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Wargaming Cycle

Execute /Participate in 
Wargames, Selected

Based on Strategy
Compilation

Strategy/Plan for 
Wargame 

Participation

Prepare 
Participants

Prepare 
Concepts +

Leaders Planners

POM & Other Decisions

Assessing Confidence

• Always assess confidence before decisions
• Every wargame predicts the future; however:

– They are seldom dead-on

– Most often they are close enough to be useful

– Occasionally, they are so wrong they have misled

• Principal influences on confidence

– Difficulty of subject being wargamed

– Quality of wargame’s planning and execution

Sometimes wargame results are preempted because
we acted to change the forecast future
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Help Applying Wargaming

• OSD, Joint Staff and Service Staff Wargame Offices

• Major Command Wargame Office
– Coordinates wargaming within Command

– Interfaces with the HAF & wargame community

• Wargame Working Group Members
– Element’s link to HQ Major Command, HAF & DoD wide wargaming

– Can advise you on:

• The fit and feasibility of potential wargame applications

• Appropriate confidence level in wargame insights

• Wargame CoP
– Wargame reports

– Wargame calendar

– Wargame educational resources

Conclusion

Effective use of wargames can help us make more 
effective decisions, secure funds, and better 
prepare today’s and tomorrow’s leaders.

Wargames save lives.
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Confrontation Analysis
The new method on the wargaming/ analysis block
John Curry

Who am I?

• John Curry
• Senior lecturer in games development, Bath Spa University, UK
• Editor The History Wargaming Project
• Curry J. and Young M. (2017) Confrontation Analysis Handbook
• Curry J. and Price T. (2014) Matrix Games for Modern Wargaming:

Developments in Professional and Educational Wargames
• Editor 2nd edition Peter Perla’s (2012) Art of Wargaming
• Approx 80 books on wargaming
• Some of my views are outspoken and others like to correct them, sorry
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Experience

• Military
• Contingency Planning
• Cyber War
• Professional
• Education
• Civilian
• Currently attacking city

of London

What is Confrontation Analysis?

• Derived from Game Theory
• Also known as Drama Theory or

Dilemma Analysis
• Key difference

– redefine options during the game/ analysis
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What is Dilemma Analysis?

• A way to formally structure negotiations
to help people:
–Understand what is happening
–Focus on what needs changing
–Plan a long term strategy

Michael Young

General 

General Rupert Smith Professor Nigel Howard
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General Rupert Smith: Commander of UN forces in Bosnia:
➢ Responsible for breaking siege of Sarajevo.
➢ General Smith was not reluctant to tell people how he had succeeded
➢ He wrote the book “The Utility of Force” and worked with …
The Late Professor Nigel Howard
➢ Who formulated Confrontation Analysis from the basis of Game

Theory. Understood game theory and knew its inadequacies.
➢ Wrote a lot about game theory but unfortunately kept revising his

theory.  Biggest revision to version 2 just a year before he died, so
much of present content out of date.

➢ Since Professor Howard’s death the theory has been picked up and
developed by …

Mike Young (now working at Dstl)
➢ Mike has refined and built on Nigel’s theoretical framework and

encapsulated it in the Dilemma Explorer Excel program to produce a
faster, easier and better means of exploring confrontations and
rehearsing negotiations, that can be learnt in a couple of hours

➢ Dilemma Analysis is therefore a mathematical theory defined by the
Excel Spreadsheet.

➢ (if anyone asks Mike Young wrote the program before joining Dstl and
has given a copy to Dstl)

1) Why CA not made impact until now?
e.g. of innovation failure

• The name
Drama Theory
Dilemma Analysis 
Confrontation Analysis √

• Rupert Smith retired
• Nigel Howard died (2008)
• DSTL report 305 pages
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What is Confrontation Analysis?
➢ Originally known as Drama Theory, but that didn’t

connect with the Military, so used Confrontation
Analysis, but that didn’t fit well with pearl-clutching
academics who thought that you can get by without
having confrontations, just by understanding each
other and “feeling one another’s pain”

➢ Dilemma Analysis uses some of the tables like game
theory, but not the Maths of working out how to bid.

➢ You will see the words “Understand, Focus and Plan”
several times during this presentation.

2) Why CA not made impact until now?
Academic failure to explain it
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3) Why CA not made impact until now?

• Book (2015) £63
• Initial e.g.

Odepipus the King
1st performed 429 BC
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Actions
Parties Positions

(what they want to happen)Stated
Intentions

(what will happen)

Dilemmas

Build-up

Options Table

Dilemmas?

Resolution

No

Action

Yes
Change position

New Table
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Like with chess, the more you rehearse and 
practice, the better you get at it. Because 

when you plan something …
No “Plot Holes”!

Potential uses

• Planning: working out robust
strategies

• Thinking through the consequences
of decisions

• Develop and describe plausible,
compelling scenarios
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Iran / Israel Nuclear 
Confrontation

Ladies and gentlemen, may I present to 
you a two minute dilemma analysis of the 
Israel/Iran conflict.  Israel thinks Iran is 
getting ready to build nuclear weapons, 
and is threatening to bomb Iran.

Don’t build nuclear weapons

Stated 
Intensions
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I’m not going to build nuclear weapons

Stated 
Intensions

I don’t believe you
Nor do I

Stated 
Intensions
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I don’t believe you
Nor do I

Stated 
Intensions

I’ll believe you’re not making 
nuclear bombs if you stop 
enriching uranium to 19.75%

Stated 
Intensions
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Me too

Stated 
Intentions

Me too
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We need the enriched 
Uranium for ….. er Cancer Patients

Stated 
Intensions

I’ll believe you’re not making 
nuclear bombs if you dismantle 
the Fordo centrifuges

Stated 
Intensions
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No

Stated 
Intensions

I’ll bomb your nuclear plants and destroy 
your nuclear capability if you don’t !

Stated 
Intensions
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Don’t do that, Israel.

Stated 
Intensions

I don’t care if you Bomb Fordo
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If you don’t stop, I’ll impose sanctions

I’m not bothered about sanctions
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I think you are and you will stop

OK let’s talk about lifting the sanctions
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OK let’s talk about lifting the sanctions

1. Ways of Using CA

• Used as analytical tool for group
discussion

• Clarify positions
• Identify dilemmas
• Explore interesting paths (not

necessarily likely ones)
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2. Ways of Using CA

• Game situation
• Use competition to inspire human

ingenuity to find new potential
solutions

• Desire win find black swans?

3. Ways of Using CA

• Game to generate black swans
• Quantify impacts
• Generate cards with impact scores

on stakeholders -5 to + 5
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Conclusions on Confrontation 
Analysis
1. Has been used in UK over 10 years
2. Accepted as method
3. But, just like Matrix Games, needs
wider scrutiny
4. Software to help you

http://www.wargaming.co/professional/details/confrontationanalysis.htm

Multiview Analytical Perspective
Wisdom comes from

1. Read +
2. Lectures +
3. Seminars, where discuss with peers +
4. Wargame situation using different tools

= Multiview Analytical perspective

Confrontation Analysis can be part of step 4
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As many of you know, I have been practically retired from DoD 
wargaming for several months. That does not mean I am retired 
from the broader wargaming community. Besides continuing to 
work on my Napoleonic Tactical Game of Infinite Gestation, I've 
been helping John Curry with some new books he is developing 
for his History of Wargaming project.

Connections US 2017 Peter Perla on Prediction
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One of these books deals with a relatively new technique called 
Confrontation Analysis. It uses ideas from mathematical Game 
theory as well as wargaming, to represent better how real-world 
actors during crises tend to change their positions and even 
their objectives as the crisis evolves. John asked me to read the 
draft and decide if I would write the foreword. In my reading I 
was struck by the number of times its authors seemed to bend 
over backwards to declare that Confrontation Analysis is not 
predictive.
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Indeed, one of John’s emails included the statement “I am sick 
to death of the MOD boys and girls telling me about 'magic' 
predictive wargames.” And lo, I did see the light, and realized 
that here was a thread that I could use to weave the story I 
want to tell you today.

Like most good stories, this one has a beginning, a middle, and 
an end. I have sort of jumped in at the middle. So let's go back 
to the beginning.

As it happens, that beginning came during one of the very first 
Connections. It may even have been the first one. This thread is 
one of those vivid memories we all have of certain events in life. 
In my case, it is a short conversation I had with Trevor Dupuy.
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I remember the setting well. We were in front of the entrance to 
the O Club at Maxwell. It was kind of dark, but I can’t recall if it 
was in the morning before the club opened for our next session, 
or the evening, before a dinner. Trevor and I were chatting and 
he said something about wargaming being predictive. I still 
recall what I said.
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“Good grief, Trevor, we can't even predict the outcome of a 
Super Bowl game much less that of a battle!” He seemed taken 
by surprise that I felt that way, and he replied, “Well, if that is 
true, what are we doing? What's the point?”

I had my usual stock answers. We wargame to develop insights, 
to identify issues, and to raise questions. We certainly don't 
wargame to predict what will happen in a battle or a war. I was 
pretty dogmatic in those days. Thank goodness I'm not that way 
any more!

The question of prediction did not go away, however. 
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Indeed, at the Connections in Baltimore—I looked it up in the 
box containing all human knowledge, it was in 2006—we had a 
working group devoted to the subject. This is the next thread in 
the story.  
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It was Jim Dunnigan, I think, who raised a couple of points about 
prediction in general as well as in wargames. He pointed out, as 
many have before and since, that prediction is easy if you 
control the future. I can predict with a great deal of certainty 
what I will read before going to sleep tonight—a British murder 
mystery if you must know. But he also cautioned that if you 
want your wargame to predict the future, you better make sure 
it can predict the past.
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Another participant in these discussions was Barney Rubel, who 
was head of one of the divisions in the War Gaming Department 
of the Naval War a College at the time. Barney liked to describe 
wargames as more indicative than predictive. That they spoke to 
us in whispers, not about what was certain but about what 
might happen and why; of the potentials inherent in situations 
and of the hidden relationships that a game, especially a series 
of related games, can help us discern. Another thread got added 
to my loom as I started trying to weave these pieces together.
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The end of the beginning of my story comes with my fascination 
with Nassim Nicholas Taleb and his book The Black Swan and 
the concept that gave it its title. To remind you, a Black Swan—
capital B, capital S, not a particularly felicitous abbreviation—is 
an event with three primary characteristics: it has massive 
impact on the course of events; it was unpredictable before it 
happened; but after the event, we convince ourselves in 
hindsight that we could have known it was coming. Taleb’s focus 
was on economics and economic models. He argued that Black 
Swans made such tools dangerous because they convinced us 
that we knew more than we did about how the world works and 
so left us open to the sort of economic meltdowns the global 
system experienced in the 1980s and 1990s and even more 
recently.
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I first heard of Taleb and his book at lunch with some colleagues 
from CNA, and one rogue IDA analyst, a wargamer I had known 
for years named Sean Barnett—now at Rand. 

I had been waxing eloquent about naive DoD modelers who 
thought their computer models could simulate combat in all its 
chaos and disorder. Remember what I said about being 
dogmatic? Sean told me I sounded just like this guy Taleb and I 
needed to read his book. So I did. Another thread added to a 
tapestry that was growing without my even knowing it.
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And here is where we get to the middle of the story, the part 
that always seems to get complicated and dare I pun it—
muddled. I began to ask myself, and others, just what it means 
to be unpredictable. Not just unpredicted, lots of things are like 
that. But how can something be incapable of prediction? Wait a 
minute. What the heck do we even mean by the verb to 
predict? I'm not after a dictionary definition here. What does it 
mean to you to predict something? 

If a prediction is merely an assertion that things will go a 
certain way in the future, then anyone can make a prediction. 
About anything at any time. I predict that Apple’s stock will gain 
5 points in the market tomorrow.
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On the other hand, if we restrict predictions to being accurate 
forecasts of the outcomes of uncertain events or processes, 
then I would argue that such unerring prediction is simply not 
possible for much of anything that matters; I cannot even 
predict the roll of a die, a talent all wargamers would love to 
have.

Of course, we mean both of these things. And neither. We 
seem to think of predictions as something more well founded 
than a mere guess. And we judge them on how close they come 
to happening for real—is it an accurate or correct prediction of 
a future event or not?
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Enter stage left Ed McGrady. Ed and I have worked together on 
wargaming for more than twenty years. We come from different 
backgrounds—he primarily a role-player and engineer, me 
primarily a boardgamer and probabilistic/statistician. We often 
see things in different ways not only from different perspectives. 
As a result, I have learned a lot from Ed. 

One of the things he has pointed out is that engineers deal with 
both precision and accuracy. Precision is how consistent your 
measurements are from one trial to the next. Measure twice, 
cut once. But only cut if your measurements are close to each 
other! Accuracy is how close you are to being “right,” how close 
your test comes to the way things behave in the real world. A 
precise measurement an inch short will not help that shelf fit 
into your new bookcase. Accuracy counts too. Even more.
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One thing we both agree on is that games, by integrating many 
different factors including human decisions, are far more 
accurate than the most precise physics-based model in 
predicting outcomes of an overall system in which humans play 
a major role.
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Take, for example, one of Ed’s favorite analogies, a chemical 
plant. A mathematical or computer model of a chemical plant 
would focus on mass and energy balances, transformation of 
materials, and unit operations. All of those could be modeled 
with utmost geometric precision. But unless the pressure from 
upper management to cut costs were included in representing 
the plant manager's behavior, you are unlikely to predict that a 
rusty heat exchanger would result in a fire.  
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Games are accurate precisely because they try to incorporate all 
of the external and human factors into the performance of a 
system. They can do this because they involve people. . .
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. . . and because good game designers are cynical. They 
understand a game can be right without being “correct.” Indeed, 
“correct” games are seldom right. Okay, I’m cheating here 
because you can't see the quotation marks around the word 
correct. 
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Now you can. [show the phrase with quotation marks]

Ed has made this argument repeatedly and what’s more has 
demonstrated it to me time and again in actual games. 
Mathematical models usually give you the “correct” solutions, 
solutions which assume everyone correctly follows policy, no 
one acts on motives other than the best interests of the system, 
and there are no contradictions or conflicts in the processes 
governing that system. I am sorry to agree with Ed that it is not 
much of a risk to say that no human system has ever been 
created that satisfies all (or many) of these assumptions. This is 
what we mean by asserting that games are often more accurate 
and more right than detailed computer models. Games will 
more often reflect what will actually happen than other 
methods of prediction precisely because they allow for 
violations of the “correct” rules.
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Over the years I have known and worked with Ed he has 
persuaded me that perhaps, just possibly, as unlikely as that 
sounds, maybe I was too rigid about how I think of wargaming
and its predictive power. He has driven me back to my 
professional roots in the fields of Bayesian probability.
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And here is where I may lose a lot of you. But please bear with 
me for a few minutes. I want to cast prediction in the light of 
probability, particularly the ideas of Reverend Thomas Bayes 
and those who think of probability not only as a mathematical 
representation of relative likelihood, but also as a subjective 
measure of belief.

The first step in Bayesian reasoning is to think about the 
probability of something happening based on what I know, or 
think I know, or feel about it today. I can have such a probability 
measure about any uncertain future event, like the chance of 
rain later today, even before knowing much about it or 
observing any actual events like it. This we Bayesians call the 
prior probability. 

On the other hand, every one of us who has ever played a 
commercial wargame has at least a nodding familiarity with 
what we may call normal or frequentist probability.
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When we contemplate making that 2-to-1 attack on Tobruk in 
the classic Avalon Hill game of Afrika Korps, we consider the 
chance that a bad die roll will eliminate Rommel’s panzer 
divisions and so lose the game then and there. But we don’t 
fantasize that a good die roll will eliminate all the Allied units on 
the board, including those not actually in Tobruk. Why? Because 
that is not one of the possible results of the game’s rules and its 
combat results table.
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And now I want to add another thread to my story. And another 
thread related to Connections. This time to Nobel laureate 
Thomas Schelling, who gave a keynote here the last time—I 
think—that Connections was hosted here at Quantico. One of 
the many aphorisms that Schelling is rightly famous for is his 
statement that you can't  make a list of things you never 
thought of. At least, not before you become aware of them. 
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This idea is related to the concept we call sample space. The 
term sample space—or universe—is the technical term for the 
set of all possible outcomes of an uncertain event, or 
experiment. Schelling’s “things I never thought” of cannot enter 
into my sample space. So I can give them no probability. Not 
probability zero, mind you, but no probability at all. 

This thread leads me to characterize a prediction as the 
statement of a prior probability distribution over the possible 
events of interest. And now I can go one step farther. I can use 
my observations of real outcomes of events to update my prior 
beliefs. For example, before rolling a six-sided die like this [Show 
the big d6] I may believe that each side is equally likely to roll 
face up. 
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If, on the other hand, I roll the die 100 times and every roll is a 
6, I might be forgiven for believing the die is weighted. 
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And I certainly don’t want to use that die to roll for my Tobruk 
attack! After observing the data from 100 throws of the die, I 
can update my prior distribution to what we call a posterior 
distribution (No sniggering please!) which becomes my new 
prior for my next decision.

And now let’s take another step. Let me use another example, a 
less wargamey one which I liked to use in the ProbStats for 
Pundits lectures I used to give at Georgetown University. What 
does that sample space look like for the toss of a coin? 
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When asked, most students say that it looks like this. [picture of 
{H, T}]. And assuming the coin is the proverbial fair one, the 
probability of each outcome of a head or a tail is one-half 
because as we know all probabilities must add up to one. For 
the most part, normal people never even consider the 
possibility that the coin will land on edge. I used to think the 
same. Until one day it happened. I saw it. OMG. 
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Suddenly, I had to update my sample space, not just my prior. 
They changed to this. . .
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[picture of {H,T, E}]. Before I saw it happen, the coin’s landing on 
edge was unpredictable for me. You could argue that it should 
not have been so, that the theoretical possibility existed and I 
should have included it, but let’s face it, who thinks that way?

I can use my observations of reality to update not only my prior 
beliefs, but I might be forced by those observations to change 
my very understanding  the universe (or sample space) of 
events over which I place probability. Sometimes, as in the coin-
flipping story, it is necessary to expand the size of the sample 
space. Sometimes, as in the story of the weighted die,  it is more 
important to revise the values of the probabilities I assign to the 
possible events in that universe. 

Another of the many friends I have made through wargaming is 
Roger Mason. 
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He has been doing some excellent thinking and presentations 
on gaming theory of late, most recently at the MORS 
symposium at West Point. He added another thread to my 
tapestry when he wrote me that, “Wargames can not predict 
the future but they have predictive value. They cannot predict a 
definite future but they can narrow a set of possible futures, 
from infinite possibilities to a smaller more manageable set of 
potential outcomes. The value of wargames is in the narrowing 
of potential outcomes.”
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In many ways, this process of expanding the universe of 
possibilities and refining their relative probability is very like the 
Markowitz Cycle of game design—elaboration of complexity 
followed by ruthless simplification.
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So, probabilities, in this sense, define what is predictable or 
unpredictable as well as what is likely and unlikely. And those 
probabilities influence my decisions. And how well my 
predictions, my probabilities, reflect the real world determines 
both the accuracy of my predictions and the efficacy of my 
actions.
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Which brings us back to John Curry’s statement which triggered 
this whole expedition.  “I am sick to death of the MOD boys and 
girls telling me about 'magic' predictive wargames.” So, do 
wargames predict the future? Or do campaign analyses, or 
Confrontation Analysis, or the detailed models and simulations 
enamored of the ORSA community? Before thinking about 
prediction in the probabilistic terms I just described, here is 
what I once wrote, drawing on Alfred Hausrath.
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In a nutshell, the fundamental problems with creating the 
“perfect” wargame, one capable of predicting the future course 
of battles and wars, lay in the fact that “man's understanding of 
the process of warfare is incomplete and inadequate. . . . 
Moreover, any simulation, model, or war game is incomplete 
when measured against all the factors involved in a real combat 
situation.” In other words, I was confusing prediction with 
certainty.

Does this mean that I have changed my position, that I now 
believe that games predict the future? Now we are getting to 
the end of the story. I hear those sighs of relief!
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No. Games do not predict the future. People do. We do it every 
day. Most of the time our predictions deal with the little events 
of life. What will the commute be like today? Do I have enough 
gas to make it home? If I go all in with my pair of deuces, will my 
opponent fold and give me the pot? (Sorry, I am contractually 
obligated to include at least one poker reference.) 

In DoD or even other environments in which we apply serious 
games to address serious problems, those predictions have 
serious ramifications. Over the past couple of centuries several 
sets of tools have evolved ultimately to help the people who 
must make those predictions and act upon them to do a better 
job of getting it right—or as near to right as is humanly possible. 
Most of us are familiar with many of those tools.
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Operations Research for example, was created to use real data 
from real-world operations to identify alternatives and 
recommend changes in tactics and technology to improve the 
performance of those operations. 

Systems analysis was created to use precise terminology and 
supplement it with mathematical models to build a shared 
language and paradigm for mustering and evaluating evidence, 
and to facilitate the formation of a consensus on issues not 
subject to the harsh tests and dictates of real-world 
performance data. 

Wargaming, predating the other tools by a good century, is less 
about the analytical disassembling of problems into their 
component and quantitative parts and more about integrating 
problems and the human beings who have deal with them.
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All of these tools by their very nature must simplify reality to 
allow them to focus attention on those aspects deemed—by 
someone—to be truly important to understanding how best to 
act in an uncertain future.
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And now one of the final threads in my story. Russell Ackoff is 
another of those giants of late 20th century systems thinking and 
corporate and government planning. In a pithy and insightful 
article titled “The Corporate Rain Dance” he contrasts three 
types of planners: reactive, preactive, and interactive. Reactive 
planners try to fix the problems within an organization so that it 
can become again what it was once during the “good old days.” 
Preactive planners try to forecast the future and create 
“programs” for improvement based on their forecasts. 
Unfortunately, he argues, future forecasts (one might dare say 
predictions) can only be truly accurate when that future is fully 
determined by the past. He says, “It turns out, then, that the 
only conditions under which the future can be predicted 
accurately are the determined ones that nothing can be done 
about. Then why forecast?” Sounds a lot like Taleb.
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Unlike those far more typical approaches to planning, in which 
planning is the exclusive job of the anointed planners, 
interactive planning encourages all people in an organization to 
participate in the planning process.  Interactive planners 
articulate how things would be if they could “replace the 
current system with whatever they wanted most … subject to 
only two constraints: technological feasibility and operational 
viability.” They focus on learning and adapting to change. The 
interactive planning process “is built on the realization that our 
concept of the ideal is subject to continuous change in light of 
new experience, information, knowledge, understanding, 
wisdom, and values … it is an ideal-seeking system, unlike a 
utopia which pretends to be beyond improvement.”
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My essay in the Zones of Control book discusses this subject in 
more detail. But the main idea, and the final thread tying my 
story together is this. All of us have a job to do and a role to 
play, not just the senior leaders, not just the game sponsors, not 
just the game designers or players or analysts. And, indeed, not 
just the wargaming community. 
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Here is the obligatory cycle of research, the image which 
appeared first in my book and then evolved over the years, 
most recently as the cycle of learning and the cycle of 
innovation. But there is one next step in that evolution (and 
perhaps not the last)—the explicit recognition that tools and 
techniques are, in the end, dead things. 
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That the truly important cycle is the cycle of researchers, of 
learners, and of innovators. The cycle of people who are doing 
and will continue to do the hard work that needs to be done. 
The hard work of bringing together wargamers, OR/SA analysts, 
operators and technical experts in a way that will allow them to 
share and learn from each other’s perspectives. Wargames can 
play an empowering role in this process. 
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Within the magic circle of a game, people of all perspectives can 
engage in creative conversation to expose all options and 
perspectives, build shared experience and understanding, and 
create the catalyst for new ideas. From the wargame, the 
participants can take that shared overarching experience back 
to their own bureaucratic niches, and carry out their distinct 
duties with that shared view, that “organizational intent,” if you 
will, in mind. The cycle of research, the community of 
researchers, thus begun can gather energy as we all conduct 
new analyses, new exercises and experiments, and new 
wargames, all focused on seeking to reach the current ideal and 
adapting that ideal to circumstances as they change.

We have all the pieces. If only we would stop seeing OR, SA, 
and wargaming as competitors for influence over senior 
decision makers instead of complementary tools to help all of us 
make better decisions.
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And so we arrive at last at the end of my story, and at a new 
answer to the question Trevor asked me nearly 25 years ago. 
Why do we do this? Why do we wargame?

We do it to help us all make more accurate predictions by 
leveraging all our combined knowledge, experience and 
creativity, so that we can make more effective decisions in 
complex and uncertain situations. We do it to question, to learn 
and to understand. We do it because Wargames entertain; they 
stir the imagination. Wargames engage; they stimulate the 
intellect. And Wargames enlighten; they create synthetic 
experience. And it is experience, both real and synthetic, that 
makes abstract  risks tangible and effective planning possible.
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And as Matt Caffrey has said on so many occasions, we do it 
because wargames save money, and most importantly, 
wargames save lives. That's why I have been doing this for forty 
years. I hope you all will continue to do it for forty more.
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War Gaming and U.S. Naval 
Transformation:

The Naval War College, 1919-1941

Norman Friedman

https://www.usni.org/author/norman-friedman

We went from this….
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…to this – how?

Why transformation?

• New technology (aviation, long-haul radio, etc)

• New strategic environment (possible Pacific war)

Does this sound familiar?
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Gaming at Newport

• The Navy’s strategic lab

• A means of teaching students about the fleet

• A means of teaching a particular approach to problems

• A means of understanding an unprecedented kind of war

• The students were the researchers, to a considerable extent

• The War College was connected to the OpNav War Plans Division

How Much Did Gaming Matter?

• How did the U.S. Navy compare with its Pacific rivals?

• Did gaming produce insights other navies failed to find in other ways?

Gaming seems to have made a vital difference. It mattered on both a 
tactical and a strategic level. 
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What did Newport fail to do?

• No notice was taken of any specific Japanese characteristics, other
than “fanatical bravery”

• Political factors were avoided

• Some important economic factors were avoided

• Simulation was often unrealistic due to very limited intelligence data

Some Other Uses of Gaming

• As a test of the agreed war plan – the Royal Navy

• As a means of encouraging aggressiveness and initiative – the Royal
Navy (also a means of teaching canned tactics)

• Simulation of planned operations (Japan)

The U.S. Navy seems to have been unique in simulating whole 
campaigns
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Some of the lessons

• Carrier operating capacity – the deck park and arrester gear

• Carrier design for battle repair (Enterprise as an example)

• Circular cruising formations (essential for multi-carrier ops)

• Need to face down land-based air (fighter performance)

• Gross pilot wastage during a campaign

• New war plan (instead of the “through ticket”)

• Need for amphibious and ASW capabilities

Rise – And Fall

• First, tactical lessons were formulated (about 1923 on)

• From about 1927, the ‘big game’ simulated the War Plan

• The 1933 ‘big game’ caused major revision of the ORANGE Plan

• From 1934 on, War College influence seems to have collapsed

• Gaming experience was hardly mentioned after 1934 when the War
College was consulted about policy

• Was the decline of War College influence connected with the shift
from OpNav to BuNav? What happened?
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INNOVATIVE 
EMPLOYMENT OF 

WARGAMES IN PME

WHY GAMING

- Games are remembered nearly forever

- Used as reinforcement for all other parts of an
instructional program

- Experiential Learning --- par excellence

- An excellent environment to test alternative strategies

- Students think about possible strategic alternatives for
days and weeks after the event

- Every turn creates a new strategic problem to solve ----
and the solution must overcome the best an
active/thinking/human opponent will do to thwart you ---
This is CRITICAL THINKING – “Strategic Battle Drills”
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This force will be 

used to pin the 

Austrian center in 

place

This force will 

move to threaten 

the Austrian left 

flank

This force will move to split the 

Austrian forces on Russbach

Heights from reinforcements 

massed to the north BETTER 

THAN 

WRITING 

ANOTHER 

LOUSY 

ESSAY ON 

CLAUSEWITZ

??????

MORE 
USES FOR 
MATRIX 
GAMES

Enhance Critical Thinking – Adaptive 
Solutions

General 
Assessments

Modified Gameplay
Same maps, structure, rules, but new 

scenarios (Econ based?

Experiments
(Third Offset)

Road to War
(Prelude to a Follow-on Wargame)
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ADDED A “CAMPAIGNING” 
MODULE

• Campaigning seminar

• Wilderness Staff Ride  - 2 Days

• WARGAME BASED STUDIES

• Franco-German 1870 Campaign – wargame (6 hrs PE)
• Franco-German 1914 Campaign – wargame (6 hrs PE)
• Franco-German 1940 Campaign – wargame (6 hrs PE)

WARGAME ENHANCED SEMINARS

• Road to Normandy Seminar
• The 1944 Lorraine Campaign Seminar
• Central Pacific Campaign Study Seminar

ONLY POSSIBLE BY AN 
ADDITION TO THE 

INTERLOCKED TEACHING 
APPROACH 

SELF STUDY

- AUDIO TAPES

- READINGS

- LECTURE – DISCUSSION (Small Groups)

- STAFF RIDE (When Possible… maybe synthetic for the
future)

- WARGAME

-VIDEOS
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PART OF CAMPAIGNING COURSE CARD

PART D

• Practical Application: “1914 Campaign (Teutons)”
(Dr. James Lacey)

• PSPT: Read:

• Fermer, Douglas 2013 Three German Invasions of 
France: The Summer Campaigns of 1870-1914-
1940, 75-141 ([66 pages] Pen and Sword, (Issued)

• Read Teutons Game Rules (12 pages) (Posted)

• View:

• France’s Planning & Fighting the First Months
of WWI

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WmmaZ-
iHVM&t=2001s

• Baptism of Fire: The German Army’s Lost 
Victory in 1914
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
mudhjZe8X8

PART E

• Practical Application: “1940 Campaign
(Teutons)”  (Dr. James Lacey)

• PSPT: Read

• Fermer, Douglas 2013 Three German
Invasions of France: The Summer  Campaigns
of 1870-1914-1940, 143-231 ([100 pages] Pen
and Sword, (Issued)

• Teutons Game Rules (12 pages) (Posted)

• View:

•
• The Fall of France

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWwLcykedcs&t=257
0s

• Battlefield 01 - S1E1 - The Battle of France

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4GquDOVsrs

SIMULATIONS/WARGAMES 
and WW II

ASSIGNED READINGS

ASSIGNED FILMS-VIDEOS - Increased from one to 15

LECTURE – Geopolitics and Innovation between the Wars – Dr. Murray

LECTURE – Axis Strategic Issues –

LECTURE – Pacific Blitzkrieg

LECTURE – Allied Strategic Issues

CASABLANCA SIMULATION

WARGAME - TRIUMPH AND TRAGEDY

NORMANDY STAFF RIDE

Wargame enhanced (Normandy 44, Atlantik Wall)
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CLASSROOM AIDS

GAMES EMPLOYED
THUCYDIDES - Polis5

- Pericles  (?)

CIVIL WAR - For the People

WW I - July Crisis Practical Exercise – “The armies always march!”

- Paths of Glory??? 

- Lamps are Going Out

WW II - Casablanca Practical Exercise

- Triumph and Tragedy  Game

CURRENT - Kaliningrad 2017 (Matrix Game) 

- South Seas Matrix Game

- Econ Matrix Game???

CAMPIAGNING - TEUTONS

VOLUNTARY GAMES: SIMULEX at Fletcher School, Army War College Exercise at CSIS, and le Vol de l’Aigle

DIPLOMACY 

“NATIONS HAVE NO 

FRIENDS, JUST 

INTERESTS”

A low information 

environment… where no 

one trusts anyone else!
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C-WAM

– Center of Army Analysis

- SWIFT Automation

- Simplified Version – More appropriate for
classroom use

- Common Reference Game – Across Schools
for “Future Gaming”

WAR IN UKRAINE
2020

PROBLEM SET #1

Dr. James Lacey
Marine Corps War College
Professor of Strategic Studies
908 380-2757  Cell
James.lacey@usmc.edu
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STRATEGIC SITUATION

It is 2020

The Russians have forcibly annexed eastern Ukraine to 
provide a corridor to Crimea.

After the annexation NATO moved substantial combat 
forces into the country, and guaranteed Ukraine's 
sovereignty.  NATO also announced that any further 
encroachments on Ukrainian territory will be met by 
military force.

An intimidated Russia, has announced that Ukraine is 
and always has been a part of Russia, and has 
demanded NATO’s immediate withdrawal

NATO believes Russia will follow one of 3 courses of 
action:

1. An all out attack toward the Ukrainian capital –
Kiev

2. A limited attack to snatch the industrial center
around Kharkiv

3. An attack from the Crimea toward the Russian
sympathizing state of Moldava – Thereby taking
the major port of Odessa and cutting off NATO
forces from supplies and reinforcements coming
through the Black Sea

To ease logistics NATO has massed its limited forces (3 
heavy corps) near the major cities and ports.  NATO 
forces also hope to use the Dnieper River as a protective 
barrier.  -- The corps near Odessa is spread along the 
Black Sea (not concentrated)

OPTION 2

OPTION 3

2 NATO 
CORPS

GRAND OPERATIONAL  SITUATION

Russian forces strike by surprise.

- Striking at our satellites first … Russia 
has blinded our space assets for at least 
a week.

- A layered and integrated air defense 
system centered on the S-400 has made 
the air-space east of the Dnieper River a 
no-go zone (even for drones)

- 5 Russian corps – 25 BCT equivalents -
took advantage of our temporary 
blindness to steal a march on us.  They 
have breeched the Dnieper near 
Zaporizhia and then unexpectedly 
halted… possibly as a result of logistical 
difficulties, or to consolidate before 
moving to the next phase of the 
operation.

- A smaller Russian force – 5-6 BCT
equivalents struck out of the Crimea and 
breeched the Dnieper east of Kherson. 

CORPS 
NATO

5 Russian 
Corps

1 
Russian 
Corps
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Heavy Corps in Assembly Areas –
Just arrived – 1 NATO Div, 1 AR, 1ID

1CAV spread thin covering line

82nd in deployed in-depth

3ID Arriving – and guarding River Road

10th MTN holding the line

OPERATIONAL  SITUATION

- Your lead elements (1st Cav, 10th Mtn, and 82nd ABN)
have halted the Russian advance, but have taken
huge losses… most line battalions are 60% strength or
less.

- The 3rd ID is moving forward to backstop 10 Mtn, but 
they are unlikely to hold if the follow-on Russian BDEs 
advance rapidly

- The Russians have moved forward steadily, but 
slowly.  Their lethargy is hard to explain, given their
tremendous firepower superiority.

- Reconnaissance shows that, for the moment, the 
Russian left flank is in the air… although a full 
armored division appears to be sitting in reserve.

- You are replacing the CFLCC CG who died of
exhaustion.  He left you a plan for using his carefully
husbanded heavy corps to smash through the seam of
two  Russian Corps (red arrow) and seize their
logistics base at Dnipro - - cutting the Russian army in
two… destroying its logistics, and cutting it off from
retreat and/or reinforcement.

- This is a risky plan, for, if the attack is held-up… and
the Russians advance our armored corps could easily
be engulfed and cut to pieces.

- Staff officers are clamoring for you to disperse the 
corps and reinforce the main line before it melts 
away.

- Theater comms are sporadic.
- Air superiority is contested… neither side can expect 

much close air support
- Enemy cyber is causing a lot of friction… phony

orders, incorrect intel, wrecking targeting… the 
Russians seem to be suffering just as bad

- No space assets are available yet

Heavy Corps in Assembly Areas –
Just arrived – 1 NATO Div, 1 AR, 1ID

1CAV spread thin covering line

82nd in deployed in-depth

3ID Arriving – and guarding River Road

10th MTN holding the line

WHAT DO 
YOU WANT 
TO DO???
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1

43

2

Intellectual “Jim Thorpe Days”

Hexwar – Computer head-to-head

La Vol – Umpired E-mail gaming

TOAW IV – Computer PBEM or Head-to-head

Simultaneous Board Game Comp

Inter-school 
Competition
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THE NEXT WAR

SELECT STUDENTS WILL SPEND ALL ACADEMIC YEAR

Employing forward looking games to:

Help analyze “Third Offset” problem sets

Employ simulations and games centered on potential conflict zones

Work with outside PME partners

Make a difference (maybe not developing the next “Plan Orange” but 
heading in the right direction).

THIS STRIKES ME AS THE CRUCIAL ROLE FOR ANY WAR COLLEGE

STUDENT 
COMMENTS

• War game and field study were great.  Provided a different lens to look at and apply
material.

• The economics portion is essential and was educational; gave a much broader
understanding of the inter- workings and effects. Using the board game helps to preserve 
items to memory in an entertaining manner.

• The Civil War battlefields field study was excellent and followed by the Civil War Practical 
Application game added to the strategic understanding of the Civil War.

• Outstanding classes on CIV War and PELO War.  Class trip to the battlefields is a MUST
repeat...outstanding for senior officer education and team building.

• The Thucydides game (Polis) was surprisingly effective in helping me retain the 
information.  I have studied Thucydides previously in different settings but I never 
retained much of the information beyond the Melian dialogue.

• The game ingrained the broader concepts of Thucydides in a way that I do not think I will 
forget.

• The Thucydides class was the best I've ever received.

• PLEASE CONTINUE USING THE SIMULATIONS !!!  Not only does that really bring the 
instruction and readings together but its downright fun too.

• Field study and practical exercises were excellent. Thank you for making the effort to keep 
things interesting!
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MORE STUDENT COMMENTS

• Everything was outstanding, especially with a limited knowledge of WW I.  Best war game to date.  The
July Crisis Application was key to understanding how difficult it would have been to stop or even delay the
war.  Great learning experience.

• As always, the sims are outstanding.  Dr. Lacey hit it out of the park with combining the July Crisis sim and 
the WWI sim - too bad we cannot sim everything else.

• Practical Application exercise on the July Crisis was excellent and showed the confusion and lack of
communication which can lead to war.

• Keep gaming because this is a best way to increase our understanding

• I love the board games.  Puts the theory into practice.

• The July Crisis Practical Application was very beneficial, it gave me a great perspective on how nation-
states interact and must focus ultimately on their best interests.  The application laid the foundation for a
smooth transition to the WWI practical application.  Great idea having the game experts on hand to keep
us from focusing too much on the rules instead of strategic implications.

• Practical application was very beneficial. Showed the difficulties as a joint staff in working through the priorities and
strategic outlook to fight 2 fronts during the war. Also painted the picture on how politics can shadow strategic common 
sense.  Keep.

• First Class.  I have read and spent time learning about this subject for years.  I feel like for the first time, I get it.  Thank you.
Very rich.

• I enjoyed the Casablanca Case Study and the back-briefs on the Strategic Plans. Having two History professors in the
discussion was very good and emphasized that there can be differing points of view when looking at history

• Honestly -- good series on WWII, w/ outstanding strategic take-aways from the Casablanca Conference.  The Casablanca
exercise is my favorite of the year so far - I feel that I walked away w/ the best strategic understanding of the war, and
decisions at points in the war -- than other conflicts.

• Again, everything surrounding the Casablanca exercise was outstanding, with great strategic takeaways.

• The Casablanca practical application was the best exercise yet.  Beyond the direct benefits associated with the class,
convening and leading an OPT or plenary session with joint/interagency/foreign participants is a critical skill for LtCols which 
we have not had much opportunity to develop or refresh in this course.  Phenomenal exercise.

• The CASABLANCA planning exercise was excellent and this is exactly what MCWAR needs to do more of.  MCWAR needs to 
recognize that the school that part of developing "critical thinkers, military strategists, joint warfighters, and strategic
leaders who are prepared to meet the challenges of a complex and dynamic security environment (MCWAR Mission
Statement)" needs to be the development of some LtCol "hard skills" like developing and communicating strategic plans or
writing a strategy

• NOTES:
• I have not included most recent critiques… but they are even more over the top then those above (and they “loved”

DIPLOMACY)
• Only negative critiques given during the year were on the complexity of the game mechanics.
• Only one person out of 30 said the games were dumb… in a January critique he wrote: “games are not dumb any longer.

I am won over.  They are a fantastic teaching tool).
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WARGAMING

MORS Wargaming Class

ED McGrady

WARGAMING

WARGAMING

Caveats

• I am not speaking for MORS
– I just taught 3 sections of the class

• In my role with MORS I am not representing CNA
• I am speaking for 5 minutes

– This was a long class
– I can’t cover everything

• I don’t know what I’m talking about
– I only taught my 3 sections, there were 7 total
– Though I’m now taking on more responsibility for this

so I guess I should pay attention
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WARGAMING

Course objective

• Give the students theoretical (academic) and practical
(design) understanding of how to create, execute, and
evaluate wargames and use the results to support analysis

• Students were very diverse
– Interested amateurs
– New professionals
– Experience professionals
– Battle hardened veterans

• Instructors: not so much
• Students received certificate credit at the end of the course

(meaning we had a syllabus, teachers were qualified, and
they got credit for completing the course)

WARGAMING

The course

• Overall coordination:  Mike Ottenburg and
Jennifer Ferat

• Wargame theory (Perla+McGrady)

• Research design (Compton)

• Introduction to wargaming (101/201 McGrady)

• Facilitation

• Tools in wargaming (Vebber)

• Practicum/Capstone (Leonhard)
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WARGAMING

Outcomes

• Teaching is hard

• Teaching a wide range of experience levels is
harder

• Teaching a bunch of gamers is really hard

• We did student surveys and identified areas of
improvement

• Key challenge for me was the practical vs. the
academic
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Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

The Neophyte Game Lab &
Working Group 3: Educating Wargamers

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

The Intent

• The overall theme for Connections has always been to
“…advance and preserve the art, science and
application of wargaming”.

• Within that context, there is an unstated, yet implicit
assumption that when we speak of "growing the next
generation of wargamers", we mean individuals (like
Peter, Stephen, etc.) capable of running a Global series
at Newport (or Carlisle, or Montgomery, or Quantico).

• I am convinced that we need to start much earlier in an
officer's career, and teach enough about the mechanics
of wargaming to allow him/her to create, organize, and
run simple training games at the O-3 level at the latest.

And to quote Mike Markowitz, “I am a wargamer!” (and have been one since I stopped throwing dirt 
clods and firecrackers, and started rolling dice instead!) 
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The Neophyte Game Lab
Wednesday Afternoon

• A quick and dirty introduction to game design: what are
the component parts that one needs to “create”:
– The actors: what are they, who are they, what color.  Where

does one find Jane’s “All the World’s Combat Powers”?  How
does one match movement factors to the board scale?

– The actions: what can each type of piece do, and how does it
affect each type of the opponent’s pieces?  How does one create
a Combat Results Table?

– The behaviors: how do the units in this army act?  What’s their
tactics?  Their doctrine?  How have they acted in the past?  (Oh,
and what will this army look like, act like, &/or behave like 20
years from now?!!!)

– The pitfalls: What could possibly go wrong?

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

The Neophyte Game Lab
Wednesday Afternoon

I’ve been reading “Zones of Control”, and it has helped to clarify in my mind the 
different motivations for wargaming:

Academics like Phil Sabin are using wargames to explore history, understand 
the dynamics of different battles or conflicts, and to tease out understanding. 

Jim Lacey uses them to help his students understand the non-military factors 
involved in the conflict.

Most of the folks in this room, I would suggest, are more involved in using 
games to support high-level strategic and/or programmatic decisions within the 
DoD: What should we be doing here?  What should we be buying now? 

Personally, I found out early that I’m not the military genius I hoped I was (I lost 
a lot!), so I’ve always been more interested in how one teaches, or learns, 
about battlefield thinking: what to consider, how to deal with a lack of 
information, how to deal with time pressure, etc.  

And so each of us comes to the subject with a different mental model.
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Connections 
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Conference

WG 3: Educating Wargamers
The Intent

• For this session, we recruited a number of speakers to
talk about:
– Who they taught
– What they taught
– How they taught
– What games they might use
– How well did it work
– What did you change over time

• The intent was to give those “wargamers by assignment”
who are here to learn from those who are, or who have
been, in the trenches; to ask questions, and to discuss
the highs, the lows, and the not-quite-obvious pitfalls.

Some suggestions for the Services in terms of a progression of 
experiences leading to a corps of individuals at the O-6 level who “get it”.

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

WG 3: Educating Wargamers
The Speakers

• Jim Lacey – Marine War College
• Ed McGrady – MORS Wargaming Certificate Program
• James Sterrett – Army C&GS School, Ft. Leavenworth
• Tom Mouat – Defence Academy of the United Kingdom
• Joe Saur – MCU Elective; WGD PME program
• Tim Wilkie – NDU CASL
• Phil Pournelle – MORS Wargaming Special Workshop
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Questions?

“In battles, however, the other fellow interferes all 
the time and keeps upsetting things, and the best 

generals are those who arrive at the results of 
planning without being tied to plans.

Winston S. Churchill

jsaur@regent.edu

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

WG 3: Educating Wargamers
The Speakers

• Jim Lacey – Marine War
College
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Who Were The Students?

Rank Country / Service Specialty / MOS

Lt. Col. Germany / Army Paratrooper

Major Norway / Army Mechanized Infantry, Tanks

Major US / Air Force Intelligence

Major US / Marines Artillery

Major US / Army Sapper

Major US / Army Reserve Logistics

LCDR US / Navy Submarines

LCDR US / Coast Guard Port Security / Law Enforcement

As with most war colleges, the students show up in the summer, and submit a ‘wish list’ of 
electives in the Fall.  Somewhere about Thanksgiving 2014, I had my first glimpse of the 
interesting breadth of experience and MOS that would show up in January. Most obviously, I 
was not going to be in the position of saying: “Here’s the system/game/ruleset you all need…

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

A Variety of Games

• Goal: Expose the students to a variety of games and game mechanics from which to
chose when designing an MOS-specific game that they could use in the future for JO
development.

Week How Implemented

1 Richthophen’s War – tactical, hex-based, single aircraft, IGOUGO, CRT, 2D6, paper accounting

2 Ancients Blasthof! – operational, open table, multi-figure, simultaneous, 1D6 per, figure removal

3 Discussion: how to re-create Blasthof! in a hex-based environment: what to I have to create?

4 Musket Blasthof! – operational, open table, based figures, IGOUGO w/initiative rolls, BattleMasters dice

5 More discussion of land, air, sea rulesets; Gen. van Riper’s observations on Millennium Challenge 02.

6 Student draft presentations: what are you building?

7 Tallinn Soldier – one-sided cyber game (2007 attack on Estonia); issues of DIME on PMESII gaming

8 Presentation: Using Professional Military Judgement in the adjudication of wargames

9
Student presentations and playtesting

10
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A Variety of Games

• Class time was a total of 20 hours: 2 hours per class; 2
classes per week; five weeks total.  Activities (games &/or
discussions) had to be simple, basic, and easy to grasp.
There was no time either to read a 10 (or more) page set of
rules, or to look at 30-70 cardboard counters to try to
understand the basic scenario!

• For Richthophen’s War, each player had one airplane
(miniatures from Tumbling Dice), and my explanation of the
rules was “This is how you move; this is how you shoot; this is
how we determine results; let’s get started!”

• For the two Blasthof! games, rules were one-pagers with not
much more info than what they had for the air game.

• For Tallinn Soldier, there were no rules; this was a one-sided
cyber wargame based on the 2007 cyberattack on Estonia;
the game is part of the “Dark Guest” set published by John
Curry.

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

MCU Course Synopsis

• Course Overview.  Each of us, at some point in our 
career, will get to participate in a wargame; some of 
us will be privileged to organize and/or run one.  This 
can be either a very daunting task, or a lot of fun, or 
(more likely) some combination of the two.  This 
course is an introduction to wargaming, and students 
will learn by doing.  Students will actively participate 
in three different wargames, and two design 
workshops.

• Course Paper.  An outline of a battalion-level 
wargame for training of junior officers and senior 
NCOs.  This paper is due at the final seminar and 
should be no less than three and no more than five 
pages in length (3-5 pages), and should be in a format 
and style appropriate for submission to the battalion 
Commanding Officer. 
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I’m Teaching Mechanics…

Rank Country / Service Specialty / MOS
Lt. Col. Germany / Army Paratrooper

Major Norway / Army Mechanized Infantry, Tanks

Major US / Air Force Intelligence

Major US / Marines Artillery

Major US / Army Sapper

Major US / Army Reserve Logistics

LCDR US / Navy Submarines

LCDR US / Coast Guard Law Enforcement

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

Wargame Mechanics

Aspects How Implemented

Scale

• Tactical: 3-12 figures per side; individual weapons effects.  Richthophen’s War
• Operational: Units are battalions, squadrons, guns; unit effects.  Blasthof!
• Strategic: Theater-level; units are divisions, fleets, air forces.  Axis & Allies
• Grand Strategic: National level; diplomatic, economic moves.  Risk, Tallinn Soldier

Map Gridded, hex-based, open map

Tokens Single figure, multiple-figure units, multiple-figure bases, cardboard markers

Unit 
Capability Combat power, movement distance: how determined; relative to scale

Turn 
Sequence Movement, artillery, infantry, mêlée, charges, etc.

Movement IGOUGO, simultaneous, initiative rolls/cards

Damage Combat Results Table (CRT), 1D6 per x figures, Battle Masters mechanics

Accounting Paper-based, figure removal, casualty markers, capability markers

Backstory How did we get here; who’s who; what’s my mission?

Audience Platoon leaders?  Company Commanders? Generals? 
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Day 1: Richthophen’s War

Comment: The bomber pilot insisted on leading the Allies in dogfighting the Germans… 

Aspects How Implemented

Scale Tactical

Map Hex-based

Tokens Single aircraft

Unit 
Capability Historical analysis

Turn 
Sequence Move, shoot

Movement IGOUGO

Damage CRT, 2D6

Accounting Paper form

Backstory Allied bombing mission

Audience Mission commanders

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

Day 2: Ancients Blasthof!

Comment: Decision-making by committee was rampant…

Aspects How Implemented

Scale Operational

Map Open

Tokens Multi-figure unit 
formations

Unit 
Capability Historical analysis

Turn 
Sequence Move, shoot, mêlée

Movement Simultaneous

Damage 1D6 per figure

Accounting Figure removal

Backstory Cropredy Bridge (ECW) 
in Ancient times

Audience Junior officers, NCOs
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Day 3: Recasting Blasthof!

4 ft.

5 ft.

Blasthof
Berg

R. Blast

Ramian Army

Pleiadean Army

N

EW

S Oasis

Blasthof

Blasthof 
Berg 

R. Blast

Oasis

Blasthof

An interesting discussion that covered:
• What do I want to teach them?
• The need for a good backstory so that things 

“make sense”.
• Going down one level and including, not just 

platoon leaders, but squad leaders.
• How detailed?  How precise?  How realistic? 

How abstract?
• What would make sense where I think I’m

going?

Aspects How Implemented

Scale

Map

Tokens

Unit 
Capability

Turn 
Sequence

Movement

Damage

Accounting

Backstory

Audience

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

Day 4: Musket Blasthof!

Comment: First sighting of organized C2, and sticking to the plan…

Aspects How Implemented

Scale Operational

Map Open

Tokens Multi-figure unit bases

Unit 
Capability Historical analysis

Turn 
Sequence Move, shoot, mêlée

Movement IGOUGO, but with 
initiative rolls

Damage Battle Masters 
mechanics

Accounting Brian’s beads

Backstory Cropredy in the Sudan
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Day 5 – Rules!

Three Different Activities

Land Warfare Rule Development:
• The five Army and Marine students began to flesh 

out ideas for ground combat using a variety of 
map types, rulesets, and concepts.

Naval Warfare Test Run:
• The Navy, Coast Guard and Air Force students 

looked at a variety of rulesets that could be used 
for a Air/Sea Battle scenario in the vicinity of the 
South China Sea.  They then playtested a set of 
rules for High Value Unit escort (LEO Ops).

General Van Riper Talk
• The General related his observations regarding 

the Millennium Challenge Game in 2002, and the 
manner in which it was used to “validate” the 
concept of Effects-Based Operations (which, he 
pointed out, has yet to die…).

“Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking” by Malcom Caldwell

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference Day 6: Initial Student Presentations

Dropzone Rehearsal:
“Glück Ab!” Parachute BN Planning Exercise

Defending Løpsjøn Reinforced Infantry Company vs. Mechanized Infantry Recon 
Unit

Peer-versus-Peer Air 
Campaign Integrated Air Defense System Attrition Wargame

KOBOPS (King of 
Battle – Operations) Artillery Battalion Operations Wargame

Eastern Europe Land 
Warfare Brigade-Level Battle of Attrition, US vs. Russian Armor

Supplying the Pacific Theatre Logistics In The Pacific

Strait Transit CVBG Transit Through Contested Strait

Hard Target USCG Escort of High Value Asset Into/Out of US Port; Small 
Boat Menace
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Day 7: Cyber Warfare Game 

Exercise Tallinn Soldier – A command 
post exercise where the national 
commanders (Estonia, 2007) must deal 
with disruptions to normal C4ISR 
systems, and must decide whether, when 
and how to react. 

Aspects How Implemented

Scale Grand Strategic

Map None

Tokens None

Unit 
Capability None

Turn 
Sequence

Brief attacks; confer and 
decide; move

Movement Day by day

Damage None

Accounting Random

Backstory Estonia, 2007

Audience Mid-grade and above

Comment: Issues related to Pol/Mil games, and with the quantification of the uncountable…

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

Dark Guest

• This is not a book for your CISSP specialist, or for your Sys Admin, but rather for managers and 
leaders: what are my options when my C4ISR system is being attacked?  It includes the following:

• A short history of politically-motivated hacking (“Worms Against Nuclear Killers”: WANK).
• Four card-based training games:

– Hack This! – This one is for non-technical managers to understand cyber operations: what 
motivates hackers?  How do they operate?  What are some historical aspects to understand: 
hosts, vectors, attacks, botnets, etc.? 

– Enterprise Defender – Described as “...a straightforward educational training model for non-
IT managers for effects based operations...”  Again, what is the impact of a given policy? 
Where are my potential vulnerabilities?  How can I decrease my risks?  How should I 
prioritize my investments: What capabilities have the most/least impact?  Where should I 
spend my limited resources?  What is my best long-term strategy?

– All Your Secrets Are Belong To Us – International cybercrime; players represent various 
international actors, including State-based, contractor, and cybercrime entities. 

– Exercise Tallinn Soldier – A command post exercise where the national commanders 
(Estonia, 2007) must deal with disruptions to normal C4ISR systems, and must decide 
whether, when and how to react. 

• Each game includes background information and player briefings, card decks, game design 
information, and umpire guidance.  No guidance is given as to anticipated length of the games, 
but all appear to be intended as either full-day or multi-day seminar-style play.
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Exercise Tallinn Soldier – The “Map”

Dice 

Roll 
Result 

1 
descent into chaos – 

move 2 left 

2 
negative reaction – 

move 1 left 

3 
negative reaction, but 

no movement 

4 
positive reaction, but 

no movement 

5 
increased stability – 

move 1 right 

6 
euphoric reaction – 

move 2 right 

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference Day 8: A Simple Gaming Process

Using Professional Military Judgment in 
Wargaming

The Process follows these steps:
• Situation/Mission Briefs followed by Planning
• State the Plans
• Adjudicate Situational Awareness
• Determine 1st Decision Point
• State the Action
• State the Reaction
• State the Counteraction
• Determine Outcome
• Make Adjustments
• Record
• Reset and Repeat the Process

Comment: Wargaming the plan much earlier in the process – the problem that arises when
the 2 devices the Red plan, and briefs Blue on the most likely Red COA…
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Dropzone Rehearsal: 
“Glück Ab!” Parachute BN Planning Exercise

Defending Løpsjøn Reinforced Infantry Company vs. Mechanized Infantry Recon 
Unit

Peer-versus-Peer Air 
Campaign Integrated Air Defense System Attrition Wargame

KOBOPS (King of 
Battle – Operations) Artillery Battalion Operations Wargame

Eastern Europe Land 
Warfare Brigade-Level Battle of Attrition, US vs. Russian Armor

Supplying the Pacific Theatre Logistics In The Pacific

Strait Transit CVBG Transit Through Contested Strait

Hard Target USCG Escort of High Value Asset Into/Out of US Port; Small 
Boat Menace

Wargaming: It is not a game at all, it is training for war.
Karl von Muffling, 1824

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

von Muffling’s Lightbulb

• Goal: Guide students to recognize the value of wargames as “training for war”:
Duffer’s Drift on a Tabletop.

• During the course, post-game analysis focused, not on who won (although some
folks did keep track!), but on what mistakes, assumptions, &/or factors influenced the
outcome.

• By day 2, all recognized the value, and gameplay became more realistic.
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von Muffling’s Lightbulb

• During the first session (two rounds of Richthophen),
there were some puzzled looks (“What are we doing
here?”), but by day 2, it was obvious that the von
Muffling lightbulb had gone off in each of the eight
students in the elective.

• As the course progressed, it was clear that they
recognized the value of the games as “Duffer’s Drift on a
Tabletop” (in other words, they began to see their
professional reputation shredded on the tabletop…!),
and they saw wargaming as a tool that could be used to
sensitize JOs to the implications of what might, in other
circumstances, appear to be a non-sensical decision.

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

K.I.S.S.

• Goal: With each class being two hours long, each
game had to be as basic as possible while still
remaining a challenging, instructional game.

– Use of board, table games – when something happened, 
the students would understand what rule was invoked, 
how it was applied, what the dice roll was, how the 
results were adjudicated – nothing was hidden.

– Use of miniatures – tactical situation immediately 
obvious.

– Use of one-page rules – necessitated active 
gamemaster to fill in the blanks.

– Use of non-contemporary forces – no arguments 
regarding the relative merits of an M1A1 Abrams vs. a T-
72 Lion of Baghdad tank.

– Use of non-historical forces – nobody has to play ISIS, 
or Taliban, or Al-Qaeda.

Old Wormley Creek Wargames Society:  

Simple Ancients Warfare Rules 
“So let it be written; so let it be done!”  

Game Mechanics – All Steps Are Simultaneous 

1. Move 

2. Artillery fire; remove casualties.

3. Infantry fire; remove casualties.  

4. Adjudicate Mêlées. 

5. Morale throws. 

Movement 

• Heavy Inf 6” 

• Archers 9” 

• Cavalry 12” 

• Chariots 12” 

• Elephants 12” 

• War Engine 6” 

Missile Fire 

1. Once movement over (exception: horse archers’ “split move” (below)), missile fire. 

2. Ranges, roll to hit (one die per man): 
Close Roll Medium Roll Long Roll 

Bow 6” 4, 5, 6 9” 5, 6 

Bolt thrower 6” 4, 5, 6 9” 5, 6 12” 6 

3. Bolt thrower:  for casualties, 1 plus 2 d6 (5, 6) for targets within 2”. 

4. Subtract 1 from missile roll if targets under cover, cavalry, arty, open order.

5. War engine counterbattery fire: if bolt thrower hit, OOC for 2 moves.

Hand-to-Hand Fighting 

First two ranks only; may fill gaps from back ranks.  Cavalry, Heavy Infantry, Archers, 

Artillerymen: 1 die per man. If unequal, left counts 5, 6; right counts 6. If equal, 5, 6. 

Elephant or chariot: roll 6 dice 

(subtract 1 die for each infantry 5 in last 

round).  After first round, roll 1D6; 1, 2, 3: 

continue into second round.  Rally 1 turn. 

Infantry: roll 1 die for each 6 men; 5’s kill crewmen; 

if any 6’s, roll second die for effect: 

• 1: elephant/chariot wounded, turns 180, runs

• 2, 3: wounded, turns 90, runs

• 4, 5: wounded turns 270, runs

• 6: dies in place

• At the end of round, reinforce as possible.  Continue until one side below 50%. 

• Units hit by elephant or chariot must rally/reorganize for one move; this includes 

“friendly” units hit by wounded elephant or chariot.   

     # remaining * # enemy killed 

Victory Points =  * 100 

     (#starting)2 

Morale 

1. Unit down to 50%, roll 1 die:

• 1, 2: routed; leaves field as mob; only 50% 

count for end-of-battle strength

• 3, 4, 5: retreats in order; 100% count for 

strength

• 6: unit enraged; fights one more round with 

1 added to all rolls, then withdraws in order 

2. Point values: 

cavalry 2 bolt thrower 3 

infantry, gunner 1 elephant, chariot 5 

Uh-oh, here comes the @#$%& elephant! 

"The enjoyment in a war game deteriorates in almost direct ratio to the 
degree of realism attempted, so we now have a cardinal principle that if 
realism interferes with enjoyment then out goes realism!"

Donald Featherstone, "Is This a Hobby or a Military Exercise?"
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K.I.S.S.

• They also began to recognize that the use of miniatures, and
not necessarily of contemporary forces, had three impacts:

• Instant recognition of what the forces were, their relative
positions on the board, and what they represented.  A guy on
a horse is cavalry; a guy on foot is infantry: no messing with
cardboard squares!

• No arguments over the relative effectiveness of American M-
1A1 Abrams and Iraqi T-72 Lion of Babylon tanks.

• Nobody had to play Al Qaeda.  Or ISIS.  Or Taliban.  That
negatively-charged gut reaction to being the bad guy that
some have written about was not present.  Brian Train &
Volko Ruhnke chapter, “Chess, Go, and Vietnam” in Zones of
Control.

• (The fourth factor, of course, was that I used what I had on
hand!)

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

Game Creation

• Goal: Ensure the students understand the process
of game creation.

– How does one balance scales?  Time, distance, range, 
unit, hex…

– How does one create a Combat Results Table?
– Where do I find “Jane’s All The World’s Combat 

Powers”?
– Do I really understand the statistical difference 

between 1d12 and 2d6?
– IGOUGO?  Simultaneous?  Initiative dice?
– What’s involved in a turn?  Move?  Shoot?  Mêlées?

4 ft.
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Blasthof
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R. Blast

Ramian Army

Pleiadean Army

N

EW

S Oasis

Blasthof
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Aircraft Status Pad - Aircraft   / 
(Type)         (Number) 

(a) Speed (in movement points) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

  (b) Accumulated Damage
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

(c) Ammunition Supply (Front)     Jammed 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

(d) Ammunition Supply (Rear)     Jammed 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

(e) Maximum Altitude
(j) Maneuver Schedule E

(f) Maximum Climb Per Turn 

(g)  Maximum Dive 

(h)  Maximum Dive Speed  (k) Critical Hits Taken
 (record # from chart) 

(i) Maximum Overdive Speed

 (l) Check if flown by an Ace

(n) Altitude

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

Thousds 
of  
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Counter 
to Zero 

950 
900 
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800 
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500 
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300 
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50 
0 
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of  
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5800 

250 

450 

___  ___

___  ___
 

___ ___ 

8 

9 

Sop Camel  

     1  0 

     2  1 

      3  2 

16

Dice 

Roll 
Result 

1 
descent into chaos – 

move 2 left 

2 
negative reaction – 

move 1 left 

3 
negative reaction, but 

no movement 

4 
positive reaction, but 

no movement 

5 
increased stability – 

move 1 right 

6 
euphoric reaction – 

move 2 right 
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The bottom left is a gameboard is one I ginned up with 
input from Tom Mouat as a way of visualizing the 
movement of public opinion while playing “Tallinn Soldier”, 
the cyberattack game that John Curry printed in “Dark 
Guest”.  In this case, movement was based on die rolls as 
an indication of the difficulty of quantifying the uncountable: 
What data from the riots in Ferguson and Baltimore would 
lead one to predict the outcome in Charleston?  (And yes, I 
got the basic idea from “Ottoman Sunset” that LtCol 
Heilmann demonstrated in Dayton.)  And this aspect is also 
discussed in the Brian Train, Volko Ruhnke chapter.

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

Potential Issue – “Wargamers by Assignment”

• View the assignment as a “career killer” (out of warfare community;
individual opportunity to fail).
– Service leadership issue

• Unfamiliarity with tabletop games: Why are the rules written the way
they are?  What are the “norms”?
– Featherstone’s “War Games” (1962)
– Grant’s “The War Game” (1971)
– Young & Lawford’s “Charge!” (1970)
– Swinton’s “Defence of Duffer’s Drift (1904)
– H.G. Wells’ “Little Wars” (1913)

• As Gamemaster, lack of operational experience may lead to a
tendency to preach “school solution”.

– Service training issue

Available from John 
Curry, History of 
Wargaming Project
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Potential Issue – “Wargamers by Assignment”

• Very interesting analysis, and it coincides with the point I plan to make in August
at Connections. As part of a panel discussion on growing wargamers within the
military, I'm recounting lessons learned from the MCU class I taught. Given that
each class period was 2 hours long, I needed to run games that could fit nicely
into that time slot, so used Blasthof! from Charge! as the scenario, plus a one-
page set of rules for Ancients distilled from the Bath-Featherstone rules in Don's
1962 "War Games".

• The upside was that using miniatures meant, among other things, instant
recognition of the scenario and laydown, no arguments about M1A1s vs. T72s,
and that nobody had to play Al Qaeda.

• The downside was the one-page ruleset meant that the gamemaster (in this
case, me, but in the future, some poor Army Major who is now a "wargamer by
assignment") has to understand what was behind those rules so that he/she can
reasonably adjudicate, and answer question about situations not covered in the
rules. My recommendation to the Services will be that each individual assigned
such a role be given copies of the three: The War Game (Grant), War Games
(Featherstone), and Charge! (Young & Lawford) to read. While they don't
always agree on how they got there, they do seem to have all more or less
gravitated to similar conclusions... (6" infantry move; halved for obstacles, etc.)

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

What Did We Learn?

Lesson Learned The Evidence
The average military officer is likely to have little 
or no practical wargaming experience.

Between this class, and the 70+ students who attended the 
Combat Modeling class, there were exactly 2 with 
wargaming experience. 

At the same time, they will very quickly recognize 
the value of wargaming as a teaching tool.

By the end of day 2 (Blasthof!), they all understood von 
Muffling’s statement, and were looking forward to using 
the tool in their next assignment.

At first, their tactics and approach were not 
serious, and they made very basic tactical 
mistakes.

As they began to take the course more seriously, their 
approach became more competitive, focused, and realistic.

In a two-hour class environment, simplicity of 
games is an absolute must.

One-page rules + a gamemaster to “fill in the blanks”, and 
miniatures to minimize time to grasp the scenario.

With an experiential understanding of the basic 
mechanisms, each student was able to extrapolate 
into a more complex, MOS-specific game.

(In some cases, first-time enthusiasm and lack of 
experience led to excesses in terms of complexity and 
detail; suspect that will correct itself over time…)

With this class, I had 8 officers with an average 
of 10-12 years of experience, at least some of 
which include wartime combat.

Ten years from now (if we go into a post-Viet Nam period 
of relative peace), the members of a similar class might 
have little or no experience of actual wartime operations –
this will have an impact on the adjudication method(s) they 
use.

Point #5: Blaise Pascal quote: “I have made this letter 
longer, because I have not had the time to make it shorter.”
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Dropzone Rehearsal: “Glück Ab!”
Parachute BN Planning Exercise
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Instructor sets elements:
Squads and Teams according load plan
After 3-4 elements – free space 
At the end Platoon and Company Commander according load plan

2
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Defending Løpsjøn
Reinforced Infantry Company vs. Mech Infantry Recon
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Peer-versus-Peer Air Campaign
Integrated Air Defense System Attrition Wargame

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

KOBOPS (King of Battle – Operations) 
Artillery Battalion Operations Wargame

OBJ 1

OBJ 2

LO
A

LO
A

LD
LD

MSR-B

1 1

(-)

(-)

1 11

• 6-Gun Arty Battery
– 2x3 Std LEGO© brick

• Artillery Bn HQ
– 2x2 Std LEGO© brick

• Artillery Bn HQ FWD
– 1x2 Std LEGO© brick

• Infantry Company
– 2x2 Std LEGO© brick
– Different color from Artillery
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Eastern Europe Land Warfare
Brigade-Level Battle of Attrition, US vs. Russian Armor

Mvmt Range Dice Hit Unit Mvmt Range Dice Hit 
≤10 3 

2 
1 

2 
3 
3 

≥5 
≥3 
≥2 

Armor ≤8 2 
1 

2 
3 

≥3 
≥2 

≤10 2 
1 

2 
2 

≥5 
≥4 

Infantry ≤10 2 
1 

2 
2 

≥5 
≥4 

≤10 2 
1 

2 
2 

≥4 
≥3 

Recon ≤10 2 
1 

2 
2 

≥5 
≥4 

≤10 10-14 
3-9 

2 
2 

≥3 
≥2 

Field 
Artillery 

≤8 10-13 
5-9 

2 
2 

≥5 
≥4 
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Supplying the Pacific
Theatre Logistics In The Pacific
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Strait Transit
CVBG Transit Through Contested Strait

Connections 
Wargaming 
Conference

Hard Target!
USCG Escort of High Value Asset Into/Out of US Port

OBJECTIVES
• Train E-4 to E-6 RB-S coxswains and O-

1 to O-3 Tactical Action Officers
(Deployable Team Leaders) in mission
planning, situational awareness and
decision-making.

• USCG Objective: The HVA must reach
its objective area with at least one hit
point remaining.

TANGO Objective: Destroy 
the HVA before it reaches 
its objective area (opposite 
corner from starting 
position). 
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Questions?

“In battles, however, the other fellow interferes all 
the time and keeps upsetting things, and the best 

generals are those who arrive at the results of 
planning without being tied to plans.

Winston S. Churchill

jsaur@regent.edu
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Creating CA Models &/or Wargames

Players

Ac
tio

ns

Combat units
• Multiple flavors
• Combat Power from history

&/or analysis

Weapons systems:
• Impact on each possible

enemy unit
• Effects derived from history

&/or analysis

Tactical Doctrine:
• How they have been trained

to fight
• Effectiveness derived from

history &/or analysis
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Creating CA Models

In essence, one has now created a box.  
Even if the simulation is run 10,000 times, 
every result will have been pre-defined by 
the assumptions present in the model.  
Nothing “outside the box” will ever 
occur…
And therein lies the weakness of 
mathematical models…
Whereas in a wargame, the players are 
not restrained, and “out of the box” 
solutions are both possible and 
encouraged (well, sometimes…)
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CA Models - Weakness

Schelling’s Impossibility Theorem: “One thing a person cannot do, 
no matter how rigorous his analysis or heroic his imagination, is to 

draw up a list of things that would not occur to him.”
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Teaching Wargame Design
At CGSC

James Sterrett, Ph.D

Directorate of Simulation Education

U. S. Army Command & General Staff College

Who are our students?

• O4s attending Intermediate Level Education (MEL-4)

• Around a decade of time in service

• Mostly US Army, but a significant minority of sister
service and international students

• Tiny minority of other agency students

• Many of our US Army students are in the FA57
(Functional Area 57), Simulation Operations field,

who are required to take….
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Constraints

Time:  12 classes, each 2 hours long
Spread out roughly every other day over 4-6 weeks

Students may have no relevant background knowledge

16 students per class (may be fewer but must plan for 16)

A small constellation of courses

• A380: Training with Games

• A381: Exercise Design

• A382: Fundamentals of Wargame Design

• A388: Exercise Support

plus A386: Army Simulations Kitbag (non FA-57s)
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Commit the Reserve!

Why teach wargame design?

Designing a game is to playing a game

as

Writing history is to reading history

or

Field exercises are to Field Manuals
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The designer’s thought process

Game designers must

judiciously choose and arrange models

to appropriately reflect real world dynamics.

Purpose of A382
Fundamentals of Wargame Design

Introduce the art and science of wargame design

Not only to make students wargame designers

But also to make them more knowledgeable & discerning consumers

And through both of these

To improve the quality of wargaming (in all of its forms) conducted by the Army.
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Overall approach

• Each student builds a game

• Each student tests games: their own and others’

• TSAR model

1 Introduction to wargames and the design process

2 Modelling Time
3 Modelling Space
4 Modelling Assets
5 Modelling Resolution (& a tiny dose of basic probability)

6-11 Testing & Iteration

12 Reflections

Schedule of classes
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Initial Concept

Research

Systems Design

Test

Understand Problems

Release

Out of time!

A poem is never finished; it is only abandoned.
(W.H. Auden)

What Went Right

• Student engagement & creativity

• Student learning (both observed & self-reported)

• Battle for Moscow as introductory experience

• TSAR model structure
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Things Learned

• Unleash creativity

• Testing time is critical

• Brown Bag is a vital support

• Game library

testing can get emotional

We learned that 
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Things to Improve or Change

• Flip the classroom: Put the TSAR lectures on YouTube

• Saves time for students to discuss own approaches

• 16 students * ~5 minutes = an entire 2 hour class

•Instructor feedback important

• No Matrix Games (because avoids creating a model)

•Need more scaffolding on creating a combat model

• Recruit additional testers from local game players & designers

Wider Thoughts
• When should officers be taught wargaming?

• When should officers be taught wargame design?

• Bill payers to teach it

• Reinvigorate wargaming clubs as gateway

• Brown Bag Gaming Program at CGSC

• Strategic Wargaming Program at USAWC

• Next year at CGSC:  MMAS Wargame Focus Program
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This is Jordan Wiseman…
He’s most famous as the designer of

Battletech (Mechwarrior), Shadowrun, The Beast, and HeroClix…
Four hits in four different genres…

And he invented two of those genres.

He’s currently working on converting
the Battletech boardgame into a computer strategy game.
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“We have built and played the hell out of seven 
(7!) different approaches to turn order, from a 
completely linear XCOM-like system to a 
completely simultaneous action system with 
many variations in between.”

Jordan Wiseman on prototyping the Battletech computer game, 7 April 2016

Full (excellent) discussion:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/webeharebrained/battletech/posts/1541543

Puppy-Shooting Award

For the student who took 
the most cherished but non-functional idea

… and removed it.
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Remember that all models are wrong,
but some are useful.

The practical question is
how wrong do they have to be

to not be useful. 
George E. P. Box (Box & Draper, Empirical Model-Building and Response Surfaces (1987) )

Since all models are wrong the scientist cannot 
obtain a "correct" one by excessive elaboration.

On the contrary following William of Occam he 
should seek an economical description of natural 
phenomena.

Just as the ability to devise simple but evocative 
models is the signature of the great scientist so 
overelaboration and overparameterization is often 
the mark of mediocrity.

(George E. P. Box, Science and Statistics (1976) p. 792)
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Let’s play a wargame

During your break

• Come up with one change you would make to
Battle For Moscow

• Be ready to present, briefly:
• What is the change?

• How will the change improve Battle for Moscow?

• Why does that improvement matter?
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CONGRATULATIONS!

You are all now game designers.

CONGRATULATIONS!

You are all now game designers.

….. now the hard part begins.
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What is a Wargame?

For the purposes of this class:

A game is a simulation in which
players make decisions to achieve goals.

A wargame is a game on a military topic.

…  this is a big-tent approach.
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Wargaming Courses
Major Tom Mouat

© Crown Copyright

Defence Academy of the United Kingdom

Wargaming Related Courses

▪ MScs –
• Defence Simulation and Modelling
• Military Operational Research

▪ Specialist Courses
• Military Operational Analysis Appreciation
• Simulation Employment Training
• Cyber Operational Awareness Training
• Counter-IED Awareness Training

▪ Specific Courses (new courses) (Cranfield private venture)
• Advanced Wargaming Course
• Introductory Wargaming Course
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Wargaming and Combat Modelling Module

1 Week MSC Module Course

▪ Outline
• Introduction to the course

• Dstl - Overview of UK Govt Defence Analysis

• Introduction to War Gaming and Combat 
Modelling Combat Simulation 

• History, Uses

• Measures of Utility

• Manual Wargames

▪ Ex Ominous Reception – Tank Duel

▪ War Gaming & Combat Modelling

▪ Models of Conflict

• Computer Generated Forces
• Concepts
• Behaviours
• Uses
• Practical

• Combat Modelling Practical
• Contact

• Other example methods:
• SIMBAT/CLARION
• Matrix Games

© Crown Copyright

Defence Academy of the United Kingdom

Introduction Professional Wargaming Course

To introduce the concept of wargaming as a technique for education, training and analysis 
across defence and commercial business applications

Day 1 Day 2

Introduction, Definitions, History Game

Applications, Benefits, Pitfalls AAR

Computer vs Manual Commercial / Business Applications

Immersion, Social, Learning Game Theory

Example Game explanation Measures of Effectiveness
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Expert Professional Wargaming Course

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Introduction Game 
Development

Game Choices Execution Final Exercise

Game Design Use of Data Facilitation

RCAT Game RCAT Game Implementation AAR AAR & Debrief

FFD Game Game 
Mechanics

Scenario 
Refinement

Preparation for 
Final Exercise

Day 1 Day 2

Game presentations (outline, description, 
data, assessment, reporting method)

Game Execution

Game Execution AAR & Feedback

1 Week Course

2 Day Assessment

© Crown Copyright

Defence Academy of the United Kingdom

Military Requirement

▪ Based on trial course run in 2015.

▪ Awareness (60min):

• On-Line Only (based on Wargaming Handbook)

▪ Practitioner (1 week):

• Platoon, Battlegroup and Operational level games.

• Maritime and Air game Game.

• Commercial game and Matrix Game.

▪ Expert (1 week + 2 day seminar assessment):

• Game design process, types, options.

• Present, host and assess game designs.
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Important

▪ The game doesn’t have to be perfect – the discussion
about why the game isn’t correct and how you could
improve it can generate the greatest learning.

▪ You should probably end the game before one side wins,
thereby leaving them wanting more and avoiding the “I
lost therefore game crap” feeling from the looser/

▪ Remember the learning objectives – the game might
head off in unusual and exciting directions (especially in a
Matrix Game), which might be intellectually fascinating –
but the lesson has learning objectives, so make sure you
don’t get carried away and actually cover them.

© Crown Copyright

Defence Academy of the United Kingdom

Major Tom Mouat MBE
MSc PGCE psc ato sim
SO2 DS Simulation and Modelling

Technology School
Defence Academy of the United Kingdom
Shrivenham, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN6 8LA

Tel:    +44(0)1793 784136
Mil: 96161 4136
Email: tmouat.cmt@defenceacademy.mod.uk
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Wargaming Handbook
Major Tom Mouat

© Crown Copyright

Defence Academy of the United Kingdom

Wargaming Handbook

▪ DCDC will publish a
"Wargaming Handbook"

▪ 96 pages - A5 format.

▪ Companion publication to
the "Red Teaming Guide"

▪ Due by 01 Sep 17.

▪ Endorsed by VCDS

▪ Written by GLB with DCDC &
Connections UK Committee.
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© Crown Copyright

Defence Academy of the United Kingdom

VCDS Endorsement

"I wish to reinvigorate wargaming in Defence to restore it 
as part of our DNA.  Historically the UK military was 
accomplished at wargaming but this culture has largely 
been lost.  Where it exists, it is ad hoc and 
uncoordinated, with demand outstripping existing 
expertise.  We must seek to regenerate this culture and 
the associated skills among our people – military and 
civilian alike – at all levels and in all areas of our 
business.  This effort requires everyone’s participation 
and encouragement, but particularly at senior levels."

General Sir Gordon Messenger KCB, DSO & Bar, OBE, ADC; Vice Chief of the Defence Staff

© Crown Copyright

Defence Academy of the United Kingdom

The Wargaming Handbook consists of:

▪ Chapter 1 – Introducing Wargaming.

• History, utility, key terms and definitions.

▪ Chapter 2 – Wargaming Fundamentals.

• Guidelines for effective wargaming.

▪ Chapter 3 – Wargaming Types.

• Variants and contexts.

▪ Chapter 4 – Wargaming Process.

• The steps required to deliver an effective wargame.

▪ Annex A: Case studies.

▪ Annex B: Further reading and links.
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Case Studies:

▪ The General Grierson deployment game prior to WW1 (1905).
▪ US Naval Wargaming prior to WW2.
▪ The Western Approaches Tactical Unit (WW2).
▪ The "Class of 1924", German inter-War planning games.
▪ Mark Herman's Gulf Strike prior to Gulf War 1 (1990).
▪ Rozhestvensky's Wargame of War with Japan (1902)
▪ POSM in Afghanistan (2011).
▪ Future Force Development Wargames (Ongoing).
▪ Chatham House, Palestinian Refugee Crisis (2008).
▪ RCAT, HQ 3Div Exercise IRON RESOLVE (2014/15).
▪ Advanced Amphibious Warfare Course (Ongoing).
▪ Camberley Kriegsspiel, 2 Para (2016).
▪ Sandhurst Kriegsspiel, RMAS (Ongoing).
▪ Centenary 1914 Kriegsspiel, Kings College (2014).

© Crown Copyright

Defence Academy of the United Kingdom

Further Reading

▪ The Art of Wargaming. Perla.

▪ Simulating War. Sabin.

▪ U.S. Navy Fundamentals of War Gaming. McHugh

▪ Connections.

▪ PAXSims.

▪ Establishments:

• DSTL Wargaming Team.

• Defence Academy Technology School.

• Centre for Historical Analysis and Conflict Research (CHACR)
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© Crown Copyright

Defence Academy of the United Kingdom

Major Tom Mouat MBE
MSc PGCE psc ato sim
SO2 DS Simulation and Modelling

Technology School
Defence Academy of the United Kingdom
Shrivenham, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN6 8LA

Tel:    +44(0)1793 784136
Mil: 96161 4136
Email: tmouat.cmt@defenceacademy.mod.uk
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Wargame Demonstrations and Play Testing 

What this was about – A Game Emporium: 

PRIMARY GOAL was to expand participant exposure to various approaches to wargaming. 

The goal would be to provide a wide variety of games/demos and short focused discussion on 

the approaches taken with each wargame. 

Defined goals and constraints 
(in order of importance) 

1. Demonstrate a wide variety of simple approaches to Wargame design (goals would be
for at least 15 games). All items should be fairly low complexity.

2. Provide Mentors for each game to provide a quick start to players/observers.

3. Provide attendees the opportunity to play the games (preferably in teams)

4. Gaming stations can host more than one game if all instances can complete in the
timeframe.

5. Facilitate discussion of the design approach, challenges faced by the game designer,
choice made, shortcomings and strengths of the design.

6. Provide games that can be played to an interim or final conclusion in roughly three
hours. Total available time for all activities is 3.5 hours.

Structure of time block 

➢ Three hours for instruction and play

➢ A guided facilitated discussion for new folks and experts on designs reviewed and what
they saw demonstrated in design choices each designer used.

Result 

➢ A wide variety of games were provided by our volunteer team and a significant number
of additional items were spontaneously brought by participants.

➢ We had approximately 25 tables and over 50 games for evaluation.

➢ Our pre-planned volunteer staff was available and provided overviews for every game
originally scheduled.

➢ Due to the nature of the event, in general games with 5 or more participants were those
actually played (many in teams) over the time block. However almost all items shared
had several participants join in their overview.

➢ Open gaming also occurred each night at the convention with from 12 to 35
participants. This included play for several prototype games and other multiplayer
games participants brought along.
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Wargames/Coaches Demonstrations 

(Our thanks to all participants especially those that bought games for review) 

Game Description Facilitators 

13Days Jolly Roger Games: Card game on Cuban 
missile crisis 

Scott Chambers 
(scott.m.chambers.civ@ndu.edu) 

Across Suez SPI: Operational level simulation of the 
Battle of Chinese Farm, 15 October 1973 

Matt Caffrey 
(matthew.caffrey.1@us.af.mil) 

AFTERSHOCK Game Crafter: Post-Earthquake recovery Scott Chambers 
(scott.m.chambers.civ@ndu.edu) 

Bang! Mayfair Games: Card game on Wild West 
manhunts/shootouts 

Merle Robinson 
(murno.robinson@gmail.com) 

Blasthof! Miniatures rules for ancient & medieval 
battles 

Joe Saur 
(jsaur@regent.edu) 

Captain 
Sonar 

Role play real-time version of Battleship 
(only loosely based on submarines) 

Paul Vebber 
(pvebber@gmail.com) 

Check your 
6! 

Skirmish Campaigns: Air combat 

Conflict of 
Heroes 
Series: 
Awakening 
the Bear & 
Guadalcanal 

Academy Games: Tactical-level board 
wargame series that simulates firefights at 
the platoon or company level during WWII 

Ewe Eickart 
(uwe@academygames.com) 

Dominant 
Species 

used to show those overly enamored with 
the military decision-making process how 
difficult it is to implement “course of action 
analysis” in a “wicked complex” 
competition landscape 

Paul Vebber 
(pvebber@gmail.com) 

Dunn Kempf US ARMY: Micro-armor miniatures 1970s 
European Front 

Mike Dunn 
(Michael.b.dunn.civ@mail.mil 

Fealty Asmadi games: “area control” game Paul Vebber 
(pvebber@gmail.com) 

KISS Rommel Operational Level WWII Eric Porter 

Matrix Game 
Kit 

Demonstration of how to create effective 
matrix games 

Tom Mouat 
(tommouat@btinternet.com) 
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Game Description Facilitators 

Missile Boat RAND: Board Game (like miniatures) 1970s 
small ship naval tactics demonstrates  use 
of missiles, torpedoes, & EW 

Merle Robinson 
(murno.robinson@gmail.com) 

Napoleon 
(2nd Edition) 

Columbia Games: Demonstrates fog of war 
at Waterloo 1815 with blocks 

Merle Robinson 
(murno.robinson@gmail.com) 

Nine Dash 
Line 

US Army Carlisle Barracks: Matrix game on 
the South China sea. Independently 
developed  

Ottoman 
Sunset 

Victory Point: strategic WWI period game Merle Robinson 
(murno.robinson@gmail.com) 

Pandemic Z-man games: Cooperative game
demonstrating disease theory

Scott Chambers 
(scott.m.chambers.civ@ndu.edu) 

Phalanx Whitman Games: Stylized chess like game 
demonstrating phalanx combat 

Merle Robinson 
(murno.robinson@gmail.com) 

Richtofens’ 
War 

AH: Board game (like miniatures) WWI 
Aircraft  

Joe Saur 
(jsaur@regent.edu) 

Seapowers CNA: Card game of early 20th Century naval 
development 

Scott Chambers 
(scott.m.chambers.civ@ndu.edu) 
Paul Vebber 
(pvebber@gmail.com) 
Chris Weave 
(caw@kentaurus.com) 

Sniper SPI: Squad level mid 20th century combat Merle Robinson 
(murno.robinson@gmail.com) 
Paul Vebber 
(pvebber@gmail.com) 

Space Hulk Warhammer Space ship battle Gordon Bliss 
(gblisscdsg@msn.com) 

Terraforming 
Mars 

Stronghold Games: Multiplayer 

Tesla vs 
Edison 

“railway game” aspect (building AC or DC 
networks), technology investment, stock 
market speculation, and information 
warfare 

Paul Vebber 
(pvebber@gmail.com) 

Triumph and 
Tragedy 

GMT games: geopolitical strategy game 
Europe 1935-1946 

James Sterrett 
(james.j.sterrett.civ@mail.mil) 
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Game Description Facilitators 

War of the 
Worlds II 

RAND: Board Game scifi space game 
demonstrates orbital challenges 

Merle Robinson 
(murno.robinson@gmail.com) 
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Advanced Naval Wargame Design
Naval Operations for Tech Geeks

Paul Vebber
Asst. Director, Concept Development and Wargaming
Office of the Mission Area Director, Undersea Warfare
Wargaming LOE Lead, NAVSEA Warfare Centers Fleet Engagement CoP
Headquarters, Naval Undersea Warfare Center
1176 Howell St Newport, RI 02841
401-832-7298 (W) 401-258-6334 (C)
paul.w.vebber@navy.smil.mil

Purpose

• Provide Engineers, Scientists and Analysts insight into naval
combat operations, to gain a better appreciation of the role
technology has (or does not have…) on CONOPs, tactics, and
maneuver.

• Turns standard wargame play around:
- Instead of “given counters with these values, what is my plan?”

- Given my mission and understanding of enemy capabilities, what numbers 
do I need on my counters to win and why?”

• Constraints:
- 1 day of game play to cover 3-4 days of game time.

- Compliance rules prevent effective use of computers.

- Interaction in the form of group discussion.

- Game rules that can be taught in <30min.
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• Rule #1 of wargames: Put your game in the same room
with smart people and some of it will rub off!

(Whether they are paying any attention to it or not!)

Time, Scale, Distance

• OODA loop choice sets framework – 24/3

• Assuming ships and subs are assumed to have 8, 16, 24
kts speeds of advance, a 24nm hex gives movements
rates of 1, 2, or 3 hexes every turn and 8, 16, or 24
hexes for the day.

• For aircraft , a “mega-hex” of about 175nm provides a
companion scale that works well for air power (a plane
going 480kts goes about 10 hexes in a three hour turn
out and back, so good basis for a system that addresses
aircraft movement in complementary manner to ships.
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Important Game System Elements

• C2/OODA Loop
- Two level: Task Force level 24 hour “daily intentions”

scheme of maneuver executed in eight 3 hour tactical
Task Group level OODA loop phases.

- 24-32 turns too many? Depends on the decision-making
and unit manipulations that go on in each one?

- If 30min intro/walk through and 1 hour hot wash (+30
min lunch), then

- 6 hours of game play means 90 min per “day” if 4 days,

- with 10 min of discussion and then 10 per turn.

- If 10 players, then each player gets 1 minute to “move his men”
and do whatever else needs to go on. Not enough!

Intel, Surveillance, Recon,

• ISR relates to the method of concealing and divulging information
to players.

• Some method of markers placed to represent the effect of things not
directly under player control. “ISR-Chips”.

• Several ideas of mechanics. (secret allocation, bidding, “worker
placement”, etc.) to get at ISR/C-ISR competition.

• Rich discussion that included ideas like standard double-blind
(HUGE time penalty), Off-board planning sheets or air/undersea
mini-maps (get bumped, mis-marked, etc.), ice cube trays,
envelopes, etc. to increase robustness against attack by pizza
toppings, salad dressing, or TFOS*

• Choice driven by type of scenario and capability interactions
being explored.

*things falling off sandwiches
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Scouting and Targeting

• ISR is know something is there, Scouting is about
having the right info to do something about it.

- Done by game pieces, so subject to risk

- Are there different “detection levels” that should be
represented?

- Is it a separate game activity, or just part of “moving
your men”. Several ways to indicate including markers of
various types.

- Which leads us to the pop-quiz:
- Where can you get actual metal, 5/8in circular game markers,

with distinct front and back icons, for free?

The Bank!

They even give you your money back when you 
return them – even if not in “mint condition”!
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What we didn’t talk about… (or tried not to…)

The OUTPUT of such a game is 
key capability competitions for 
analysts to analyze! (and make 
cool looking spreadsheets to 
calculate stuff!)

Wargames can identify 
them, but are not the right 
tool to characterize them! 
Such characterizations are
Inputs to a wargame, not 
outputs! 

Enduring Challenges
• Even if the players know the rules, that doesn’t mean they

know how to PLAY or what they have to do to win!
• Players need to be taught what the game is ABOUT, not just how

the game mechanics work!

• Desire for fancy tools, without doing the low tech
homework. Go to school on Euro-games!

• Engaging more than 4 or 5 players per side
- Kibitzer’s gonna kibitz. Embrace the smug.
- Break games up into two groups at 4*N+1

• Getting too cute with solutions.
• What is claimed to be “Easy” without time constraint, is hard to

have delivered next week. (its design to task that takes time, not
always the app coding…)

• And finally…
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At the end of the day…

Everybody wants cool Battleships!!
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Game Lab: Design Workshop
Connections Wargaming Conference

August 4, 2017

Need to Design a Game

• About artificial intelligence and unmanned systems

• Draft ideas – very incomplete attempt to run through some game
design elements

• Problem: reconnaissance mission
• Lot of objectives OR

• Find one thing

• Steps we got through:
• How can AI & unmanned systems help?

• Voted on ideas and developed them further

• Possible red counter measures

• Prototyping the game board
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Ideas for Using AI & Unmanned Systems

Countermeasures
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Board Ideas

Prototype Boards
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Defense Wargaming Panel: The SAGD/Provider 

Perspective 

Connections Wargaming Conference

August 2017

Dr. Margaret McCown
Joint Chiefs of Staff, J-8

Studies, Analysis and Gaming Division (SAGD)

The contents of this presentation are my own opinions and do not necessarily reflect those 
of the U.S. Government or the U.S. Department of Defense.

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

A Brief History of SAGD

• SAGD was established by Eisenhower in
1947 as The Army Advanced Study Branch

• 1949: Assigned to Joint Staff
– Original Charter: Evolve concepts of national

security in the light of advancements of the
atomic age ...

– Aka “The Buck Rogers Committee”

• 1950-70's – many names, changing mission

• 1986: J-8 established; assumed gaming
mission from J-5
– Politico-Military Assessment Division (PMAD)

established

• 1995: Studies, Analysis, and Gaming
Division (SAGD) formed
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J-8 Studies Analysis and Gaming Division (SAGD)

• SAGD is a strategic wargame & assessments office for the CJCS, Joint
Staff, DoD and Executive Branch, expert at:

– Developing insights into complex, ill-structured problems
– Generating innovation and challenging assumptions
– Provoking options not earlier considered
– Positing “what if” scenarios and examining potential outcomes
– Developing novel tools and methodological approaches

• SAGD executes games at all levels within DoD and the Interagency…
– >80 games & decision support events since Jan 2014, >400 since 1962
– 16x CJCS Strategic Seminar Series (2011-2016)
– NSC Principals Committee, Deputies Committee and Interagency Policy Committee 

games
– VCJCS and DepSecDef 4-star games and seminars
– Multilateral games with international partners (e.g. NIKE series: 13 games between 

1992 and 2005)
– Other sponsors: COCOMs, OSD(P), State, USAID, Dept. of Energy…

• …at all classifications, on time, and at low cost
– Staff of 7 military, 5 civilians & 3 contractors
– Facilities & staff support TS/SCI games, SAP-capable on request
– No additional contracting or facilities costs

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

Wargaming Over Time and in Transitions

• Some factors in SAGD games have remained rather
consistent over time:
– Significant consistency in game format (lots of pol-mil seminar

style games, with red and green teams, senior leader
participants)

– Requests for games where “data” generated include or
questions prioritize the context that shapes decisions and the
implications of outcomes over specific decisions or outcomes

• In times of transition, TTX style games can be useful
because:
– Designing or participating can be an effective means of

helping new stakeholder groups coalesce
– Can be quick turn in design and execution; are plug and play

for participants
– Because a key strength is their utility in eliciting information

from diverse stakeholders, they are effective even in groups
with uneven experience or information sets
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Wargaming Trends

• Trends I’m seeing or expect to see:
– Topics or focus of games remain driven by current events,

both pol-mil or DOD or interagency issues
– Topics a mix of current pol-mil challenges and ones exploring

implications of different platform, concept, investment choices
or issues relating to integrating them with existing

– Frequent requests for TTX-style games
– Ongoing requests for TTXes that support or nest within larger

studies – games as part of multi-method research
• Some things I wish would change:

– Wargames treated as isolated field, rather than one analytical
option/tool of many

– Game mechanisms treated as definitional of games
– Sponsors that continue to arrive with scenario rather than

research question in mind

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

BACKUP: SOME THOUGHTS ON 

GAME DESIGN & EXECUTION 
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What are games?
• All of them share a focus on strategic interaction of some set of actors under some

set of constraints.

Don’t get too hung up on definitions, but it is useful to clarify what we’re 
talking about…

Games: a set of players trying to make their best decisions, 
subject to a set of rules and incentives and their 
expectations of their opponents’ choices. 
Wargames: games that instantiate some real-world, 

human, conflict problem through the 
rules, incentives and players of that game.

Table Top Exercises: 
qualitatively specified wargames.

What are Table Top Exercises?

Roles, Rules & Payoffs (explicitly or implicitly stated) together define the structure of 
any game. However, games come in many forms and serve many needs.

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

Key Features of TTXs

Games are used to stimulate the interaction between participants that generate the 
observations we collect for analysis. In TTXs, the key game elements (described 
below) are configured as words rather than models, data sets or simulated 
interactions. The rules, players and incentives representing the problem are usually 
conveyed in a descriptive scenario and narrative set of player instructions.

“Roles” – are descriptively stated and explain the general perspective (i.e. that of an 
individual leader, or of a ministry, or of a country) participants should represent.

“Your team is to take the perspective of the U.S. National Security Council in the context of an 
unfolding crisis. Be sure to include the perspective of each cabinet member…”

“Actions” –usually include recommended decisions or directions, but participants 
are seldom provided a specific list.

“Your task is to provide a set of options for POTUS to consider and identify long and short term 
implications of each.”

“Rules” – often relayed in a narrative “scenario” telling players about a situation 
they’re supposed to respond to, along with some simple directions.

“If you would like to talk with or task the State Department or Defense Department teams, do so 
through your cabinet member role player.”

“Payoffs” – participants learn how well their decisions worked informally, often 
verbally conveyed by an adversary team or by game staff

“Well, from the perspective of your adversary, I would regard that as very escalatory.”
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UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

Why and When TTXes?

When might you use a TTX?
• When analyzing and finding solutions requires bridging cultural understanding or

eliciting insight from diverse stakeholders.
• When you need a tool accessible to a wide set of participants or one that requires

minimal pre-briefing.
• When you need a less expensive or faster tool than large scale models or studies.
• When your goals are mixed – including both teaching and research, they can serve

multiple interests.

Why use a TTX?
• Models or formal data sets related to your problem are few … or qualitative data is

deemed richer.
• Your understanding of the independent variables forming the problem is weak or is

what you want to confirm.
• You are faced with broad, strategic questions that are hard to specify parsimoniously

in a model like “Pacific regional security dynamics”, or “how to bring the diplomatic,
economic and military elements of national power to bear on a problem.”

• Reproducing group dynamics or the impact of different configurations of process is
key to understanding a problem.

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

SAGD Best Practices in Game Design

• Know your sponsors and prioritize them.
• Follow these steps, in this order:

– Identify “Purpose and Objectives” of the TTX first (even though it is
common for sponsors to want to start with scenario).

– Decide key elements of game structure (moves, roles, level of
analysis).

– Finally, write scenario.
• Remember that game mechanisms (teams, scenario, adjudication,

discussion questions) are tools, not definitional properties of games: none
are required, select and configure them however in most useful manner.

• Accept that pragmatic constraints (room size, available participants) will
drive design choices – and be cognizant of the implications of those
design choices.

• Write a post game report (even if the sponsor doesn’t request it) as a
record that captures game observations in the context of game structure
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OSD-CAPE
01 June 2017

WARGAMING 
IN CAPE

UNCLASSIFIED

• We do Analytical Wargaming!

• What’s that?

• Why we do it that way

• How we do it

• What we’ve accomplished

• Our expectations

TOPICS
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UNCLASSIFIED

Any result or recommendation generated within CAPE must be 
defensible and have some degree of analytical rigor. 
• One-off wargames are not suited to this environment

• CAPE products are results of extended, multi-method approaches to
complicated and sometimes complex problems

Because of our analytical requirements, CAPE required a well-
developed wargame methodology that was rigorous and 
generated defensible results. 

We required a wargame method we could term “analytical.” We 
did not see this in wargames we were witness to in the wild.

We do Analytical Wargaming!

UNCLASSIFIED

Analytical wargames do not seek “truth”… They seek what is successful. This 
distinction requires

• That wargames calibrate as closely as possible to the systemic process being 
examined

• Wargaming as a memetic process; a Darwinian crucible in which we subject ideas,
biases, and perspectives to the travail of competing ideas, biases, and perspectives.
We seek the fittest solution; wargaming provides us with a “Theory of Success.”

• Therefor, definitionally Analytical Wargaming is the act of competitive,
contextualized decision-making within pre-defined constraints for the purpose of
gaining insight into complex, adaptive, interactive, and cognitive systems.

Analytical wargaming, therefor, requires

• Nesting within a larger research design that allows for repetition (incorporates 
learning through multiple instantiations of the wargame)

• Validation of underlying assumptions that support the “theory of success” via other
means (cycle of research)

What’s that?
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UNCLASSIFIED

CAPE wargames inform programmatics throughout the DoD enterprise. We 
must therefor be able to defensibly argue that our analytical solutions arrived 
at through wargaming are indeed the fittest ones. It is therefor required that 
our wargames

• Rest upon underlying assumptions that have been demonstrated to be
accurate through means other than wargaming

• Result in natural language arguments that we have been unable to falsify
through other means despite rigorous attempts to do so

• Show evolution of learning through multiple wargame iterations to arrive at
the fittest “theory of success” given the constraints imposed by the
scenario/Oplan/etc.

Why we do it that way

UNCLASSIFIED

CAPE does not conduct wargames in a vacuum; they are always part of a larger 
design of analytical research. This design of research incorporates

• Extensive scoping of the research question

• Detailed literature review

• Preliminary studies to generate understanding of the problem space

• Development of a study plan

• Breakdown of levels of analysis required to properly adjudicate wargames. This 
process requires suites of wargames conducted at lower levels of analysis in order to
understand the fundamental system interactions. For instance, a question that is set
at the operational level may require a lengthy series of tactical wargames in order to
properly adjudicate lower level systems in the capstone series of wargames

• A series of wargames conducted at the level of analysis that allows learning and full
execution of various alternative COAs in order to generate fittest theory of success

• Extensive pre-, mid-, and post-game analytics to validate assumptions, system
performances, etc.

How we do it
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UNCLASSIFIED

CAPE’s wargaming methodology has gained traction throughout 
the DoD enterprise as the single best source of analytical 
wargame derived products. It is currently being used to support

• CAPE SPR and Program Review efforts

• OPLAN development

• The Nuclear Posture Review

• The National Strategy Review

What we’ve accomplished

UNCLASSIFIED

CAPE now conducts its wargames internally due to the following factors

• Long duration of projects, some efforts taking as long as a year

• Flexibility of dedicated team with access to surge resources

• Proximity of expertise in traditional analytical methods

But also because

• Lack of confidence in the ability of other wargame providers to comply with our
standards of rigor

• Lack of flexibility of wargame design; we see entirely too many “one size fits all” 
approaches to wargame design. All CAPE wargames are custom designed to deal
with specific topic.

CAPE does not rule out other wargame vendors, but they must

• Demonstrate understanding of analytical wargaming as part of an overall design of
research

• Demonstrate ability to create wargame designs that are customized to CAPEs needs,
at the proper level of analysis and adjudication

Our expectations
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Computer Wargaming
Overview

James Sterrett, Ph.D

Directorate of Simulation Education

U. S. Army Command & General Staff College
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A Golden Age!

Games tagged on Steam as:

+wargame = 291

+turn-based = 773

+first-person = 1,004

+historical = 1,033

+war = 3,631

+strategy = 6,978

+simulation = 7,178

(as of 30 July 2017)
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90% of everything is crap.

Sturgeon’s Law applies.
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Getting the golden fleece

….without becoming one.

• Understand what you need

• Understand your constraints

• Creativity and experimentation

• Cheap if off the shelf

• Costs vary widely if alterations needed

• Dealing with network regulations

Commit the Reserve Slides!
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What is a Wargame?

For the purposes of this class:

A game is a simulation in which
players make decisions to achieve goals.

A wargame is a game on a military topic.

…  this is a big-tent approach.
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2017 Connections Wargaming Conference

NIDS Methods and Applications:
Gaming

Interactive Policy Decision-Making
August 3, 2017

Dr. Hiroyasu Akutsu
Policy Simulation Division (PSD)

National Institute for Defense Studies (NIDS)
Ministry of Defense

Tokyo, Japan

1

Talking Points

• NIDS Activities and Education in Policy
Simulation/Gaming

• Interactive Simulation in NIDS Regular
Course (GC) and Simulation Exercises (SE)

• Educational and Policy Impact

• Some Key Findings from NIDS Experience

2
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Organizational Chart

Organization of the 
Ministry of Defense and 
The Self Defense Force.

The National Institute for 
Defense Studies, NIDS, is 
the policy research center 
of the Ministry of Defense.

NIDS conducts policy-
oriented research on 
national security issues 
and military history, as 
well as serving National 
Defense University level 
education to officers of 
the Self-Defense Forces 
and equivalent civilian 
officials.

NIDS Activities 
in 

Policy Simulation

4
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１ Mission
（１）Support MOD by helping to draw lessons in policy-making
（２）Conducting research to improve the capabilities for policy simulation
（３）Support NIDS educational programs through policy simulation

２ Policy Simulation Outline: Method and Expected Functions
（１）Seminar Gaming

-TTX or Poli-Mil Gaming: Players discuss policy responses and challenges through 
brainstorming on specific scenarios

（２）Expected Functions
A. Provide Scenarios, Experts’ Views, and Related Materials
B. Facilitate Discussions: Set Agendas, Raise Relevant Questions, Help Build Consensus
C. Write reports: AAR, Lessons Learned, Policy-Relevant Analyses

What PSD Does

5

NIDS Policy Simulation Cycle
-Support Policy and 
International Exchange
-Education

6
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Previous Year Current Year Next Year

First Quarter Second Quarter
Third 

Quarter
Fourth Quarter
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NIDS/PSD Educational Programs and Exercises
(Rough Image)

7

Support Policy and International Exchange

Regular Course (RC)
Special 
Course

• Research Activities Related to Policy Simulation/Wargaming
• Learning Policy Simulation/Wargaming Techniques
• Providing Policy Simulation/Wargaming Training
• International Exchange in Policy Simulation/Wargaming

FY 2017

Simulation Exercises
(SE) (In-House Expert
and Official/Officer

Versions)

Example 1:
Three-Move Interactive Gaming

in NIDS RC Policy Simulation

8

Adversary Allies

Red Team
Blue Team

And

Green Team

Move 1

Move 2

Move 3

First Move
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Example 2:
Two-Move Limited Interactive Gaming

in NIDS Simulation Exercises
(Controller Plays a Few Other Stakeholders)

9

Non-Ally Allies

Red Team
Blue Team

And

Green Team

Move 1

Move 2

?

Educational and Policy Impact

• Participants of NIDS policy simulation are trained and prepared
for intensive and interactive policy-making processes.

• Participants of NIDS policy simulation involve policy makers who
will bring their experience to high-level policy-making in the real
world.

• Participants of NIDS policy simulation come from various
government agencies (and countries as well) and trained for
gray-zone/hybrid threat situations which necessarily require
inter-agency and alliance coordination and collaboration.

• The past records indicate that NIDS policy simulation provides
effective education opportunities when policy makers can train
and prepare themselves to deal with uncertain security
environment.

10
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Some Key Findings from
NIDS Experience

• Exercising the same scenarios among both researchers/experts and
policy/defense officials/officers provide interesting comparisons and
meaningful lessons.

• Exchanging request sheets between/among teams can be an effective way to
make communication and interaction happen in seminar gaming, while
Controller’s management of multiple-team gaming remains challenging.

• Limited role-playing moments in seminar gaming could give the participants
positive tensions and some sense of reality and reduce burden of Controller.

• The role of facilitators can sometimes be expanded to that of leading
participants when the most participants lack expertise and require
intellectual inputs as gaming proceeds.

• Policy simulation provides effective education opportunities when policy
makers can train and prepare themselves to deal with uncertain security
environment.

11
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Reflections on Developm ents in 
European Wargaming (2017) 

Random Tales from Across the Great Pond

John Curry

1

Who am I?

• John Curry

• Senior lecturer in games development, Bath Spa University, UK

• Editor The History Wargaming Project

• Curry J. and Price T. (2014) Matrix Games for Modern Wargaming:
Developments in Professional and Educational Wargames

• Editor 2nd edition Peter Perla’s (2012) Art of Wargaming

• Approx 80 books on wargaming

• Some of my views are outspoken and others like to correct them, sorry

2
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Experience

• Military

• Contingency Planning

• Cyber War

• Professional

• Education

• Civilian

• Currently attacking city

of London

3

Topics

1. Relentless march of matrix games- better than seminar but…

2. Confrontation Analysis- new kid on the block

3. RCAT (Rapid Campaign Analysis Tool)- war declared Monday, game by Friday

4. Kestrel’s Hover- great game but already lost

5. Gaming in Sweden- how to loose more slowly

6. Board games for leadership training- one man’s work

7. VBS and other computer games

8. Low-level tactics and professional gaming- ignorance is bliss

9. Strategic games- ignorance is bliss

10. Wargaming at Sandhurst- too simple and too complex

11. Sandhurst Kriegsspiel- efforts by Tim Price and me

12. UK RN wargame to train civil servants

4
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1. Relentless march of Matrix Games- better
than seminar but…
• They are a structured seminar game

• Widely used

• Played by foreign office, intelligence, MoD, Defence Academy,
language training, cultural training…

• ‘Chrystal Ball’ attributes

• But- need roleplay i.e. if you play Poland, need to know something
about how Poland thinks and plans to react.

• Lack of academic underpinning, so Crisis Scenarios for Matrix Games
(AAR) and Handbook of Matrix Games (Curry, Engle and Perla)

5

2. Confrontation Analysis- new kid on the block

6

• Dilemma analysis or drama theory, called Confrontation Analysis

(to increase book sales)

• Professor Nigel Howard,

General Rupert Smith (UK)

• 10 years more development

• Handbook published

(July, 2017)
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3. RCAT (Rapid Campaign Analysis Tool)-
war declared Monday, game by Friday
• My input cyber module and ‘HCI’ (latter plagiarised from Decision Games)

• Developed by Cranfield

and Defence Academy

• Copyright unclear

• Validated

• But under documented

• Lacking wider scrutiny

• Has been used for real

7

4. 16 Air Assault Bde Kestrel’s Hover
great game but already lost
• Game of airmobile assault- hex game, section level, enemy hidden

• 2 scenarios- 1 is assault on rebel held airfield

• Plan assault, decide location of forward base

• Great, but 2 copies produced, sent to 16 Air Assault Bde

8
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5. Gaming in Sweden- how to lose more slowly

• Swedish Defence Research Agency

• Tactical game for Swedish Army

• Hex grid superimposed over maps of Sweden

• Good, but…

• Russians operate in Bdes, ‘not penny packets as per the wargame’

9

6. Board games for leadership training-
one man’s work
• Colonel Uwe Heilmann Branch Head for C4ISTAR at the Joint Air

Power Competence Centre, Kalkar, Germany

• “Command and Control, Competence Leadership Improvement”

• Commercial games, with enlarged maps

• Unfamiliar complex situation e.g. Crusades (i.e. medieval ones)

• Planning and play watched by physiologists

• Officers then ignore all training e.g. principals of war in unfamiliar situation

• Then have another go

10
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7. VBS and other computer games

• VBS = FPS for British Army- all good stuff, limited evidence of
effectiveness, but obviously good

• Close Action Environment (CAEn) urban combat,

• Allows replication of

contacts

• No detailed LOS?

• ORBAT queries?

11

8. Low-level tactics and professional gaming
ignorance is bliss

12

• Sandhurst Kreigsspiel book response to need for wargames for
soldiers

• Connections UK 2016

• Few knew about tactics
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9. Strategic games- ignorance is bliss

13

• Mega game start Connections 2016- main game + UN

• Senior RAF walked in and walked out, why?

• “This not how real international confrontations happen”

• Correct lessons taken away by players?

10. Wargaming at Sandhurst-
too simple and too complex
• Camberley Kreigsspiel
(that is too complex, I might be completely wrong) 

• Aldershot Skirmish

• Hex based game for officers

• introduction to wargaming at RMAS

• 1 scenario 30 minute game

• Practise tactics, as opposed to procedures that make up tactics

• Missed opportunity as only 1 scenario

• But they are restarting the Sandhurst wargaming club

14
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11. Sandhurst Kriegsspiel-
e.g. isolated efforts- IED patrol game

15

12 UK RN wargame to train civil servants

• Showing them the outcomes of their support work

• Run by David Manley, specialist in naval weapons damage

• I have no details

16
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So Wider Conclusions from UK/ EU

• Huge amount of innovation by individuals

• Development of wargaming under documented

• Lack of handbooks

• Lack of published examples of professional games

• Unwillingness to share with allies
• Unwillingness to use professional games companies as part of dev team

• Lack of understanding of tactics/ crisis management by those outside

• Not institutionalised, when individuals go, expertise goes with them

• The History of Wargaming Project, attempting to document some

17
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• Kiss - read between the headlines of the news to find
actual and relevant scenario's to wargame. Goes for
papers like NYT and FT;

• Bring a friend - reach out & touch to help Connections
grow;

• Actively look for (more) diversity / more diverse minds
deliver better game outcomes;

• Build bridges between business wargaming and other
types of wargaming.

Wargaming the Dutch Way
Hans Steemsa, MFIB Group

http://mfib.nl/hans-steensma/

Wargaming the Dutch Way

Hans Steensma

Connections US 2017
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Characteristics of Games that Make a Difference 

A Positive Difference 

1. A serious, appropriate research issue/learning objective to inform needed decisions,

expressed in clear game objectives; supported by an analysis plan.

2. Clear identification of the players who have the greatest effects on the outcome, and

conditions beyond the control of players, or not addressed in the game.

3. Experienced role players. Ideally the actual people who must arrive at a consensus and

commit to action.  If not, agents of those decision makers who have deep credibility with

those who will make the decisions.1

4. A scenario that provides the “critical information” that affects decision makers’ choice of

courses of action, and that the decision makers would reasonably have based upon their

sources.2

5. A game structure that:

a. Includes the requisite number of sides,

b. provides control and stimulation, with appropriate data collection,

c. has the number and duration of moves appropriate to the research question and

the constraints of duration of the game,3

i. “The length of the move in every case should be determined by the time

that would elapse before the conduct of one side would be so modified that

by that of the other that a truthful representation of warfare would make it

necessary for the troop-leaders to know what has transpired before

making further indications.”4

d. has adjudication matched to the subject matter (quantitative where appropriate

and qualitative where appropriate), which may require much pre-game analysis

for quick reference,

e. pays close attention to who would likely know what, and when,

f. provides some measure of verisimilitude between game mechanisms and

organizational decision making and communication,

g. prepares the participants to adopt their roles in the game by informing them of the

objectives, scenario, and game structure (including their role, “command” and

communication provisions, etc),

1 The experience of those organizing and running the game is less important if they abide by the above 

characteristics and have a commitment to scientific methods. 
2 Commanders Critical Information Requirements specify the type of information deemed critical.  These include 

Priority Intelligence Requirements. 
3 This characteristic is often one of the most demanding for achieving game objectives. 
4 Livermore. 
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h. keeps players fully in their role during the game, encourages creative moves, and

then has sufficient time at the end to discuss what they learned from the game and

how they think the game could be improved.

i. includes post-game analysis that addresses the research issue/learning objective

and determines what appropriately should be learned from the game.

Potential for Unintended Consequences or Contributing to Poor Decisions 

The literature on poor versus better decision making is rich.  Examples include Simon 

(1976), Janis (1989), Janis and Mann (1977), and many more.  Simon addresses how actual 

human behavior falls short of the normatively rational.  One can usefully argue that gaming goes 

a long way to address Simon’s: 

- Shortfalls in knowledge and anticipation of consequences,

- Imagination required to anticipate consequences and attach value to them, and

- Choice among “all possible alternative behaviors.”

Gaming also addresses criteria suggested by Janis and Mann.  It: 

- Makes decision making more conscious

- Encourages thoroughly canvassing a wide range of solutions

- Surveys objectives to be fulfilled and values implicated by a choice

- Considers costs and risks of negative consequences, as well as positive consequences,

that could flow from each alternative,

- Provides new information and expert judgment to inform choice,

- Makes detailed provision for implementing the chose course of action.

By doing so, it relaxes individual cognitive constraints by taking advantage of a broader set of 

knowledge and judgments of people experienced with various aspects of the issues at hand. 

However, affiliative constraints derived from the need for acceptability, consensus, and social 

support constrains good decision making.  When people come to a game with acceptable choices 

or outcomes predetermined, games will be less useful.  Similarly, a desire for prestige or other 

self-serving motives leads to ego-centric constraints on good decisions.  Finding games that have 

illustrated unwise policies and strategies, but have not been able to persuade top leaders is not 

difficult. 

The bottom line is that abuse or misuse of gaming is mainly a consequence of the decision 

makers, and much less frequently a product of game design. 
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Cold War Innovation 

Reference: Choinski, Thomas. “Innovation Strategies for Undersea Sensing,” Leading Edge Magazine, Volume 7, Number 2, October 2009, pp. 42-51. 
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Today’s Innovation Challenge 

Reference: Choinski, Thomas. “Innovation Strategies for Undersea Sensing,” Leading Edge Magazine, Volume 7, Number 2, October 2009, pp. 42-51. 
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Research Question 

Does historical evidence exist within the 

wargames conducted during the interwar years 

to corroborate that dramaturgical action serves 

as a motivational force for the diffusion of 

technological innovation in the U.S. Navy? 
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Philosophy 

of 

Technology 

Naval 

History 

Action 

Theory 

Wargaming 

• Ambiguity of problem

• Interdisciplinary nature

• Breadth of findings

• Advancement to

scholarly research

Why the Humanities? 
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Philosophy 

of 

Technology 

Naval 

History 

Action 

Theory 

Wargaming 

• Lens for Technology

• Dramturgical Situation

• Levels of Interaction

• Technological Aliasing

• Analysis of four

wargames from the

onset of the interwar

years

• Persistence of

interaction over time,

through space and for

an audience

6 

What’s the Contribution 
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Findings 

• The modified Klein definition of technology provides a valuable analytical lens

• Historical evidence corroborates a dramaturgical situation in each wargame

• Wargame agreements entailed focus on doctrine and end use:

– Estimating the situation and dissemination of orders

– Dramaturgy

– Effectiveness of the submarine platform in the battlegroup

• Wargame differences included:

– The situation: act, scene, agent, agency and purpose

– Maneuver detail

– Results

• Human motivation for action occurred at four levels: external geo-political influence,

orders disseminated based on the estimate of the situation, conduct of the wargame

and external influence from wargames

• A meta-narrative emerges around the situational interaction that include:

– An emerging estimate of the geo-political situation

– Officers carrying their wargaming experiences into war

• Dramaturgical action serves as a motivational force for the diffusion of technological

innovation; however, technological innovation is a complex process including many

other human interactions

• Wargaming reveals the potential for technological aliasing in the navy
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Definition of Technology 

References: 
Choinski, Thomas. “Macro Perspectives on Wargame Culture and Innovation.” Connections 2016 Wargaming Conference. Maxwell Air 

Force Base, Montgomery, AL., August 11, 2016. 

Kline, Stephen J. "What Is Technology?" Philosophy of Technology: The Technological Condition, An Anthology . Malden, MA: Blackwell, 
2003. 210-12. 

Four Causes 

Materialis 

Formalis 

Efficiens 

Finalis 

Stephen Kline 

Artifact 

Socio Economic 

System of Manufacture 

Technique 

Socio Economic 

System of Use 

Navy 

Science & Engineering 

Acquisition 

Doctrine 

Warfighter End Use 
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References: 
- Choinski, Thomas. “Macro Perspectives on Wargaming Culture and Innovation.” 2016 Connections Wargaming Conference. Maxw ell Air Force Base, AL, 11 August , 2016.
- Kline, Stephen J. "What Is Technology?" Philosophy of Technology: The Technological Condition, An Anthology. Malden, MA: Blackw ell, 2003. 210-12.

Nonlinear Model for Innovation 
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References: 
- Choinski, Thomas. “Macro Perspectives on Wargaming Culture and Innovation.” 2016 Connections Wargaming Conference. Maxw ell Air Force Base, AL, 11 August , 2016.
- Kline, Stephen J. "What Is Technology?" Philosophy of Technology: The Technological Condition, An Anthology. Malden, MA: Blackw ell, 2003. 210-12.

Innovation Derived from 

Situational Interaction 
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Contemporary History 

of the U.S. Navy 

• Onset of the interwar years selected for case studies:

– Innovations perceived from submarine technology

– Emergence of debate on unrestricted submarine warfare

– Restrictions emerging from the Washington Treaty of 1922

– Desire to revitalize the Naval War College and the Navy

• Tactical submarine wargames available from NWC archives

– Class of 1919: Tactical Problem IX (Tac. 49), Blue vs. Red

– Class of 1922: Tactical Problem IV (Tac. 85), Blue vs. Orange

– Class of 1923: Tactical Problem III (Tac. 93), Blue vs. Red

– Class of 1924: Tactical Problem III (Tac. 96), Blue vs. Orange

• Unclassified data available for analysis
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Philosophical Underpinnings 

of Dramaturgical Action 

• Jean Luc Nancy: The Staging of Co-existence

– Re-invention of the staging of co-existence toward communion

– Truth is revealed by giving a place to non-truth

• Hannah Arendt: The Vita Activa

– Establishes relationships

– Forces open limitations

– Cuts across boundaries

– Creates the condition for remembrance

• Jürgen Habermas: Action Theory

– Teleological, normative, communicative and dramaturgical

• Erving Goffman: Dramaturgical Action

– Presentation of self

• Kenneth Burke: Dramaturgical Interaction

– Significance of meaning

– Emphasis on the situation: act, scene, agent, agency and purpose 231



Act 

Scene 

Agent 

Agency 

Purpose 

The dramatic situation sets the stage for interaction! 

• Mission

• Enemy

– Strength 

– Disposition 

– Probable Intentions 

• Own Forces 

– Strength 

– Disposition 

– Course of Action 

• Decision

Dramaturgical Connection to Wargames 
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Class of 1919 

Tactical Problem IX (Tac. 49, Mod. 1) 

Situation Blue Red 

Act Defend against Red Attack Blue 

Scene Coast off 
Provincetown 

Attack from Halifax 

Agent Class of 1919 Class of 1919 

Agency 8 AA, 6AB, 15 VS, 
10 UF, 3 BS and 3 
BC 

4 BB, 8 AA, 42 VS and 5 
BS 

Purpose Employ submarines Defend against 
submarines 
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Class of 1922 

Tactical Problem IV (Tac. 85) 

Situation Blue Orange 
Act Sea control in western 

Pacific 
Sea control between Orange and 
western Asiatic 

Scene Need to transit to increase 
forces in Pacific 

Unified forces in the Pacific 

Agent Class of 1922 Class of 1922 

Agency 16 BB, 6 CC, 10 CL, 57 DD, 
6 SF and 6 SS 

16 BB, 6 CC, 10 CL, 57 DD, 6 SF 
and 6 SS 

Purpose Fleet organization for battle 
without train 

Fleet organization for battle without 
train 234



Class of 1923 

Tactical Maneuver III (Tac. 93) 

Situation Blue Red 

Act Approach to engage Approach to engage 

Scene Western Atlantic Western Atlantic 

Agent Class of 1923 Class of 1923 

Agency 18 BB, 10 CL, 133 DD 
(7 squadrons of 19 
DD), 14 DM, 6 SF and 
18-SS (S type)

18 BB, 4 CC, 18 CL, 8 
DL and 72 DD (eight 
“flotillas”, composed of 

1 DL and 8 DD), 11 
DM, 6 SF and 10 SS 

Purpose Use of surface and 
subsurface types 

Use of surface and 
subsurface types 
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Class of 1924. 

Tactical Problem III (Tac. 96). 

Situation Blue Orange 

Act Defend convoy Attack convoy 

Scene Seas near Siargao 
Island in the Pacific 

Seas near Siargao Island in 
the Pacific 

Agent Class of 1924 Class of 1924 
Agency 6 BB, 6 CL, 56 DD, 6 

DM, 12 SS, 1 CVO (with 
42 VF and 42 VT) and 
19 XAO (38 VF) 

4 CC, 11 CL, 24 DD, 8 DM, 
12 SS, and 1 CVO (with 42 
VF and 42 VT) 

Purpose Determine cruising 
formation, tactical 
scouting and estimate 
situation 

Plan to attack convoy, 
cruising formation, tactical 
scouting and estimate of 
situation 236



Comparative Agreements 

Category Graduating Class 

1921 1922 1923 1924 

Technology End Use Estimate of 

situation and 

disseminate orders 

Estimate of situation 

and disseminate 

orders 

Estimate of situation 

and disseminate 

orders 

Estimate of 

situation and 

disseminate 

orders 

Doctrine Need doctrine for 

submarine 

platforms 

Doctrine available Fleet formations 

added 

Doctrine 

emerging and 

studies in 

international 

law 

Dramaturgical Interaction Micro and macro 

with 4 levels 

Micro and macro 

with 4 levels 

Micro and macro 

with 4 levels 

Micro and 

macro with 4 

levels 

Aliasing Doctrine/end use Doctrine/end use Doctrine/end use Doctrine/end 

use 

Diffusion Graduation address, 

theses, lectures, 

officers (see 

Appendix 8) 

Graduation address, 

theses, lectures, 

officers (see 

Appendix 8) 

Graduation address, 

theses, lectures, 

officers (see 

Appendix 8) 

Graduation 

address, theses, 

lectures, officers 

(see Appendix 

8) 
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Comparative Differences 

Category Graduating Class 

1921 1922 1923 1924 

Leadership Leader Sims Sims Williams Williams 

Messaging Importance of Naval 

War College 

Call officers to 

engage the public 

Estimate of 

situation and 

dissemination of 

orders skills 

Innovation for the 

future navy 

External Geo-political influence Unrestricted warfare 

and end of WWI 

Emerging concerns 

for rise of Japan in 

the Pacific 

Armament 

Limitations 

Conference 

concerns for force 

reduction/ 

limitation, 

submarine warfare 

and Pacific basing 

Washington Treaty, 

Department of Navy 

Support and ratio of 

5-5-3-1.7, capital 

ship limitations, ban 

on submarine raiding 

of commercial 

shipping  

Technology Science/ Eng. Existing Existing Existing and 

inclusion of fleet 

submarines 

Existing and airplane 

payloads across 

platforms 

Acquisition NA NA NA NA 

Situation Act Attack on basing Battle at sea Battle at sea Attack on convoy 

Scene U.S. eastern coast Pacific ocean Atlantic Ocean Philippines 

Agent Blue vs. Red Blue vs. Orange Blue vs. Red Blue vs. Orange 

Agency Asymmetric 

submarine force 

Symmetrical forces Asymmetric 

submarine force 

Asymmetric raiding 

force 

Purpose Homeland defense At-sea engagement At-sea engagement Logistics escort 
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External Dramatic Situational Change 

Acquisition 

(System of 

Manufacture) 

Warfighter 

(System of 

Use) 

Science & 

Engineering 

(Artifact) 

New 

Doctrine 

(Technique) 

Dramatic Geo-

Political 

Situational 

Change 

? 
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Four Levels of Situational Interaction 

Drive Diffusion 

Maneuver 

Detail 

Engagement with 

the Enemy 

Wargaming emphasized the 

interaction between 
doctrine and warfighting 

end use 

External Influence 

Acquisition 

(System of 

Manufacture) 

Warfighter 

(System of 

Use) 

Science & 

Engineering 

(Artifact) 

Doctrine 

(Technique) 

Reference: Naval War College. The Formulation of I. Orders, II. Doctrine and III. Dissemination of Information (revised and reprinted for the officers of the Naval War College). June 1921. Naval 
War College Archives, Newport RI. 
Naval War College Museum photo archive, Photo Record Group 1-5-2, "NWC War Gaming: 1890s-1935", Naval War College Museum, New port, RI. 
Sims, RDML William S. Letter to Honorable Frederick C. Hicks on the Value of Aircraft and Submarines, 30 December 1921. Reprinted from the Manuscript Division of the Library 
of Congress. 

Washington Naval 

Disarmament Conference 

Technological Aliasing 

UNCLASSIFED 
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Level I Interaction: 

Infusion of the External Geo-Political Situation 

• The Battle of Jutland
• Unrestricted submarine warfare during WWI

– CAPT Rose and U-53’s trip to Newport, RI

• CAPT Hart’s appropriation of German subs after WWI

• RADM Sims’ reinvigoration of the Naval War College

• CAPT Hinds “Orange Situation Lecture” after tour as

acting governor of Guam
• Washington Naval Conference, Nov. 1921 – Feb. 1922
• Arms Limitations Treaty, Feb. 26, 1922
• Treaty ratification, Aug. 17, 1923
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Level II Interaction: 

Internal Diffusion of Innovative Ideas 

• Formulation of Maneuver Details
• “Estimate of the Situation,” June 1921

• “The Formulation of Orders, Doctrine and Dissemination

of Information,” June 1921

• Progression of students to Naval War College staff
• CAPT Laning’s thesis

• CAPT Tompkins “Submarine Signaling” lecture

• Integration of airplanes with other platforms
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Level III Interaction: 

Technological Aliasing in the Wargame 
• The 12 SSs were submerged well in rear of the convoy with their batteries run down.

• The turn of the convoy brought it on a converging course with the 12 Orange
submarines…having been submerged for three hours… the storage batteries of the subs

were now almost exhausted… the anti-submarine DDs would run for a few minutes and then
stop to use listening devices.. Some of them heard Orange subs, hoisted the submarine
warning… ships left and headed away from the threat… depth barrage that drove them to a

deep submergence and because the noises over them prevented their accurate use of
listening devices… 12 torpedoes in all were discharged… none of the torpedoes hit.

• The Blue destroyers used listening devices and covered the area that Orange subs might be
in…the only subs the Blue ships passed over were Blue subs… a depth barrage was laid...

Blue subs went to a considerable depth, slowed down and escaped without injury.

• While ordinarily submarines should not waste torpedoes in attacking light cruisers, that
doctrine probably should not be followed by submarines protecting a convoy since as
against convoy ships light cruisers are almost as valuable as battle cruisers.

• Train ships need guns for air defense even more than they need them for surface ships.

• Blue Commander sent an order to the submarines to come to the surface at a given time
and seek a position between the convoy and the Orange CCs. All of Blue’s surface ships

having been warned of this movement and ordered not to attack subs coming to the surface
at that time until they had been recognized as enemy subs, all Blue subs came up safely.
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Example: Tactical Problem III Prototype 

Wargaming, prototyping, acquisition, doctrine and the warfighter 

First plane 
trial in the 
mid 1920s 

Wargame 
conducted 
in the early 
1920s 
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Level IV Interaction: 

Diffusion to External Communities 

• RADM Sims’ letter to Congressman Hicks on submarines,

December 30. 1921
• Naval War College Fleet Conferences
• CAPT Laning’s engagement with the Bureau of

Aeronautics leading to a recommendation to the General
Board for a mix of aircraft platforms

• Harvard professor’s observation that wargaming not only

teaches officers how to fight, but determines the U.S. line
for naval policy, naval building and naval operations.

• CAPT Laning’s conversation with Congressman Butler

clarifying the disarmament vs. arms limitations treaty
• CAPT Reeves’ increased sortie rate on the USS Langley

• Progression of naval officers 245



Flag Officers with the Potential to Carry 

Wargame Experiences into War 

First 
Name Last Name Class 

War 
College 
Rank 1941 Rank Courses & Quals* 1941 Status 

H. R. Stark 1923 CDR ADM 16 Chief of Naval Operations 

W. B. Woodson 1923 CDR ADM 16, 29 Judge Advocate General of the Navy 

R. Whitman 1923 CDR ADM 

Public Works Officer, 3rd Naval District, Civil 
Engineer Corps. 

T.C. Hart 1923 CAPT ADM 1, 16, 19 Commander in Chief, Asiatic Fleet 

L. C. Rowcliff 1919 CAPT RDML 16 

Commander, Cruisers, Scouting Force and Cruiser 
Division 5 

J. K. Taussig 1919 CAPT RDML 16 Commandant 5th Navy District and N.O.B, Norfolk 

C. W. Nimitz 1923 CDR RDML 1, 16, 18 Chief of Bureau of Navigation 

A. B. Cook 1922 CDR RDML 2, 16 Commander, Aircraft, Scouting Force 

L. C. Noyes 1923 CDR RDML 2, 16 

Director of Communications for the Chief of Naval 
Operations 

F. J.  Horne 1923 CAPT RDML 3, 5-a b, 16, 18, 19 Navy Yard, Mare Island 

S. A. Taffinder 1923 CDR RDML 16 

Chief of Staff and Aide to the Commander of the 
Battle Force 

A. L. Bristol 1923 CDR RDML 2, 16 Commander Patrol Wing 2 

M. H. Simons 1924 (S) CAPT RDML 15, 16, 18 Commander Norfolk Navy Yard, Portsmouth, VA 

W. N. Vernou 1924 (S) CAPT RDML 16 Commander Battleship Division Two, Battle Force  

J. W. Wilcox 1924 (S) CDR RDML 5-a, 16
Commander Special Service Squadron (President, 
Board of Inspection and Survey (ord.)) 

R. Willson 1924 (S) CDR RDML 16 Commander Battleship Division One 

W. C. Fite 1924 (S) CDR RDML 16 Supply Corps./Pay Director 

T. Withers 1924 (S) CDR RDML 1, 16, 18 

Inspector Ordinance in Charge of Naval Torpedo 
Station Newport 

A. Sharp 1924 (S) CDR RDML 16, 18 Office of the Chief of Naval Operations 
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Emerging Meta Narrative 

Tactical Maneuver IX (Tac. 49 Mod. 1) 
Jan. 15-22, 1920 

RDML Sims, President Naval War College 

Apr. 1919 – Nov. 3, 1922 

RDML Will iams, President Naval War College 

Nov. 3, 1922 –Sept. 5, 1925 

Tactical Problem IV (Tac. 85) 
Nov. 29-30,  1921 

Tactical Maneuver III (Tac. 96) 
Jan. – Feb. 1924 

Tactical Maneuver III (Tac. 93) 
Oct. 20, 23, 24, 25 and 26,  1922 

The Formulation of Orders, Doctrine and Dissemination of 
Information June 1921 (Revised July 11, 1923) 

Estimate of the Situation 

June 1921 

Standard Nomenclature July 1921 

Orange Situation (CAPT Hinds) 
Nov. 1, 1921 

Signaling 

(CAPT Tompkins) 

Sept. 26, 1924 

Washington Naval Treaty Feb. 26, 1922 

Washington Naval Conference Nov. 1921-Feb. 1922 

Washington Naval Treaty Ratification 

Aug. 17, 1923 

RDML Knight 

President War College 

Dec. 15 1913-Feb. 16, 1917 

Rules for Conduct of War Games 

1910 

Rules for Battle Maneuver 
May 12, 1913 

End of WWI 
November 11, 1918 

Submarines 

(CAPT Hart) 
Dec. 20, 1920 

The formulation and diffusion of doctrine within the context of the emerging geo -political situation 

1919 1925 1924 1923 1922 1921 1920 
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Research Question 

Does historical evidence exist within the 

wargames conducted during the interwar years 

to corroborate that dramaturgical action serves 

as a motivational force for the diffusion of 

technological innovation in the U.S. Navy? 
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Findings 

• The modified Klein definition of technology provides a valuable analytical lens

• Historical evidence corroborates a dramaturgical situation in each wargame

• Wargame agreements entailed focus on doctrine and end use:

– Estimating the situation and dissemination of orders

– Dramaturgy

– Effectiveness of the submarine platform in the battlegroup

• Wargame differences included:

– The situation: act, scene, agent, agency and purpose

– Maneuver detail

– Results

• Human motivation for action occurred at four levels: external geo-political influence,

orders disseminated based on the estimate of the situation, conduct of the wargame

and external influence from wargames

• A meta-narrative emerges around the situational interaction that include:

– An emerging estimate of the geo-political situation

– Officers carrying their wargaming experiences into war

• Dramaturgical action serves as a motivational force for the diffusion of technological

innovation; however, technological innovation is a complex process including many

other human interactions

• Wargaming reveals the potential for technological aliasing in the navy
249
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Disclaimer

The following views are those of the author and do not 

necessarily reflect those of Air Force Research 

Laboratory, Air Force Material Command or the 

United States Air Force
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Col Matt Caffrey, PhD (USAF)

Why Listen To Me
• DoD Civil Servant – previous positions

◦ AFRL Liaison to HQ AFMC for Wargaming

◦ Lead Wargaming, Air Force Research Laboratory

◦ Professor of Wargaming, Air Command & Staff Col

◦ Research, School of Advanced Airpower Studies

• Colonel USAFR (ret.) - assignments

◦ Senior Reservist, AFRL Info Directorate

◦ Chief Wargaming, AF/XOOC (Checkmate)

• Author/Speaker

◦ Author, On Wargaming

◦ Co-author, Gulf War Fact Book

◦ Three chapters, many articles, hundreds of talks

Why Bother
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Overview

• Does Wargaming provide a significant edge?

• What measures have increased this edge

previously?

• What measures are likely to be effective today?

But First…
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Lets Do a Thought 

Experiment
• Each of you are the leader of a Greek City State

• Each of you have the same population

• Each of you have the same training methods

• Each of you have the same weapons tech

• Even fights are bloody and unpredictable

• How do you get an edge?

Has Wargame Provided an 

Edge?

• First Generation, Coincidence or Correlation?

• Civilizations & wargaming

• Great Leaders, Elizabeth I,
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Has Wargame Provided an 

Edge?
• Wars of German Unification

• World War I

• Early World War II

• Blitzkrieg

• Wolf Packs

• Late World War II

• Early vs Late Cold War

• Gulf War I (Iran vs Iraq) vs Gulf Wars II & III

Has Wargame Provided an 

Edge?

• YES
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How Has the Edge Expanded 

or Diminished 

• 1811 - 18 70, The Prussian Monopoly

• New Methods, New Applications

• Used at War College, National and down to Corps

• 1871 - 1918, Shrinking the German edge

• Methods copies, uneven adoption

• Principally at War Staff & Colleges

How Has the Edge Expanded 

or Diminished 
• 1919 - 1940, Increasing the German edge

• Greater Breadth - Birth of Pol/Mil wargaming

• Greater Depth - Staff Colonels to line Captains

• New Applications

• Doctrinal development

• Weapon optimization

• New technique - doctrinal Red
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How Has Edge Expanded or 

Diminished 
• 1941 - 1945, decreasing the German edge

• New Technique - Operations Research

• Greater Breadth - Science Advisors

• New Applications

• Doctrinal development

• Anticipating German tech - UK counters

Cold War

• 1946 - ? Sources of Soviet Edge

• Head Start + massive data collection

• Depth of Application - within USSR & clients

• ? - 1990 Sources of US Edge

• RAND

• “Never Again” - war at war college

• CENTCOM

• DARPA Net
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Extending Our Edge

• Greater breadth - Wargame all elements of national power

• Greater depth -

• Teach cadets to commanders how to wargame

• New technique - Wargame in your pocket

• Old applications new again

• Doctrinal development

• Weapon optimization - parameters & CONOPS

Are We Extending Or 

Restoring our Edge?

• China

• Has wargamed - 40 and 60 years into future

• Goal to lead military wargaming - institute

• Goal to be world leader in recreational software

• Russia - I got nothin
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After Thought: Characteristics of Games that 

Make a Difference

Wargames seem to provide two main classes of benefits and a third lesser class;

➢ Developing strategists

➢ Developing strategies

➢ Communicating in a way that implications are grasped

Both apparent correlation and common sense indicates that like other skills developing and implementing 

strategies in wargames increases the speed and effectiveness of strategists.

Wargames that identify and help avoid problems

➢ Ensure the highest ranking individual present is NOT the Lead Blue

➢ Out of character Red play

Wargames that produce "untrue" results with high seeming credibility

First, not all untrue results are bad. Based on wargame outcomes the Chinese changed their plan to intervene 

in Korea and the US Army changed their plans for the invasion of Iraq. Out of character Red play seems to be 

the defect that has produced the greatest problems. Both the Japanese at Midway and the French in 1940 

under reacted to "Red" because inaccurate Red play understated the threat. Though it seems to get the most 

attention I've found few cases of "bad date" causing misleading results. Even the best case, the overstatement 

of anti-tank gun effectiveness before by US Army in wargames before North Africa also included inaccurate Red 

play. The cause that perhaps attracts the least attention is the scenario. All too often truly untenable start 

conditions are provided, then wargames diligently move these situations forward. Early Missile submarines did 

not know exactly where they were, so their missiles could not create great accuracy even if their direction and 

distance was precise.
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Macro Perspectives on Wargame
Culture and Innovation

Tom Choinski
Deputy Director for Undersea Warfare

Naval Undersea Warfare Center

11 August 2016

Speaker Panel 3: Wargaming and Organizational Change
2016 Connections Wargaming Conference

Maxwell Air force Base
Montgomery, Alabama

1DISTRIBUTION A: APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE: DISTRIBUTION IS UNLIMITED

Unpublished dissertation not for citation 
without the author’s permission

The thoughts expressed in this presentation were developed from 
extensive research on the topic of technological innovation, more specifically the 
origin of the motivation to diffuse and adopt military innovation, and not 
wargaming per se. However, this research led to a focused study on wargaming 
as way to motivate action for the diffusion of technological innovation through 
the dramturgical interaction among disparate communities. Before I continue, 
please note that this presentation is taken from an unpublished dissertation I am 
currently writing and is not for citation without the author’s permission.

I maintain that wargaming can serve as a linchpin that links  technological 
innovation with organizational change. At the macro level, wargaming can drive 
the process of technological innovation and motivate change, via doctrine, by 
promulgating dramatic geo-political situations. Wargaming offers a venue to 
stimulate the coherent interaction between disparate communities.

This argument is based on an entering assumption on the definition of 
technology, the importance of radical innovation and a dramaturgical emphasis 
in action theory. The presentation uses a historical example from the interwar 
years to bolster the argument.
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DISTRIBUTION A: APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE: DISTRIBUTION IS UNLIMITED 2

Unpublished dissertation not for citation without the author’s permission

Reference: Kline, Stephen J. "What Is Technology?" Philosophy of Technology: The Technological Condition, An Anthology. Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2003. 210-12.

The definition of technology I use as a foundational assumption for this 
argument is appropriated from Stephen Kline. Kline’s definition is a 
sociotechnical one and encompasses four dimensions: the hardware or artifact; 
the sociotechnical system of manufacture; the knowledge, technique or know 
how; and the sociotechnical system of use.

Translate this definition to Naval technological innovation and you can 
readily conclude that technology is the result of the interaction of four somewhat 
disparate communities: the scientific and engineering community; the acquisition 
community; the military concept development community developing doctrine; 
and the deck plate end user warfighting community that includes logistics 
support, etc. So, any organizational change that takes place in terms of 
technological innovation must intrinsically affect all four communities which is a 
tall order. In turn, changes within individual communities eventually affect the 
whole.

One observation that can be derived from this definition is that technology is 
not hardware or software; technology is human activity. The physical result we 
often refer to as technology is only the byproduct of this human activity. This 
observation carries into wargaming.
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Acquisition
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Warfighter
(End Use)
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Unpublished dissertation not for citation without the author’s permission

S&T Drives 
Innovation

Kline’s definition of technology fits well with published models of innovation. 
For example, the linear model of innovation many people refer to, pulls together 
each of the four dimensions of  technology in a serial and sequential fashion. 
Scientific discovery, research and development is depicted as the driving force in 
this model for innovation.

Historically, the serial model has worked well for the United States; other 
countries have attempted to mimic our success. For example, Tai Ming 
Cheung’s analysis shows how China has attempted to deconstruct this model to 
produce a national system of innovation leading to duplicative innovation, 
creative innovation, creative adaption, incremental innovation, architectural 
innovation, component/modular innovation and radical innovation.
Cheung, Tai Ming, Thomas G. Mahnken, and Andrew L. Ross. Frameworks for 
Analyzing Chinese Defense and Military Innovation. Rep. no. Policy Brief No. 
27. N.p., Sept. 2011. Web. 4 Nov. 2013.
<igcc.ucsd.edu/assets/001/502618.pdf>.
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The Linear vs. Chain Linked 
Models of Innovation  

The players in Navy communities drive and 
shape technological innovation

“They (organizations) 
know that innovation is 
not “just” science or 
technology, but value.  
They know that it is not 
something that takes 
place within the 
organization, but a 
change outside.”

Peter 
Drucker

Science and 
Engineering

(Artifact)

Acquisition
(Manufacture)

Doctrine
(Technique)

Warfighter
(End Use)

4

Unpublished dissertation not for citation without the author’s permission

Stephen Kline recognized that a serial model for innovation driven by 
research and development did not accurately reflect our human activity. 
Accordingly, he developed the so-called “chain link” model for innovation. The 
difference between the two models is the feedback provided by the disparate 
communities engaged in each stage of technological activity. In the “chain linked 
model” the players in each stage drive and shape technological innovation; 
research and development is only one of the drivers and is not privileged in the 
interaction.

Here’s the problem. When our geo-political environment is stable and the 
adversary is well known we mature the human activities in this model resulting in 
a highly efficient and tuned system of technological innovation. This maturity 
eventually leads to incremental innovation.

But, when the external environment undergoes a dramatic situational 
change our existing human activities become poorly suited to meet the 
challenge. We need to change the interaction between these disparate 
communities in some fashion and respond with radical innovation. Getting these 
four communities to interact in a positive way towards adoption is a difficult 
challenge. In fact, in terms of radical innovation it does not happen very often. 
We may only need to respond to a dramatic change in the geo-political situation 
every 30 years.
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• Spanish American War

• Japan’s rise to power

• U.S. Soviet competition

• Fall of the Berlin Wall

Historical Examples of Ambiguity 
and Dramatic Situational Change

DISTRIBUTION A: APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE: DISTRIBUTION IS UNLIMITED 5

Unpublished dissertation not for citation without the author’s permission

“Inventors have always had a hard time in convincing high naval officials of the merits of 
their inventions. It usually required the pressure of war necessity or strong political influence, 
or both, to insure even a hearing.”

RDML William S. Sims

Reference: Sims, Rear Admiral William S. Address by Rear Admiral Wm. S. Sims, U.S.N, President, U.S. Naval War College to the Graduating Class of 1921, 19 November, 1921, Naval War 
College Archives, Newport, RI.

Some examples of periods in history where we made this shift include the 
time after the Spanish American War when we moved to long range Naval  
gunnery, the inter war year maturation of aircraft carrier capabilities, nuclear 
submarine development during the Cold War and the emergence of precision 
targeting during the post-Cold War era. In each of these periods, dramatic 
situational change served as a catalyst for radical technological innovation.

Nearly one hundred years ago Rear Admiral William S. Sims recognized 
the significance of dramatic situational change. In his address to the graduating 
class of 1921 he stated “Inventors have always had a hard time in convincing 
high naval officials of the merits of their inventions. It usually required the 
pressure of war necessity or strong political influence, or both, to insure even a 
hearing. Fulton and Ericsson are cases in point.”
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Dramatic Situational Change
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Reference: Posen, Barry R.. The Sources of Military Doctrine: France, Britain, and Germany Between the World Wars, Ithaca, NY: Cornell Studies in Security Affairs, 1984.

These examples demonstrate that military doctrine is a critical entry point 
for technological innovation. During stable situations, doctrine remains relatively 
constant, eventually leading to incremental  technological innovation. New 
science and technology wait in a standing reserve. On the other hand, periods of 
dramatic geo-political situational change require alternatives to existing military 
doctrine to enable and shape overall radical technological innovation.

As a result, the existing and normative structural interaction between the 
four communities of technological innovation no longer provides the efficacy it 
did in the past. Structural change in interaction is needed, but often the direction 
required to move forward is unclear.

Barry Posen, in his book on The Sources of Military Doctrine: France, 
Britain, and Germany Between the World Wars, tells us:

“Many of the political aspects of grand strategy are determined by factors in 
the international environment that the state cannot control. Military aspects are 
within the purview of the state and are more controllable. The task of political-
military integration begins at home, with military doctrine. If political-military 
integration is important to the security of the state, then we should be interested 
in how to promote it. Innovation and stagnation at the military level are not only 
important determinants of integration, they are manipulable ones.”
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Wargaming: Interaction to See Through the Ambiguity
“The problems of national and global security and welfare are interlinked... A strong correlation exists between the 
importance of these problems and the complex interaction of technological, socioeconomic, cultural, and physical 
environmental circumstances….To engage in the research above requires a multi-disciplinary team. Such a team 
should include those with training and experience in operations research, history, statistics, social psychology, 
computer science, and political science.”

Dr. John T. Hanley, Jr.
Yale University Dissertation

Definitions

The world – the object (system) about which a person is concerned
A state of the world – a description of the world, leaving no relevant aspect undefined
The true state – the state that does in fact obtain, i.e. the true description of the world

Statistical Indeterminacy: in this situation the initial state is a random variable, we do not know the true state 
of the world at any given time, but we do know its statistics
Stochastic Indeterminacy: We could know the state of the world at a given time, but the transition from this 
state to any number of other possible states is probabilistic.

Strategic Indeterminacy: The decision maker takes action that affects the outcome of the process.
Structural Indeterminacy: This indeterminacy covers all that we do not know about the structure  of the data 
describing the systems, e.g., kinematics of the process, acts of nature, available response time, and the 
perceptions, beliefs and values of the decision makers. Structural indeterminacy puts art into quantitative 
analysis.

Wargaming motivates change necessitated by structural indeterminacy

Unpublished dissertation not for citation without the author’s permission

Reference: Hanley, John T. On Wargaming (dissertation, Yale University, 1991.
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But, contrary to Posen’s position on innovation, military organizations don’t 
have to learn from wars between other countries, or a war engaged by their own 
country, to innovate. Wargaming can serve as a catalyst.

In his PhD dissertation on Wargaming nearly 30 years ago, Dr. John 
Hanley pointed out that wargaming offers the unique ability to assess our way 
forward in ambiguous times of dramatic situational change. Wargaming provides 
an interdisciplinary approach to see our way through the structural 
indeterminacy that accompanies ambiguous periods in history. Through this type 
of human activity we begin to create new and alternative responses to the 
dramatic situation that engender potential historical trajectories for the future.
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• Normative Action

• Teleological Action

• Communicative Action

• Dramaturgical Action

Wargaming and Action Theory
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Reference: Schwartz, Peter. Art of the Long View: Paths to Strategic Insight for Yourself and Your Company. New York: Doubleday. 1991
Habermas, Jürgen. The Theory of Communicative Action , Translated by Thomas McCarthy. Boston: Beacon, 1984.
Perla, Peter and Edward McGrady. “Why Wargaming Works.” Naval War College Review, Vol. 64. No. 3, Summer 2011. 
Vlahos, Michael. The Blue Sword: The Naval War College and the American Mission, 1919-1941. Newport: Naval War College Press. 1980.

Wargaming precipitates the motivation for action. Jürgen Habermas tells us 
there are four types of action: normative, teleological, communicative and 
dramaturgical. Normative action suppresses radical innovation. Teleological 
action creates knowledge in the form of solutions to perceived problems from 
the perspective of ends, ways and means. Communicative action seeks to share 
this knowledge. Dramaturgical action focuses on motivation to act through 
didactic and constructivist teaching methods. In other words, people learn by 
doing and interacting in a staged situation. The critical element for dramaturgical 
action is the staged situation.

Dramaturgical action offers a way to break through the opposing forces of 
normative, teleological and communicative action by privileging the situation. 
Repetitive human interaction through the wargaming of perceived dramatic 
situations enables us to explore future historical trajectories  (similar to the 
approach articulated in Peter Schwartz’ book The Art of the Long View).

This thought on dramaturgical action is not new; Dr. Peter Perla and Dr. 
Edward McGrady have discussed the importance of dramaturgy in their paper 
on “Why Wargaming Works” and elements of dramaturgy were also echoed in 
Mike Vlahos’ book entitled The Blue Sword.,
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Dramaturgical Situation
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Act

Scene

Agent

Agency

Purpose

The dramatic situation sets the stage for interaction!

• Mission
• Enemy

– Strength
– Disposition
– Probable Intentions

• Forces
– Strength
– Disposition
– Course of Action

• Own Forces
• Decision
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Reference: Burke, Kenneth. "The Five Key Terms of Dramatism." Life as a Theater: A Dramturgical Sourcebook. Ed. Dennis Brissett and Charles Edgley. Chicago: Aldine, 1975. 370-75.
Knight, Rear Admiral Austin M. The Estimate of the Situation, Revised and Printed for the Use of Officers in Attendance at the Naval War College. Naval War College archive, 
Record Group 4, Box 23, File 5, 1921, Newport, Rhode Island.

Kenneth Burke describes the dramatic situation in terms of the act, the 
scene, the agent, the agency and the problem. This description serves as the 
entering proposition to just about any wargame. Similarly, at the beginning of the 
interwar period, Rear Admiral Austin Knight, one time President of the United 
States Naval War College, defined the “estimate of the situation” under four 
headings: the mission; enemy forces; own forces; and the decision. The enemy 
forces entail their strength, disposition and probable intentions. Our own forces 
include our strength, disposition and the courses of action open to us. In fact, 
one of the principle activities for officers during wargames of this time was the 
generation of the “estimate of the situation. The ability to perform this function 
was viewed as a fundamental skill required by Naval officers. Burke’s definition 
of the situation maps directly to Knight’s “estimate of the situation.”
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Levels of Interaction and Change
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Command of Own Forces

Engagement with the Enemy

Interwar wargaming emphasized the link between doctrine and the warfighter

External Influence
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Reference: Naval War College. The Formulation of I. Orders, II. Doctrine and III. Dissemination of Information (revised and reprinted for the officers of the Naval War College). June 1921. Naval 
War College Archives, Newport RI.
Naval War College Museum photo archive, Photo Record Group 1-5-2, "NWC War Gaming: 1890s-1935", Naval War College Museum, Newport, RI.
Sims, RDML William S. Letter to Honorable Frederick C. Hicks on the Value of Aircraft and Submarines, 30 December 1921. Reprinted from the Manuscript Division of the Library 
of Congress.

At the beginning of each wargame the context from a dramatic geo-political 
situational was transformed into the commander’s “estimate of the situation.”  
This “estimate of the situation” in turn stimulated two levels of interaction during 
the game and other interactions after the game.

The first level of interaction during the game was the generation and 
communication of orders, based on doctrine, to subordinate commanders. The 
second level of interaction was engagement against the enemy via the game 
board. These interactions resulted in an evaluation of  technique, weapons, 
platforms and doctrine. It is important to note that the wargames I have looked 
at primarily engaged in interaction between the doctrinal and end user 
warfighting dimensions of technological innovation, more along the lines of the 
linear model of innovation.

The knowledge of potential solutions to perceived problems also led to a 
level of external interaction. For example, Admiral Sims was prolific during his 
post war tenure as President of the War college through his graduation 
addresses, publication in the Naval Institute Proceedings and communication 
with Congress. I am sure everyone in this community is familiar with the way 
Commander Stark and Nimitz, made their way to significant leadership positions 
as flag officers at the start of World War II. Yet, there were other wargamers that 
made their way to flag positions at the onset of World War II including: 
.Commanders Woodson, Whitman, Cook, Noyes, Taffinder and Bristol: and 
Captains Rowcliff, Taussig, and Horne. Others, such as Captain Harris Laning, 
made their mark as senior staff at the War College and during fleet 
experimentation. No doubt, they carried their wargaming experiences with them.
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• China’s rise to power

• Reemerging Russia

• Nuclear Iran

• Nuclear North Korea

• Terrorism

• Cyber crime

Dramatic Situational Change Today
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We are presently living in ambiguous times filled with a multitude of 
emerging dramatic situations. These situations are not new  to this forum. The 
United States has moved from the bipolar world during the Cold War; to a 
unipolar world where the U.S. was often viewed as the global police force after 
the Cold War; and finally to an era where we are experiencing a complex geo-
political situation that can be characterized by China as a global power, a re-
emergent Russia, nuclear Iran, nuclear North Korea, terrorism and cyber-crime.
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“Innovation can be highly disruptive and creates 
relative winners and losers. It thrives in a culture 
that embraces experimentation and tolerates 
dissent and risk-taking. We must generate an 
environment that encourages exactly this type of 
thinking, and building a reinvigorated wargaming 
enterprise will be a major step forward.”

DEPSECDEF Robert Work

U.S. Reaction to Today’s Dramatic Situational Change
Policy
• CNO’s Concept Generation and Concept 

Development Program, February 2010.
• CNO Challenges the SSG to Sustain our

Undersea Dominance, September 2012.
• COMSUBFOR Established as Undersea Domain 

Lead, December 2012.
• CNO’s Directive on Maintaining Undersea 

Dominance, August 2013.
• DEPSECDEF’s NDU Convocation Speech on 

the 3rd Offset, August 2014.
• SECDEF’s Innovation Initiative, November 2014.
• CNA’s Report: Toward a New Offset Strategy, 

December 2014.
• OSD’s Long Range Research and Development 

Plan, December 2014.
• SECNAV’s Task Force Innovation, January 

2015.
• DEPSECDEF’s Call for Wargaming and 

Innovation, February 2015.
• CNO’s Design for Maintaining Maritime 

Superiority, January 2016.
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Therefore, the current resurgent interest in wargaming should not be a 
surprise to this community. Interest in wargaming has  been expressed through 
a multitude of government and military organizations.

Nevertheless, as we move through this next period in history we would be 
well served to adapt our approaches to wargaming with our evolving 
understanding of technological innovation and the interaction between the 
disparate communities engaged in this human activity.

Moving faster will require the coherent  motivation and action between the 
scientific, acquisition, doctrinal and end user warfighting communities. 
Wargaming offers a way to work towards this objective by promulgating our 
understanding of and responding to the emerging dramatic geo-political 
situation.
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Technology Assessment Using Wargaming 
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Class of 1924. Tactical Problem III (Tac. 96) 

Reference: Laning, Harris, Captain. Tactical Problem III (Tac. 96): History and Tactical Critique. Naval War College Class of 1924. Rep. Newport, RI: Naval War College, 
1924. Print. Naval War College Archives, Record Group 4, Box 23, Folder 9. 
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Situation Blue Orange 

Act Defend convoy Attack convoy 

Scene Seas near Siargao Island in 
the Pacific 

Seas near Siargao Island in 
the Pacific 

Agent Maneuver Class of 1924 Maneuver Class of 1924 
Agency 6 BB, 6 CL, 56 DD, 6 DM, 

12 SS, 1 CVO (with 42 VF 
and 42 VT), 30 VF and 19 
XAO 

4 CC, 11 CL, 24 DD, 8 DM, 12 
SS, and 1 CVO (with 42 VF 
and 42 VT) 

Purpose Estimate of situation and 
dissemination of orders for 
cruising formation to 
conduct tactical scouting in 
support of safe transit 

Estimate of situation and 
disseminate orders for cruising 
formation to conduct tactical 
scouting in order to attack 
convoy 

Class of 1924. Tactical Problem III (Tac. 96) 
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Technological Aliasing Revealed 
• Blue Commander sent an order to the submarines to come to the surface at a given time and seek a

position between the convoy and the Orange CCs. All of Blue’s surface ships having been warned of this

movement and ordered not to attack subs coming to the surface at that time until they had been
recognized as enemy subs, all Blue subs came up safely (66-67).

• The Blue destroyers used listening devices and covered much of the area that Orange subs might be
in…the only subs the Blue ships passed over were Blue subs… a depth barrage was laid around them...

Blue subs went to a considerable depth and slowed down so they were no longer heard and escaped
without injury (p. 59).

• The turn of the convoy brought it on a converging course with the 12 Orange submarines…having been

submerged for three hours… the storage batteries of the subs were now almost exhausted… the anti-
submarine DDs would run for a few minutes and then stop to use listening devices.. Some of them heard
Orange subs, hoisted the submarine warning… ships left and headed away from the threat… depth

barrage that drove them to a deep submergence and because the noises over them prevented their
accurate use of listening devices… 12 torpedoes in all were discharged… none of the torpedoes hit (65).

• While ordinarily submarines should not waste torpedoes in attacking light cruisers in an engagement
between battle fleets, that doctrine probably should not be followed by submarines protecting a convoy
since as against convoy ships light cruisers are almost as valuable as battle cruisers (26).

• Out of these the 12 SSs were submerged well in rear of the convoy with their batteries fun down (71).

• Train ships need guns for air defense even more than they need them for defense against surface ships
(79).
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Technological Aliasing Not Uncovered 

As a means for forcing subs 
to operate submerged for 
great distances and thereby 
force them to exhaust their 
batteries, aircraft fitted with 
many small bombs are very 
valuable (79). 
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Assessing Technology in Wargames 

• Wargames can be used to assess technological aliasing

• A multi-dimensional technological lens is required for analysis

– Science and engineering

– Acquisition

– Doctrine

– Warfighting end use

• Situational interaction of disparate communities drives the process

• A series of wargames can be used to exercise disciplines
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Edge Provided by 

Innovation
WORKING GROUP 2
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 CAPT Walker
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 Maj Martin
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Connections US 2017 Ways Wargaming Can IncreaseThe Edge 
Provided by Innovation

Col Matt Caffrey, PhD (USAF)

BLUF

Wargaming has potential to 

originate and maintain the 

edge innovation provides -- to 

us and our adversaries

Overview

 Kick-off Briefs

 Dimensions of an Edge

 Ways to Increase an Edge

 Ways Wargaming can Help

 Other Key Insights

 Conclusion
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Kick-Off Briefs

 Peters

 Never know who we are going to

touch

 Often surprised as to where

expertise/innovation lies

 Not everything is solvable, but can

be mitigated

 Caffrey

 Get better the more you do it

(applies to both sides)

 Wargaming tightens the decision

cycle – only for participants

 Innovation produces an edge

when you advance is mature

while the enemy is not

Dimensions of an Edge

Power

Time

Advantage
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Dimensions of an Edge Over Time

Power

Time

Ways to Increase an Edge

 Develop Innovators

 Make Innovation less risky – more sustainable

 Implement more quickly

 Delay adversary counter

 Avoid counterproductive or quickly countered innovations

 Encourage multi-generational inclusivity
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Ways Wargaming Can Help

 Develop Innovators

 WG in PME, early and often

 Make Innovation less risky – more sustainable

 Failure OK even in risk adverse culture

 Implement more quickly

 Making people more effective – less lead time than tech

 Better identify tech impacts

 Helps maintain initiative by having counter move ready before move

 Delay adversary counter

 Real Red will not learn from our wargames

 Avoid counterproductive innovations

 Cheep mistakes

 Encourage multi-generational inclusivity

 Common area of engagement for young and less young

Other Key Insights

 Risk/cost/trade-off/pre-emption can be examined by wargaming

 Cyclic revisiting of ideas/innovations, don’t let it sit too long, revisit it with

wargames to confirm utility

 Multiple innovation curves, where do they intersect? – how can we impact

multiple curves simultaneously?

 How to talk and inform each other at the right point (touch points), how often?

 Looks at how others innovate, apply it to your efforts

 Wargaming can help clarify future warfare environment

Common Denominator; a family of wargames are needed that include 

“screening” wargames 
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Conclusion

Wargaming allows for exploration and 

discovery… “If you find it in a game, it may 

not be apparent to you in the world, but at 

least you know what to look for”

Dr. Schelling
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Winning The Innovation 
Race

Why Wargames Increase The Impact of the Edge 
Provided by Innovation 

Matt Caffrey

3 August 2017

Matt Caffrey

• DoD Civil Servant – previous positions
• AFRL Liaison to HQ AFMC for Wargaming

• Lead Wargaming, Air Force Research Laboratory

• Professor of Wargaming, Air Command & Staff Col

• Research, School for Advanced Airpower Studies

• Col USAFR (ret.) - assignments
• Senior Reservist, AFRL Info Directorate

• Chief Wargaming, AF/XOOC (Checkmate)

• Author/Speaker
• Author, On Wargaming

• Co-author, Gulf War Fact Book

• Three chapters, many articles, hundreds of talks
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Disclaimer

The following views are those of the author and do 
not necessarily reflect those of Air Force Research 
Laboratory, Air Force Materiel Command or the 
United States Air Force

BLUF

Wargaming can help increase the speed, magnitude 
and duration of the military edge produced by 
innovation.
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Overview

• Wargaming and developing innovators

• Does innovation produce an edge

• Normal innovation

• Wargaming and increasing speed of innovation

• Wargaming and delaying adversary adaptation

• Can they shorten any edge an adversary may acquire?

Wargaming And Developing 
Innovators

Wargaming develops:

• Down board thinking

• Assessed risk taking

• Virtual Veterans
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Why Innovation Provides 
Edges

• Col Trevor Dupuy
• Casualty rates consistent over ages

• Except for casualty spikes

• Soviet Gen Staff & Andy Marshal
• Military Technical Revolutions

• Tech

• Tactics (Operational Concept)

• Organization

• Revolutions in Military Affairs
• Tactics (Operational Concept)

• Tech

• Organization

When Innovation Produces 
And Edge

Friendly

Enemy Pre-MTR/RMA Immature Mature

Pre-MTR/RMA
Both at norm F below norm

E above norm

F very low

E very high

Immature
E below norm

F above norm

Both above

norm

F below norm

E above norm

Mature
E very low

F very high

E below norm

F above norm

Both at norm
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When Innovation Produces 
And Edge

Friendly

Enemy Pre-MTR/RMA Immature Mature

Pre-MTR/RMA
Both at norm F below norm

E above norm

F very low

E very high

Immature
E below norm

F above norm

Both above

norm

F below norm

E above norm

Mature
E very low

F very high

E below norm

F above norm

Both at norm

Normal Innovation
The Historical Lag in CONOPS & Tactics

Telemobiloskop – 1904Mitrailleuse – 1850’s

Mobile Observation Platform 1914 Trench Crosser 1916
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Normal Innovation
The Strategy Cycle

a.k.a. The Caffrey Loop

History

Theory

Doctrine

Strategy

Execution

HERE’S WHY.  YOU MAY RECALL FROM YOUR INTRODUCTORY LESSON THE HISTORY> THEORY> DOCTRINE> STRATEGY> EXECUTION CYCLE.

Two Problems With Traditional 
Innovation

Problem 1: 
With War how do you identify bad guesses?
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Wargaming 
Increasing Speed Of Innovation

It will take roughly 50 years of 

additional evolutionary development 

before powered flight is achieved.

Wilbur Wright

1901
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What Changed Wilbur’s Mind, and the World 

The Impact
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Wargaming &
Delaying Adversary Adaptation

OODA Loops

Orient

Observe

Decide

ActOODA Loop
To understand why 
wargames are so helpful it 
is necessary to understand 
OODA Loops.
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Theoretical Support – OODA Loops

Observe

Orient

Decide

ActOODA
Loop

Boyd predicted, and 
experience confirms, with 
experience OODA Loops 
get tighter and decisions 
get more effective

Does this give us an 
advantage in war?

Theoretical Support – OODA Loops

Observe

Orient

Decide

ActFriendly

Not necessarily.  
As we go through our OODA Loop…

Decide

OrientAdversary

Observe

War
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Theoretical Support – OODA Loops

Observe

Orient

Decide

ActFriendly

…Our Adversaries go through their OODA Loop, their 
OODA Loops get tighter and decisions get more 
effective just as ours do

Decide

Orient

Observe

Adversary

War

Theoretical Support – OODA Loops

Observe

Orient

Decide

White/AssessmentBlue

Wargames allow their users to improve their decisions 
and their decision makers without a similar improvement 
taking place in the enemy

Decide

OrientRed

Observe

Wargame
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Theoretical Support – OODA Loops

Observe

Orient

Decide

OODA Loops of both the Blue and Red players get 
tighter and decisions get more effective, but Blue’s real 
adversary is unaffected.  So…

Decide

Orient

Observe

Blue Red

Wargame

White/Assessment

Theoretical Support – OODA Loops

Observe

Orient

Decide

ActFriendly

When we do engage our adversary our OODA Loop is 
shorter and more effective – their’s is unchanged

Decide

Orient

Observe

Adversary

War
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The Traditional Innovation Cycle
a.k.a. The Caffrey Loop

History

Theory

Doctrine

Strategy

Execution

HERE’S WHY.  YOU MAY RECALL FROM YOUR INTRODUCTORY LESSON THE HISTORY> THEORY> DOCTRINE> STRATEGY> EXECUTION CYCLE.

The Catalyzed Innovation Cycle
a.k.a. The Caffrey Loop

History

Theory

Doctrine

Strategy

Wargame

HERE’S WHY.  YOU MAY RECALL FROM YOUR INTRODUCTORY LESSON THE HISTORY> THEORY> DOCTRINE> STRATEGY> EXECUTION CYCLE.
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Can Wargames Shorten An 
Adversary’s Edge?
Well…   They have

UK Innovation Cycle 

Forecast Future State

Theory

Doctrine

Strategy

Wargame

HERE’S WHY.  YOU MAY RECALL FROM YOUR INTRODUCTORY LESSON THE HISTORY> THEORY> DOCTRINE> STRATEGY> EXECUTION CYCLE.
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Conclusion

Wargaming does not create innovation but wargames 
can help increase the speed, magnitude and duration 
of the military edge produced by innovation through:

• Developing innovators
• Speeding innovation
• Increasing impact of innovation
• Delaying adversary countermeasures

Wargaming can reduce the edge acquired by 
adversaries

Wargames save lives – if used more effectively than 
adversaries.
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John T. Hanley, Jr.  Ph.D. 
Presentation to Connections Wargaming Conference 
3  August 2017 
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  “A well schooled man is one who searches for 
that degree of precision in each kind of study 
which the nature of the subject at hand 
admits” 

How do we align the technique used with the subject at hand? 
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Cycle of Research 

Ferrand Sayre, “Map Maneuvers and Tactical Rides,” 1910 
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EMPHASIZED 

 Systems Analysis 
 Computer Simulation 

 Pseudo-experimentation

DE-EMPHASIZED 

 Operations Research 
 Gaming 
 Cycle of Research 

• World War II added Operations Research

• Post-World War II

EMERGING 

 Chaos/Complexity Sciences 
 Artificial Intelligence 

Warfare is a complex 
adaptive system 
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R 

P 

S 

R 

P 

S 

# of states considering 
successful and unsuccessful 
engagements = 24mn=236

m Blue force elements n Red force elements 
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 How big a of a force-on-force engagement could an 
ideal computer the size of the universe, given the time 
of the universe calculate? 
 Processers size of protons, operating at speed of light, densely

packed into the size of the universe
▪ 1045 processors/cubic meter

▪ 1081 cubic meters in universe

▪ 1023 calculations/second

▪ 1019 seconds since big bang

 About 10168 or 2558 calculations

 For equally organized forces, m=n; 4mn = 4m2=558, m
is about 12
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0 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

0.8 

1 

1.2 

1.4 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Expected Error 

Hoped for Precision 

Total Error 

“in most cases where operations research 
studies [in WWII] produced striking 
effects the analysis was cogent but not 
complicated” Kimball and Morse 1950 

Expected error = e √n 
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Mathematical 
Programming 

Stochastic 
Processes 

Game Theory 

OR Practice 

OR Theory 

Networks & 
Graphs 

Modeling Combat 
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Mathematical 
Programming 

Stochastic 
Processes 

Game Theory 

OR Practice 

OR Theory 

Networks & 
Graphs 

Modeling Combat 
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 A tangle of conditions with no definitive way to formulate: different 
perspectives with no objective truth 

 Cannot understand without proposing a solution 
 Rarely can be solved conclusively [decisively] 
 Have better or worse solutions, not right or wrong ones 
 Any solution will generate repercussions, possibly creating new problems 
 Every solution is a one shot operation, changing the problem 
 Solutions have to be created, not chosen, and may not be apparent 
 Every wicked problem is a symptom of another problem 
 Are interactively complex, highly sensitive to inputs, concatenations of 

causes and effects 
 A single cause may have multiple effects, while a single effect can be the

result of multiple causes

Open to many “fake” constructs – 
 room for reasoned debate and  continued research 
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Mathematical 
Programming 

Stochastic 
Processes 

Game Theory 

OR Practice 

OR Theory 

Networks & 
Graphs 

Modeling Combat 

Scenario Planning 

Gaming 
Wicked 

Problems 
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Deterministic Statistical 

Indeterminacy 
Stochastic 

Indeterminacy 
Strategic 

Indeterminacy 

Nature of the 

Subject 
1. State space clearly

defined

2. Persistent data

3. Units of measure

understood

4. Relationships

determined

5. Initial state known

1. State space

clearly defined

2. Persistent data

3. Units of measure

understood

4. Probability

distributions

known or ability

to run enough

trials

1. State space clearly

defined

2. Persistent data

3. Units of measure

understood

4. Relationships

determined

5. State transition

probabilities &

rates known, and

are Markovian.

1. Conflicting

interests

2. Players specified

3. Information

conditions well

specified

4. Probability

distributions for

“moves of nature”

specified

5. Player tastes and

beliefs known

6. Players consistent

and logical 

(rational)  

Techniques Mathematic Analysis 

and Programming 
Regression, 

Analysis of Variance 
Stochastic Processes: 

Markov, Monte Carlo 

Game Theory 

Solution 

Characteristics 
Unique solution Unique distribution Unique distribution Nash Bargaining 

solution (2 

players) 

Sets of solutions (>2) 

Rational elimination of human variables 
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 Nature of the subject 
 Significant indeterminacy in structure
 Difficulty in objectively framing the problem; selecting relevant

features
 Techniques 

 Scenario Planning
 Artificial Intelligence
 Operational (War) Gaming
 Chaos/Complexity Sciences
 Social Sciences

 Solution characteristics
 Provide patterns and possibilities to anticipate rather than predict
 Requires cycle of research to substantiate results

▪ Sensitivity of results to rules/initial conditions/information
▪ Simple rules produce complex behaviors

Structure 
Boundary of system 
Elements 
Relevant relations between elements 
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 With greater indeterminacy 

 Solutions are sets of possibilities

 Analysis eliminates the infeasible, unacceptable,
unsuitable

▪ But many feasible, acceptable, suitable courses of action
remain

▪ Tendency is to add constraints to arrive at desired
solution

▪ “Politics” – the preferences of those in power - rather
than analysis drives the selection
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Non-linear Dynamics 

Agent-based Models 
Genetic Algorithms 

Automata 
Fractals (Power Laws) 

Complexity 
Sciences 

Social Network / 
Influence Models 

Emergence 

Complex 
Adaptive 
Systems 

 Order 

 Chaos 

Mathematical 
Programming 

Stochastic 
Processes 

Game Theory 

OR Practice 

OR Theory 

Networks & 
Graphs 

Modeling Combat 

Scenario Planning 

Gaming 
Wicked 

Problems 
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Non-linear Dynamics 

Agent-based Models 
Genetic Algorithms 

Automata 
Fractals (Power Laws) 

Complexity 
Sciences 

Social Network / 
Influence Models 

Emergence 

Complex 
Adaptive 
Systems 

 Order 

 Chaos 

Mathematical 
Programming 

Stochastic 
Processes 

Game Theory 

OR Practice 

OR Theory 

Networks & 
Graphs 

Modeling Combat 

Scenario Planning 

Gaming 
Wicked 

Problems 

Hard and Social Sciences, Engineering 

Neural Networks 
Big Data, etc. 

Artificial 
Intelligence 
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“Gaming is a powerful method for 
simultaneously mastering complexity, 
enhancing communication, stimulating 
creativity, and contributing to consensus and 
a commitment to action.” 

Players learn, vice analysts 
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GAMING 

 Complexity 

 Communication 

 Creativity 

 Consensus & 
Commitment 
to Action 

ANALYSIS 

 Analysts’ decide 
cause/effect, 
reductionist 

 Post-event brief, 
report 

 Paradigm/model 
selection 

 Dependent on 
post-event brief, 
report 

 Participant 
feedback & 
synthesis 

 Clear context,  
relationships 

 Interactive meme 
mutation 

 Participant 
experience 
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 Classify the character of indeterminacy in the subject 
under study and apply appropriate techniques 
 Improve quantitative adjudication

 Employ models with “few” variables
 Move gaming beyond the mid-19th Century 
 Employ Game Theoretic structures and Fitness

Landscapes
▪ Be very cautious using Game Theoretic solutions beyond equilibria

 Adapt commercial gaming technology to official military
applications
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 Agent-based modeling 
 Fractals/Power Laws 
 Network topology 
 Dynamic Social Network Modeling

 Information & Computation Theory 
 Non-Linear Dynamics 
 Deterministic chaos: strong sensitivity to initial

conditions
 Statistical Mechanics/Thermodynamics, 

Statistical Fields, … 
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 Frequently unexamined assumptions 
 Continuity vs. spaces of measure zero
 Law of Large Numbers applies
 Pitfalls of assigning probabilities
 Does the subject admit a function: one state at each value?

 Related issues raised by complexity
 Sensitivity to initial conditions
 Attractors
 Non-Gaussian Power Law behavior
 Emergence/adaptivity

▪ relationships between parts give rise to the collective behaviors of a
system

▪ non-persistent data/behavior
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 Social Sciences 
 Anthropology
 Economics
 Government
 History
 International Relations
 Political Science
 Psychology
 Regional and Functional area studies
 Sociology

 ‘Hard’ sciences, engineering, mathematics 

•Characterized by high degree
of structural and strategic
indeterminacy
•Rely principally upon
statistical analysis

• Challenge of reduction
•Limited ability to reliably
quantify input to measurable
results output

•Even in economics with
readily quantifiable data
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Wargaming and Analysis 
Working Group

Connections Wargaming Conference 2017

Dr. Bill Lademan

August 3, 2017

1

Working Group Format

• 31 participants in 6 groups

• Icebreaker (Impromptu Networking)

• Groups selected a real problem in wargaming and analysis

• Drill down (9 Whys)

• Generating potential solutions (1-2-4-All)

• Small group presentations and feedback from the entire group

2
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Group 1

• Problem: over focus on battle damage assessment and no real data
capture and analysis plan

• Ideas for potential solutions:
• Analysis plan integrated into the game

• Games done with analysis department, have analysis before the game and
post-game analysis

• Many games done in conjunction with an analysis program where the game
focuses on the decisions

• Integrate in nodal process in the game that you build story around

3

Group 2

• Problem: how do you do more analysis with less (w/ senior leaders)

• Ideas for potential solutions:
• Management expectations and concerns

• Incorporate basic analytical processes in your SOP (surveys, etc.)

• Adopt methods from other organizations with similar problems

• Language processing method

• Have solution package when someone asks how you can do better?

• Use more structured analytic techniques, red team handbook

• Farm out analysis to sister organizations

• Send people to wargaming courses and expose them to different methods

• Utilize reserve component, students (including service academies)
4
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Group 3

• Problem: connecting beginning and end states for games with
narrative story

• Ideas for potential solutions:
• Need to have well established framework for the original story, and how the

storytelling goes; have socialized schema for the narrative

• Diversity of perspectives

• Communication to involve potential players – want players who have played
these types of games before; hard when you always have pickup teams

• Venue to talk about lessons learned from the games

• Ability to practice ahead of the game

• Are there specific conflict points you want people to get to – look out over
strategic time frames

5

Group 4

• Problem: how can we better incorporate analysis in the entire
wargaming process?

• Ideas for potential solutions:
• Mandate documentation to help capture process in the analysis

• Identify data collection process upfront

• Identify break points to perform analysis, tied to overall goals of the game

• Dedicated analyst in the group – what do you want captured and who is
responsible for capturing it?

• Define a common lexicon so all members of the team are communicating

6
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Group 5

• Problem: how do you quantify in a game the “soft” factors like morale
or competence in a game mechanic?

• Ideas for potential solutions:
• Historical research to try to figure out if there are demonstrable times where

certain types of behaviors by units (how fast did the unit break?)

• Look for professional literature in behavioral science – literature on
competency

• From there attempt to build a statistical model/table out of what you have; fill
in with whatever distribution function you are comfortable with

• Test it against things you have not looked at before

• Peer review feedback from people who have dealt with similar issues

• Play test – does the model break the game or give you historical output?
7

Group 6

• Problem: trying to synchronize requirements over different
organizations, need to better inform acquisition AoAs

• Ideas for potential solutions:
• Identify threats to the organization so they can identify goals, priorities, gaps

• Matrix games would work well to build priority list and gaps; could do one
game focused on the threat; after series of games, ask a group to break what
solutions the organization has

• Then have material to have a discussion with senior leaders

• Can count things out of narratives

• What has worked in the current organization and can you build on that?

• As part of the process, consensus of alignment with higher documents

8
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Trends and Observations

• Analysis is integral to professional games
• Data collection for analysis needs to be planned in advanced and executed

alongside the game

• Possible to leverage analytic organizations for wargame analysis

• Pre- and post-game analysis may be beneficial

• Games also focus on a number of important things outside of
traditional, quantitative analysis

• Decision making

• Narrative

• “Soft” factors such as morale and competence

9
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